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I.Introduction

This Monitor's Report is submitted pursuant to the Court's Order on Reporting and Enforcement

Procedures in Brionez v. U.S. Departrnent of Aericulture, Case No.C-01-3969.CW. The Monitor's last

Report was prepiled almost one year ago, on October 29,2005. This Report evaluates_the progress of

U.S. Forest Service Region 5's compliance with the Hispanic Settlement Agreement ("HSA") and the

additional remedial measures required by the Court's March 30,2006Order. I

In general, with ttre new requirement of direct reporting and accountability to the Court, the

Region has taken more seriously its obligations under the HSA and has moved more expeditiously in its

HSA compliance than during the prior years of the Agreement.2 The Region has taken steps to comply

with the additional remedial measures ordered by the Court, and has now complied with many of the

requirements of the HSA.

At the same time, the Region remains out of compliance with HSA provisions in several areas.

Most significantly, the Region has made little progress in compliance with the HSA $W.A goal of

increased Hispanic representation in the Region 5 workforce. The Region has also failed to comply

substantially with its monitoring obligations under $$ V.A.2 and V.A.3, and delayed its compliance with

the Court's remedial measure of having an effective mentoring program in place. There have been

various problems related to the Region's data reporting and the AVUE on line application systern, and

the Region has delayed providing or has failed to provide certain essential information to the Monitor.

In addition, during the past year, the Region has extensively changed its Human Resources

I The Court's March 30,2006 Order will be cited in this Report as "Order, p. _." The Region 5 Reports will be cited by
date, e.g., "R5 9/8/06 Rpt., p._, " and the Monitor's October 29,2005 Report will be cited as "10/29/05 Mon. Rpt, p._."
2 Prior to the Court's Order Regarding Reporting and Enforcement Procedures, the HSA did not require the Region tbFrte its
Semi-Annual Reports with the Court or to otherwise report to the Court on its compliance. (See HSA $VII).
Brionezv. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
Report of the Court Appointed Monitor I
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structure and its hiring system, and will be changing that structure once again shortly after the February

2007 HSA expiration date. These changes have significant implications for the continued progress

toward the HSA goal of increased Hispanic representation in the Region 5 workforce.

Section II (A) of this Report addresses the lack of progress toward the gIV.A goal. Section II @)

addresses the areas in which the Region is in substantial compliance with HSA requirdnents and

additional court-ordered measures. Section II (C) addresses the problems regarding the Region's data

reporting, AVUE system, and responses to specified information requests from the Monitor. Section II

(D) addresses areas in which the Monitor finds that the Region has delayed compliance or has failed to

comply substantially with required measures. Section III addresses recent changes in the Human

Resources and hiring procedures, and Section tV is the Conclusion.

II. Assgssment of the Reeion's Prosress in Comnliance with the HSA Provisions and the Court's
Additional Remedial Measures

A. Reeron 5's Lack of Prosress Toward the HSA S IV,A Goal of Increasine Hispanic
Representation in the Region 5 Workforce

1. Numbers and Percentages of Hispanics in the Region 5 Permanent Workforce

The Court's Order found enforceable the HSA $ fV.A goal of increasing Hispanic representation

in the Region 5 workforce to a percentage equivalent to the percentage of Hispanics in the applicable

labor pool in the relevant geographic area. (Order, pp. 8-9.) An analysis of the data provided in the

Region's recent Report shows very limited progress toward achievement of that HSA goal, and

continues to raise serious questions about the Region's ability to recruit and retain Hispanic employees.

The Region's September 2006 Report shows that the percentage of Hispanics in the Region 5

workforce increased by only 0.7Yo drning the last reporting period, moving from l}Yo to 10.7%. (R5

9/8/06 Rpt. p. 2.) The total increase in Hispanic representation in the overall workforce over the 3-3/t

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
Report of the Court Appointed Monitor
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years since the start of the HSA remains at less than2Yo, increasing from8.9Yo in December 2002to

10.7% in August 2006. (R5 9/8/06 Rpt. P.13, Table 1.) ln the critical Forestry Technician GS 462

series, improvement in the percentage of Hispanic representation during the last reporting period was a

mere 0.1olo (I2.7%to 12.8%). Since the start of the HSA, the percentage increase for the GS 462 was

only lYo, moving from 11.8% Hispanic in Decemb er 2002 to L2.8o/oHispanic in August 2006. (R5

918106 Rpt., p. 15, Table S).3 this remains far below the 3l .5Yo Civilianl,abor Force percentage for

Hispanics in the Region's 462 series, identified by the Court, taking into account adjustments for U.S.

citizenship and English language proficiency. (313106 Order, p. 16,)4

The Region further reports that, of 1364 permanent employees hired during the HSA term, 178

those permanent employees were Hispanic. (R5 918106 Rpt., p. 13.) However, as shown in Table I

below, despite having hired 178 oermanent Hispanic employees. the net increase in the number of

' On October 4,20A6, after the Monitor had completed the data analysis for this Repor! the Region emailed updated versi
of Tables I through 5 of the R5 9/8/06 Rpt., pp.l3-15, with employment data as of 9/23106. Because of the late date at which
those tables arrived, the Monitor was unable to include an analysis of that information in this Report. This report therefore
discusses the data presented in the Region's 9/8/06 Report filed with the Court. A brief review of the updated data shows an
increase in Hispanic employment of an additional0.l% since the R5 9/8/06 Report, with Hispanic employment levels having
moved from 8.9% to 10.8% over the life of the HSA. The Region's updated datatables are attached as Exhibit 1.

o In late September 2006, the Region sent the Monitor an August 2006 General Accountability Office (GAO) report entitled
"The Federal Workforce: Additional Insights Could Enhance Agency Efforts Related to Hispanic Representation."
lnttp:tlwww.gao.govtnew.lt ] The report involved the study of five agencies and included discussion of two
issues addressed in the Court's Order, namely, citizenship and English language proficiency. The five agencies studied were
the US Air Force, the Food and Nutrition Service (within the Departrnent of Agriculture), NASA, the Small Business
Association, and the Social Security Administration. (GAO Report, p. 2.) That report concluded that U.S. citizenship and
educational attainment have the greatest effect, of the measurable factors identified, on Hispanic representation in the federal
workforce, relative to the non-federal workforce. According to the study, English proficiency had a more limited or almost
effect on the likelihood of Hispanics being employed in the federal workforce. (GAO Report p. 3.)

The GAO identified several limitations of its study. GAO did notanalyze whether discrimination against or attitudes
towards Hispanics or any other group affected representation in either the federal or non federal workforces because, using
their data sources, it was not possible to conduct such an analysis. (GAO Report, p. 48). The GAO further noted that the
results are limited and intended to only reflect the effect of selected factors on Hispanic employment in the overall federal
workforce, and cannot be applied to individual occupations, grades, agencies or other subsets of the government. (GAO
Report, p.5 l.) In response to the report, the EEOC concluded that, while citizenship data are a useful benchmark for broad
trending, more refined analyses are necessary, including analyses of applicant pools and participation rates for specific
occupations. (GAO Report, pp. 4-5.)

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
Report of the Court Appointed Monitor
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Hispanic employees over the HSA term was 12. The Region's reports indicate 467 Hispanic emplo

in December 2002 and 479 Hispanic employees as of late August 2006.s The Court's Order notes tl

based upon data submitted in the enforcement proceeding, the total increase in Hispanic employees

been 10. (Order, p.10.) According to the Region's September 2006 Report, that number increased b

only 2 additional permanent Hispanic employees.6 -

Table I

Number and Percentage of Hispanic Employees in the Region 5 Workforce
@xcluding SCEPS)

Reporting
date*

Total Number
of Employees

Number
Hispanic
Emnlovees

Percentage
Hispanic
Emnlovees Data Source

t2/22/2002 5249 467 8.9%
R5 9/8/06 Report, Table I

t2/3/2005 4829 476 9.9%

ln0/06 Declaration of R5 expert Dr.
Carrington, Table 4, p.22

3/31/2006 4697 470 10.0%
R5 6/9/06 R"pott, page 13

8/26/2006 4481 479 10.704
R5 9/8/06 Report, Table I

(See the Monitor's 10129105 Report, page75 for data on reporting periods other than those listed here.)

5Data tables in the Region's Semi-annual reports tkough June 2005 generally provided both the number and percentage
Hispanic employees. Several tables in the Region's June and September 2006 Reports include the percentage of Hispani
employees, but omit the number of Hispanic employees. Where the number of Hispanic employees was not provided, th,
number was calculated using the total number of employees and the Hispanic percentage provided by the Region.

6 The Region's September 2006 Report does not include updated information on average grade. The June 2006 and
December 2005 Reports both show the average grade for all GS/GM employees [General schedule/General managemen
be 8.6Yo, as compared to an average grade for Hispanics of 8Yo. For WG/WL/WS employees [Wage grade, Wage leade
Wage supervisor], the December 2005 report shows an average grade of 8.3Yo for all employees and 7.9 % for Hispanic
employees, The June 2006 Report shows all employees remaining al&.3o6 and Hispanic employees declining slightly tl
7 .4%. (12/ | /05 Rpr., p. A- I I ; 6/9 /06 Rpt., Table 5.) .
Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
Report of the Court Appointed Monitor 4
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With regard to the GS 462 series, according to data provided by the Region, the number of

Hispanics in that series declined between September 2005 and August 2006. The Region's expert, Dr.

Carrington, reported a total of 294 Hispanic GS 462 employees as of 9130/05 (excluding SCEPS). The

Region's September 2006 report shows 287 employees in the GS 462 series, or 7 fewer Hispanics than

approximately one year ago. (Compare Carrington 1120/06 declaration, Appendix Tabb 3 and the R5

g/S/06Report, p. 15, Table 5, showing l2.8%Hispanics outof 2239employees in the GS 462 series, or

287 employees.)

There have been some improvements over the past year in job series with fewer employees than

the large GS 462 series. The Monitor compared series-specific data provided by the Region as of

August 27,2006, with similar information provided by Dr. Carrington on permanent employees for the

period ending September 30, 2005. (See Table 2 below.)7 That comparison shows modest increases in

thenumberofHispanicemployeesintheGS 193, 401,430,454,460,1001, 1035, 1315,340,1101,

303, administrative support workers, and laborers. There was no change in the number of Hispanic

employees in the GS 201, 482,486,807, 810, 802,5716, and in the general categories of craft, operative

and service workers. In addition to the decrease in the number of GS 462 Forestry Technicians,

(discussed above), there were slight decreases in two smaller job series of officials and mangers and

technicians. Many series reflect a percentage increase in Hispanic representation over the past year. The

total increase in Hispanic representation for all of the series listed was I Yo for the period from

September 30, 2005 through August 27, 2006,moving ftom 9.7 6%;o to 10.7 7Yo.8

7 The Monitor chose to compare the Canington data with the data that tle Region provided to her on 9/6/06 (See attached
Exhibit 3), because both data sets provide the number of Hispanic employees, cover most of the same job series, exclude
SCEPs, and allow a comparison for approximately the past year. Table 2 of this Report, prepared from that data, includes
job series that were in both the Canington data and attached Exhibit 3.
t Because the Court's Order did not address the appropriate adjusted 2000 CLF percentages for all job series, and some of
those percentages may be in dispute, the Monitor has not discussed the CLF in this section.
Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
Report of the Court Appointed Monitor
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Table2
September 2005 and August 2006 Comparison of Hispanic Employees by Series

(Excluding SCEPs)

Job Series Dr. Carrincton Data as of 9/30/05 R5 Data as of 8/27/06
(Provided to Monitor bv R5)

# Hisnanic % Hispanic All Ee's # Hisoanic % Hispanic All Ee's

t93 J 4.1 74 4 6.2 65
201 6 6.9 87 6 7.7 78
401 1 l i . t t94 L4 7.6 185
430 I 2.5 40 2 s.6 36
454 J I 1 . 5 26 4 16.7 24
460 l 5 4.6 325 l 9 6.7 283
482 2 4.5 44 2 4.9 4 1
486 4 4.4 90 4 4.7 86
807 2 6.5 3 l 2 9 .1 22
8 1 0 8 8.6 93 8 l 0 80

1001 J 3.4 89 6 7.2 83
1035 J 7 . 1 42 6 13.6 44
l 3  l 5 I 1.9 54 2 4.3 47

340 l l l 3 . l 84 l 3 14.6 89
I  l 0 l I t .4 7 l 4.6 65
462 294 12.6 2331 287 12.8 2239
802 9 8 . 1 l l l 9 9.5 95

303 (clericd) 9 6.9 130 t4 9.7 145
5716 2 J . J 6 l 2 3 . 1 64

Off& mprs. 32 I  l . l 287 28 tt.2 251
Techs 9.5 74 6 8.5 7 l
Admin Supp 1 5 ll.9 126 t 9 l 3 .5 t4l
Craft J 4.4 68 3 5.3 5'l
Ooerative I 7.1 l4 I 8.3 t2
Laborer I 3.7 27 J l 1 . l 27
Service 0 0 7 0 0 7
Total 447 9.76 4s80 467 10.77 4337

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
Report of the Court Appointed Monitor
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The Region's June and September 2006 Reports emphasize that the percentage of Hispanic

representation in the workforce has increased, despite a decline in the size of the Region,s total

workforce since Dece mber 2002. (See, e.g., R5 6/gl06Rpt., p. 13; R5 9/8/06Rpt., p. l3). Although the

percentage of Hispanic employees is clearly relevant to the achievement of the $IV.A HSA goal, an

analysis of the actual numbers of Hispanic employees is also a critical part of the asse$ment of the

Region's progress, particularly with regard to retention of Hispanic employees.

While there have been areas ofjob decline during the HSA term and attrition due to retirements

and other factors, the Region 5 workforce has by no means been a stagnant one. e The Region has filled

and continues to frll large numbers of vacancies for GS 462 and other positions each year, and projects

substantial numbers of future vacancies under its workforce planning process. In its various data

the Region has identified 1364 new permanent employees hired over the life of the HSA; 825 positions

filled from April 1, 2005 through September 20,2005;435 permanent Region 5 hires from October l,

2005 through March 31,2006, and 447 permanent Region 5 positions filled (excluding SCEPS) for just

the five month period from April l,2006through August 26,2006.(See R5 g/8/06Rpt., pp. 13-14,

Tables 2 &3; R5 l2/l/05 Rpt., p.,4.-6, and attached Exhibit 4, Associate Regional Forester (ARF) Vi

e During the HSA term, the Region has outsourced certain jobs because of the Competitive Sourcing under the Offrce of
Management and Budget's Circular A-76, and has undertaken "business process reengineering" resulting in nationwide
consolidation of positions in several areas. There will be a significant impact on the workforce because of the upcoming
consolidation and move to New Mexico of the Human Resources operation.

Attrition through retirement and the need to fill those positions in the future is widely recognized by the Forest Service
leadership. See, for example, R5 619106 Report, Appendix 4, Region Forester memorandum regarding the Mentoring
Program: "In the next five years, it is anticipated that over 1,400 employees will be eligible for retirement. From that number
it is estimated that 520 employees are in the forestry technician series." See also, the 6/5/06 Regional Forester Memorandum
to Forest Supervisors and Directors: "In the past three years, the Region has hired 869 new employees into permanent career
positions and 1,497 new employees into student positions, In that same period, 1,398 permanent employees left the Region 5
workforce and 67 percent of our permanent workforce is age 50 or older. These kends project a high level of movement into.
and out of. our workforce in the comins years." (See attached Exhibit 2, emphasis added)
Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
Report of the Court Appointed Monitor
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Jackson's 9/1106 Memorandum re: Permanent Hiring Review.)I0 In terms of future vacancies, the

Forest Service National Workforce Planning Manger John Kusano recently identified "440 positions in

[Region 5's] most populous series that are projected to be filled based on the Region's rate of hiring in

these series over the past three years." (See R5 9/8105 Rpt, Appendix 16.)

Thus, despite declines in the size of the workforce at various periods, there have been and will

continue to be a significant numbers ofjob openings. These openings have provided numerous

opportunities to recruit effectively and hire qualified Hispanic employees, and future vacancies will

provide similar opportunities. Given the limited progress achieved toward the HSA goal, the Region

still has considerable work to do to take advantage of those opportunities.

2. Annlicant Flow and Selection Data

The Region's September 2006 report provides applicant flow data for October 7,2005, through

March 31,2006.rr That data shows a significant decline since the Region's December 2005 Report in

both the percentage of Hispanic applicants and the percentage of Hispanics selected for Region 5

positions. Table 3, below, shows the decline as reported in the AVUE applicant flodselection

system.l2

ro The 9/l/06 memorandum explains that the FOCUS reports required by the HSA regarding "R5 Permanent Hires" were
desigrred to include selections that are competitive and/or based on management decisions. These are "Region 5 positions"
deflred in HSA $ ILA.13. It is sometimes difficult to reconcile the numbers provided by the Region, in part, because the
definitions of what positions are included vary from one report to another.

rr The Region asked the Monitor to agree to a brief extension on tle filing of its September 2006 Report in order to provide
data through the end of August. However, for applicant flow data, the 9/8/06 Report states that "Updated applicant flow data
will not be available until September 30,2006. Therefore the Region cannot yet provide applicant flow data for the period
since the Court's Order." (R5 9/8/06 Rpt., p.16.)

12 As discussed in the Monitor's October 2005 report, the R5 applicant flow system has a very poor return on the
origin (RNO ) identification of applicants and selectees. (Mon. 10/29/05 Rpt, p. 94, notes 92, 94.\ The AVUE applicant
flow data has far more complete RNO identification and is therefore the data referenced in this section. The R5 applicant
flow system, with its limited RNO identification, shows the following rates for applicants and selectees: 6/l/05 Report: 3%
Hispanic applicants; 27o selectees; l2/l/05 Report: 3% Hispanic applicants; 97o selectees; 6/9/06 Report: 5% Hispanic
Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
Report of the Court Appointed Monitor
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Table 3
AVUE Applicant tr'low and Selection Reports

Data reporting
period

Percentage
Hispanic
Aoolicants

Percentage Hispanic
Selectees

Source

I0/04-3/05 7% l t % R5 6/l/05 Reporq
pp. A-40, A-44

3//05-9/05 t0% t2% R5 l2/l/OS Reporl
pp. C-21,24

10/0s-3/06 40 7% R5 6/9/06 Report,
Table l0& l l

t0/05-3/06 3.8% 7 . t % R5 9/8/06 Report,
p. 16, Table 6

(All applicant flow
data)

The Region's September 2006 report appears to combines the AVUE and R5 AFS data and shows 3.8%

Hispanic applicants andT.loh Hispanic selectees, percentages similar to the data for AVUE applicants

only. (4Yo andToh respectively.) (Compare R5 9/8/06 Rpt., p.16, Table 6 and R5 619/06 Rpt., Tables 10

& 11 . )

3. Fire SCEP Retention

The Monitor's Octobe r 29,2005report addressed the significant athition rate for the SCEP fire

apprentices hired in Spring 2004,which was the Region's most successful effort in recruitment of

Hispanic employees (Mon.l0l29l05 Rpt., p.52.) There has continued to be significant attrition in that

hire group and as of 2006,the Region has retained only l0l Hispanic fire apprentices out of the original

245 Hispanics hired in spring 2004.In other words, the Region has an attrition rate of 59%o onthose

applicants; 7 Yo selectees) Section II (C), below, addresses the fact the applicant flow data provided in the R5 6/9/06 Report
was incomplete, with no data reported on applicants and/or selections for several forests.

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
Report of the Court Appointed Monitor
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hires. (144 of 245 hires have left their positions).(See Exhibit 5, Region 5's September 2006report on

retention. of spring 2004 fire SCEP apprentice hires.)r3

4. Temporarv Fire Applicants

The Monitor's October 2005 Report recommended, and the Court ordered, that the Region

provide RaceA.{ational Origin ("RNO") data on applicants for temporary fire-related positions, noting

that permanent entry level fire positions have traditionally been filled by employees with past experience

as temporaries. (Order, pp.32,38) The data provided on applicant flow and selection rates for

temporary fire positions indicate that the Hispanic applicant level and selection rates are higher for these

positions than for Hispanic applicants in the workforce as a whole.

Before discussing this data, it is important to note that the ability to compare this data with the

general applicant flow data may be limited because: (l) the available applicant flow data for the overall

workforce and the data on temporary fire applicants do not cover the same time period; (2) the Region's

overall applicant flow data do not break down the applicants and selectees by job series as do the

temporary fire hire data; and (3) only the data for the temporary fire applicants and selectees include

categories of both Hispanic and "multi-ethnic with Hispanic heritage." The general applicant flow data

are designated only as Hispanic, with subcategories of male and female Hispanic. (See, e.g., R5 l2lll05

Rpt., Tables C4-l through C4-4.)

13 The Monitor has more limited information on the 2005 fire apprentice hires, which were a smaller group than the major
recruitment effort in 2004. The data requested and provided shows 83 Hispanic 2005 fire hire apprentices as of March 2006
outofatotalof254,declininginSeptember2006toTTHispanicsoutofatotalof235. InJuly2006,theRegionsenta
memorandum regarding the amount of time for conversion of apprentices to permanent positions, and potential conversion
dates for the individual apprentices. (See R5 9/8/06 Rpt., Appendix 15, Memorandum re: Region 5 Apprentice Conversion
Process). On September 21,2006 the Monitor requested information as to which of the apprentices actually have converted
on the projected dates.

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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As noted above, the Region's data show a 3.SYolevel of overall Hispanic applicants and,7.lyo

Hispanic selectees from October 2005 through March 2006 (R5 9/8106 Rpt., p. 16.) For those self-

identiffing in the AVUE system as Hispanic or "multi-ethnic with Hispanic heritage," the Hispanic

applicants for temporary fire positions represented24% of the applicant pool and 23Yo of those selected,

for the period from March 12,2006 through September 12,2006. (See Exhibit 6)

While many conclusions about this data would be highly speculative, it seems reasonable to

conclude that the data indicates interest on the part of Hispanic applicants in fire positions. These

temporary fire employees should serye as a pool of future, experienced Hispanic candidates for

permanent fire positions in Region 5. This data should also prompt the Region to analyze the applicant

flow and selection rates for permanent fire positions during comparable time periods. If the applicant

flow and selection rates are notably lower for the permanent positions, the Region should evaluate

whether barriers exist for applicants to the permanent positions, and address those barriers in order to

increase the Hispanic applicant and selection levels.

B. The Reeion Has Substantiallv Complied with Many HSA Provisions and with Most of the
Courtts Remedial Measures

The Court found the Region to be in substantial compliance with $ IV.B. (issuing the negotiated

policy statement); $IV.E. (advertising vacancies as specified in the HSA); $ fV.F (retaining the HSA

Monitor) and $ IV.G (providing suffrcient resources.). The Court further found that Plaintiffs did not

challenge the Region's compliance with $V.A.4 (recruiting through the SCEP program); $V.A.5

(complying with Forest Service workforce planning policies), and $$ V.C.l and 2 (training

requirements). The Monitor finds that the Region continues to be in substantial compliance with these

HSA provisions.

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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The Court previously found that the Region had not complied substantially with $fV.C. (full t

Regional Recruitrnent Coordinator) and $fV.D. (good faith efforts to maintain and fill the Civil Rights

Director position). Sandra Wallace continues to hold the full time Civil Rights Director position. Joy

Gibson Taylor resigned from the Regional Recruitrnent Coordinator position in August 2016,and that

position was subsequently frlled by Jose Briseno. (R5 9/8/06 Rpt., pp. 16-17.) The lr,fonitor finds that

the Region is now in compliance with $$ fV.C and IV.D.

The Monitor also finds that the Region has substantially complied with the following remedial

measures ordered by the Court: contracting with an outside recruiter; advertising all positions as multi-

grade and interdisciplinary (when permissible); expanding the Central California Consortium to at least

two additional locations; creating, funding and hiring the Selection Review Contractor; providing RNO

data on applicants for temporary fire positions; and retaining human resources personnel on the forest

and in the Regional Office to carry out recruitment activities. The steps the Region has taken to

implement these remedial measures are detailed in the Region's September 2006 Report at pages 4-5,7-

12. Although it is too soon to evaluate the effectiveness of measures such as the outside recruiter and

expanded Califomia Consorti4 the Region has complied with the requirement to put these measures in

place.

C. Problems with Providins Kev Information to the Monitor. with the Region's Data Reporting.
and with the AVUE on line apolication svstem

Before discussing the areas in which the Monitor finds that the Region has delayed compliance

or failed to comply substantially with its obligations, this section will address problems that have arisen

since the Monitor's last report with obtaining certain information requested from the Region, with the

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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Region's data reports, and with apparent employment barriers resulting from the AVUE on line

application system.

HSA $ VI.A.5 provides that: "The Monitor shall have reasonable access to relevant books, data,

and documents, in whatever form they are maintained in the ordinary course of business, and other

" Snce the Court's

Order, through its counsel, the Region has generally made an effort to respond more promptly to the

Monitor's information requests than during the period prior to the enforcement proceeding, and counsel

has been available on a weekly basis for phone consultation.la The Region's September 8, 2006 Report

lists in considerable detail the Region's responses to the Monitor's requests. (R5 9/8/06 Rpt., pp. 17-

19.) However, the mere recitation of the subject matter of responses provided can be misleading,

because in some cases the Region has refused, delayed or been unable to provide key information to

which the Monitor was clearlv entitled under HSA.

The Region's Report states that, in a July 24,2006letter, the Region provided the Monitor with

memorandum and documents regarding, among other things:

o Applicant flow data in the Region 5 HSA Seventh Semi-Annual Report;
o The reqional workforce assessment and staff plan;
o Series-specific data on numbers and percentages of Hispanics in the Region 5 workforce; and
. Clarification regarding the most recent affirmative emoloyment proqram olan and workforce pl

analysis data

(R5 9/8/06 Rpt., p.20.)

ra Although direct involvement of the Region's counsel has improved the timeliness of responses to the Monitor's information
requests compared to earlier periods, at the same time, the Monitor's direct contact with Region 5 employees has declined
considerably. Prior to the contempt proceeding and Order, the Monitor was regularly invited to make presentations at
Regional Leadership Team (RLT) meetings and received more invitations to speak at the forests than she could
Since that time, there have been no invitations to the forests or the Regional Leadership Team meetings. When the Monitor
asked to attend the June 2006 RLT meeting to hear the presentation on workforce planning, the Region advised the Monitor
that, according to ARF Vicki Jackson, "the RLT presentation on the issue is part of an Executive Session, so it is not open to
others." (6/7/06 R5 counsel email to the Monitor.) The Region also stopped the monthly meetings with the Monitor, meetings
that had included the Directors of Settlement Agreements, Civil Rights, and Human Resources and were identified in the R5
Fifth Semi-Annual Report as a key accomplishment. (R5 6/5/06kpt,p.22).
Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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Each of these items is addressed below.

1. rnabilitv to Provide comnlete and Accurate Apolicant FIow Data

The Monitor's October 2005 Report addressed various problems with Region 5's data reporting.

(l0l2gl05 Mon. Rpt., pp. 58-66.) With regard to the Monitor's request on applicant flo-w data, the

Region continues to be unable to provide complete and accurate data reports, which are essential to an

evaluation of the Region's progress in recruitment and hiring of Hispanic employees.

Under $ VI.D.3, the Region was to develop an applicant flow system to report on applicants and

selections by forest, including, among other things, the RNO data (where identified by the applicant) and

whether the person was employed by Region 5, the USDA, other federal agencies or came from outside

the federal government. The Region's semi-annual Reports have generally included four tables: AVUE

applicants, AVUE selectees, R5 Applicant Flow System (AFS) applicants, and R5 AFS selectees. (See,

e.g. R5, l2/I/05 Rpt.,Tables C4-1 through C 4-4;R5 619106 Rpt., Tables 8-l l.)

In the Region Seventh Semi-Annual Report, submitted to the Court on June 9, 2006, the

applicant flow reports were incomplete, with no data at all reported for several forests. (See R5 6/9106

Rpt., Tables 8-11, showing data missing on various reports for the Angeles, Lassen, Lake Tahoe Basin,

Mendocino, San Bemardino, Sequoia, Sierra, Stanislaus, Six Rivers and Tahoe National Forests.) On

July 5, 2006,the Monitor submitted an information request to the Region stating:

Item 5(a): Some forests report no data on the R5 and AVUE applicant flow tables in the 76
Report. (Tables 8, 9, l0 & 1l). Does this mean that those forests had no applicants or selectees,
or did the reports omit the data from the missing forests? If omitted, what is the reason for that?
(Exhibit 7, Monitor' s 7 I 5 / 06 Information Request)

On July 24,2006,the Region responded:

The Region is currently working on drafting a response to this question. We
response as soon as it is completed.
(Exhibit 8, R5 's 7/24/06letter to the Monitor)

forward the

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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on September 8, 2006, the Region advised the Monitor, with regard to this inquiry:

The Region is continuing to work on providing an answer to this inquiry.
(Exhibit 9, R5's 918/06letter to the Monitor)

The Region subsequently gave the Monitor a September 1, 2006 memorandum from ARF Jackson to the

Forest Supervisors regarding Permanent Hiring Review. Jackson requested informatiin from the

by October 2,2006, in order to try to reconcile the data in the Region's various reporting systems. That

memorandum confirms the missing data in the AFS and/or AVUE systems for the forests listed above,

and informs the Forest Supervisors that:

The FOCUS report required by the Hispanic Settlement Agreement on R5 Permanent Hires was
designed to include selections that are competitive and/or based on management decisions. The
expectation is that most of the selections would be documented in AFS or AVUE. However that
has not been the case. Please work with your Human Resources Recruitment Specialist to verifr,
correct, or expand upon the Remarks for the FOCUS selections in order to explain why these
selections are not documented in R5 AFS or AVUE.
(Exhibit 4,911106 Jackson Memorandum on Permanent Hiring Review, emphasis added)

The Region has been unable to explain the incomplete applicant flow data in the June 2006

Report and will, at the earliest, be able to provide its explanation on the data three months from the time

of the Monitor's request.

2. Failure to provide requested information based on the Regional'Workforce Assessment and
Staff Plan

With regard to Monitor's request related to the Regional workforce assessment and staffplan,

Monitor asked for specific information on the Hispanic employees hired during the HSA term. The

Region's June 5, 2006 Memorandum on the Regional Workforce Assessment and Staffrng Plan said

during the past three years, the Region had hired 869 new employees into permanent career position and

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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1497 new employees into student position. In response to that memorandum, the Monitor submitted a

request on July 5,2006 for the following information:

a) How many of those new hires in permanent career positions were Hispanic?
b) How many of those new hires in student positions were Hispanic?
c) Please provide a spreadsheet with information as to each of those Hispanic hires
indicating the employees'names. position title. series. grade. unit location. hire date.
and whether the employee is still workine in Reeion 5. If no longer emploved.lndicate
the separation date and reason for separation.
(Exhibit 7, Item No.9, emphasis added)

The Region's July 24,2006letter, responded to that request as

The June 5,2006 memorandum which was authored by John Kusano, Assistant Director Human
Resources, Washington Office, and signed by Vicki Jackson, was prepared in conjunction with
Mr. Kusano's presentation on Regional Workforce Assessment and Stafhng Plan, which was
given at the June 14, 2006 Regional Leadership Team meeting. The numbers provided in that
document were compiled in a manner different from that which the Region uses in its semi-
annual reports.

The data in the June 5, 2005 memorandum encompassed the period of April 1,2003 through
March 31,2006. The data counted students separately from the rest of the permanent workforce
for this period. The report also did not include several competitive actions, such as promotions,
changes to lower grades, position changes and reassignments, which the Region used to report
hires as defined in the HSA. Therefore the information requested in (a) and (b), with regard to
the numbers in the memorandum, would be difficult to generate. Instead, the Region directs the
Monitor to the tables on the fiSNO of Region 5 Positions Filled by Unitfor Reporting Period and
Region 5 Student Career Experience Program Appointnents and Conversions, which are in
every semi-annual report, as provided the by the HSA.(italics in original.)

The additional information requested in (c) is not required by the HSA reportine requirements
and is not information which is tracked by the Region. Providing this information would be
burdensome. Therefore. the Region is not providing this information.
(Exhibit 8, item 9, emphasis added)

In a follow up discussion, the Monitor advised counsel that she viewed the requested informat

as falling within the scope of information that should be made available to her under the HSA. Counsel

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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indicated that they would discuss with the Region the format in which they could provide the requested

information for Hispanics hired in permanent positions during the life of the HSA.

In early September 2006, the Region reported a new number of hires during the HSA term, but

still did not have available the requested information on those hires:

The Region reports 1,364 new permanent hires since the Hispanic Settlement Agreement began,
178 of whom are Hispanic. tstafl is attempting to retrieve the retention data you requested
about the new Hispanic hires.
(Exhibit 9,918106letter to the Monitor)

On October 4,2006,the Region gave the Monitor the requested information on 35 Hispanics who were

no longer employed. However, the Region continues to assert that it would be burdensome to provide

the information in the July 5,2006 request, i.e., the names, position title, series, grade, unit location, and

hire date for the each Hispanic employee hired during the HSA term. The Region's view is that it

"would be burdensome because it is not information the Region ordinarily tracks." (Exhibit 10, R5

10/4/06letter to the Monitor.)

The Monitor's request seeks basic information on the Hispanic employees hired during the HSA

term and is critical information, in light of the Region's sometimes conflicting and incomplete data on

applicant flow and number of employees hired. The number of Hispanic employees hired over the HSA

term is not large. Given the extensive data maintained by the Region and the Washington Offtce, the

Region should have provided this requested information to the Monitor.

3. Refusal to Provide and Delavs in Providins Undated Affirmative Emplovment Information

With regard to the most recent affirmative employment progftlm plan, on July 5, 2006,the

Monitor asked for the Region's draft MD-715 report. The MD-715 is the updated version of the
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Region's Affrrmative Employment Plan (AEP), and a document that the Region had said would be

finalized more than ayear earlier, in March 2005. The Monitor requested:

Item 3(a) A copy of the current draft MD 715 report.

[Settlement Agreement Director] Julena Pope advised me in a memorandum dgted March 5,
2005, that: "Jose Briseno is the program manager responsible for the MD-715 which replaces the
AEP. The Region anticipates finalizrngthe MD-715 by March 31, 2005."...I inquired about this
document regularly at the monthly meetings with the Region, until those meetings were
discontinued.
(See Exhibit 7)

The AEP and MD-715 are directly relevant to the HSA in several respects. First, they contain

the Region's own analysis of barriers to employment of under represented gtoups, and its plan to

eliminate barriers Second, the AEP or MD-715 data is what is used to assess under representation on

Section II of the HSA Outreach and Recruitment Documentation or revised HSA "Form C." There was

no dispute that the FY 06 MD 715 update report existed.rs The Region simply declined to give it to the

Monitor, asserting that the Region was not required by the EEOC's regulations to prepare its own report.

The Region instead referred the Monitor to a website with the Washington Offrce's more general,

national MD-715 report. (Exhibit 8, item 3a,c.)

The Monitor later learned that the draft MD-715 was available on the Region's intranet

correspondence database, although that version did not include the data tables providing Region 5's FY

06 employment data analysis. Region 5 staff had previously told the Monitor that there were no FY 06

MD-715 data tables prepared using 2000 Census CLF comparators. Only after the Monitor sent the

Region the MD-715 Report from the conespondence database, and demonstrated that the MD-715

15 e g/ZS/OA leftsr from the Region to Plaintiffs' counsel describes the MD 715 document prepared by the Region as the

Region 5 "Update Package for the USDA Forest Service FY 2006 EEOC MD-715 Employment Report." The Monitor
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Report clearly referred to data tables that had been prepared, did the Region agree to give the Monitor

the data tables. The Region did not provide that data until two months after the Monitor's MD 715

request.

When the Monitor finally obtained the FY 06 MD-715 Update Report, it included the Region,s

assessment that it did not have "sufficient resources to enable the unit to conduct a thol'ough barrier

analysis of its workforce, including the provision of adequate data collection and tracking systems,"

noting that "implementation responsibility was at the WO [Washington Offrce]." The Region's MD 715

barrier analysis found that: "Workforce assessments performed using FY-03104105 data indicated

participation ratio below the appropriate CLF rates. There is limited data collected to properly assess

region's success in soliciting sufficient applicants, performing adequate outreach and if efforts yielded

qualified recruitment outcomes for women, minorities and persons with disabilities. Using Tables A/B

(I, 2, 4,5, 6, 7 , 8) women and minorities are not participating at rates identified in Census 2000 data,

when compared to the R5 workforce." (R5 Draft MD-715 Report, pp. 3, 19, emphasis added.) 16 The

person who prepared the draft MD-715, Jose Briseno, is the person the Region recently placed in the

HSA Regional Recruitment Coordinator position and whose credentials the Region discusses in its

September 2006 report (R5 9/8/06 Rpt, pp. 16-17.)

HSA Revised Form C specifies that the Region is to "use the current AEP, or its equivalent, as

identified by EEOC." (See R5's 6/l/05 Rpt., p. A-l2l). MD-715 is the "equivalent" of the AEP as

identified by the EEOC. Thus, for example, materials used by the SA Director at the June 2006

Regional Leadership Team meeting to explain the new Human Resource "Program Integration"

referred to the document as the "draft MD-715" because the Region previously informed her that it had been drafted but still
needed to be reviewed bv the union.
tu The IID-715 document is included as Exhibit D to the Confidential Appendix accompanying this Report.
Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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specifically reference the MD-715 as the basis for identiffing under representation. (See R5 9/8/06 Rpt.,

Appendix 17, discussing outreach for individual vacancies: "FCROs and RO-CR identiff under

participation for series (MD 715).") As discussed in Section II (D) (2), below, in2006, the Region

continues to assess its under representation of Hispanics and other groups based on the FY 03 AEP

which relies upon 1990 CLF Census data.

4. Delav in Providine Requested Series Specific Emplovment Data

With regard to series-specific data on numbers and percentages of Hispanics in the Region 5

workforce, the Monitor requested the following information on July 5, 2006:

Provide current series-specific data on numbers and percentages of Hispanics and corresponding
2000 CLF percentages, in the format provided in Sixth Report in "Appendix B: Additional Focus
Reports," for all series covered in that appendix.
(Exhibit 7, item 8(a))

The Region's June 2006 Report did not include data on numbers of Hispanic employees and total

workforce numbers by specific series. The most recent series-specific data was that provided in

conjunction with the court filings in the enforcement proceeding.

On July 24,2006,the Region refused to provide that information, stating:

As required by the Court's Order, current series-specific data on numbers and percentages of
Hispanics and corresponding 2000 CLF percentages, will be provided in the Region's September
I,2006 report to the Court. Waiting until this date will provide the opportunity for the Court's
additional remedial measure to have an impact on the data.
(Exhibit 8, item 8a)
The Monitor advised the Region that this was information to which she was entitled under HSA

$VI.A.5. The Region stated that there were disputes about the appropriate 2000 Census CLF percentage,

and the Monitor asked for the data without the CLF comparators; in other words, the request was

modified to include only the numbers of Hispanic employees and total employees in each series, without
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reference to any CLF percentages. The Region failed to provide that datauntil September 6, 2006, two

months after the request.

5. Problems related to the AVUE application process

In two difilerent situations since the Court's Order, Hispanic employees contacted the Monitor

because they had applied for positions for which they believed they were well qualified, but after

screening through the AVUE system, were not included among the group of employees considered for

the positions.lT Those employees brought the problem to the attention of their superiors and/or Human

Resources personnel, but were unable to resolve the AVUE problem. Only after the Monitor presented

the problem to the Region's counsel were those individuals deemed qualifred and considered for the

positions. The first individual was eventually selected for a position, and the second is now on the

referral list and under consideration. (See the Confidential Appendix for additional information.)

These two situations raise serious concems about the AVUE system creating barriers to

employment for these Hispanic employees and potentially for other employees as well. While two

employees may not be a large number, that number is highly significant in light of the fact that, as of the

Region's September 8,2006 Report, the net increase in Hispanic employment since the start of the HSA

was only twelve. The AVUE system has proven to be a difficult one for many employees, and problems

with the system were discussed in the Monitor's October 2005 Report (10129105 Mon. Rpt, pp. 65-66,

49; 10/29105 Confidential Appendix, Ex D: AVUE system is diffrcult for applicants to use, is

cumbersome and slow for managers and HR personnel, all positions are not standard and in AVUE,

17 It is the Monitor's understanding that, in one case, the employee was not on the referral list at all. In the other, the em
was not included in the highest ranked "quality gfoup," despite his qualifications and therefore was not considered for the
position. In one of these situations, the Region said that it eventually flagged the problem on its own, but this came after
unsuccessful efforts by the affected employee to have the issue addressed.
Brionez v. USDA.Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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for additional AVUE training from applicants and managers to address issues including "pitfalls in the

application process.")

The AVUE system asks applicants a series of questions on qualifications and Knowledge, Skills

and Abilities (KSA) for the position and the applicants self-assess by clicking on responses to on-line

questions on those basic qualifications and KSA competencies. As explained to the Mbnitor, the AVUE

system calculates a numerical rating that determines whether or not the applicant is placed on the

"Referral List," which is the list of qualified candidates (also referred to as the *Certificate" or "Cert.").

The system may also generate a numerical ranking that determines whether the applicant is in the

ranked "quality group" being considered for the position.

The Region has offered various explanations for the problems with the two individuals discussed

above. These included the fact that the applicants answered the online questions incorrectly, and that

KSA questions are looking for what functions the applicant would be capable of doing, rather than what

the applicant has already done. These explanations highlight the need for improved KSA questions,

additional training for employees on the application process, and a mechanism for identiffing and

correcting situations where a qualified applicant is improperly omitted from consideration for the job.

At the June 2006 quarterly meeting with the Regional Forester and in a follow-up July 5, 2006

information request, the Monitor emphasized the need to address several AVUE related problems:

1. The need for improved KSA [knowledge, skills, and abilities] descriptions and improved
AVUE questions on the KSA's. What, if any, steps is the Region taking to accomplish this?

2. The issue of qualified applicants who may be improperly screened out by AVUE because
of the questions on qualifications. The monitoring of recruitment and promotions has no
mechanism to identiff when this occurs, and I raised it as an issue that should be considered.
What, if any, steps does the Region intend to take to identi$ this problem when it arise and to
address it?
(Exhibit 7, item 6)
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The Region initially defened its reply to these inquiries, because it did not know whether or not the

Forest Service would be renewing the AVUE contract. On September 8,2006,the Region advised the

Monitor that the AVLIE contract was extended one year, through September 30, 2007. The Region

reported that its HR department was "already working on improving KSA's" and on the issue of

qualified applicants who are "screened out," and that more information would be provided when

available." (Exhibit 9, item l.) As of the submission of this report, the Monitor had no further

information from the Region regarding solutions to these ongoing AVUE issues.ls

D. Reeion 5 Has Failed to Complv Substantiallv with all Enforceable HSA Provisions

1. The Reeion Has F'ailed To Complv Substantiallv With the HSA 8V.A.2 Provision on the
Monitorine of All Recruitment And Promotions

HSA $V.A.2 provides that "Region 5 will monitor all recruitment and promotion actions of

Forest Supervisors and Regional Office Directors and all recruitment and promotion actions taken under

their supervision." In March 2006,the Court found that the Region had failed to comply substantially

with $V.A.2. (Order, pp.2l-22.)

With regard to the requirement of monitoring all recruitment and promotion, the Court noted the

Monitor's finding that:

While the RRC has reviewed a small number of positions under the new oversight policy,

according to the HSA reports, Region 5 has filled more than 4,000 positions from October,2002,
to October,2004, all of which were filled well before the oversight policy was put in place.
Moreover, simply having a policy in place does not mean that the oversight is occurring or is
being done effectively. (Order, p.22.)

18 The Region's monitoring process has not included either an analysis of whether qualified Hispanic applicants are
improperly screened out and fail to appear on the referral list for consideration, or an analysis of whether qualified Hispanic

applicants appear on the certificate but are not selected. (See Section II (D) (2), below.)
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The Region now asserts that it is in compliance with $ V.A.2, and has monitored all recruitment and

promotions. (R5 9/3/06 Rpt. pp.2,23.) However, the Monitor finds that the Region is not in substantial

compliance with this requirement.

As discussed in Section II (A)(1), above, the Region's most recent data shows 1.364 new hires

from December 2002 through August 2006 and 447 permarrent positions fitled (exclucfing SCEPs)

during the five-month period from April through August 2006. (R5 9/8/06 Rpt., Tables2 &3, pp. 13-

14.) Table 3 in the Region's Report, showing the 447 recent positions filled, specifies that those are

o'Region 5 Permanent Positions (Excluding SCEPs)," using the "original HSA definitions.'re 1918/06

Rpt., p.14, Table 3) In addition, a spreadsheet provided to the Monitor and detailing Regional

Leadership Team permanent selections for a six-month period ending October 2AA5, shows 295

promotions for that time period alone, excluding all actions designated as career, reassignment, excepted

appointments and change to lower grade.20

As of the September 2006 Report, the Region had monitored atotal of 257 selections during the

entire period of the HSA. The Region monitored the selections in three groupings: 166 covering the

period from January 2005 through March 2006,followed by two additional groups of 5l and 40.21 1R5

6/9/06 Rpt., p.l7; R5 9/8/06 Rpt., p. 23.) Based upon the Monitor's review of data provided, the 257

positions monitored still represent only a portion of the Region's recruitment and promotions. The

re In the First HSA SemlAnnual Report, prepared March 10,2003, the Region set out the "original HSA definitions" and
provided a detailed explanation of how it determined that the positions it designated as "Positions Filled" were limited to
permanent "Region 5 Positions" within the meaning of the HSA. (See Exhibit ll,3/10/03 R5 explanation of HSA Region 5
positions.)

20 The Monitor received these permanent selection spreadsheets for portions of 2004 and 2005 only. The relevant portion of
the 2005 spreadsheet (R5 Leadership Team Permanent Selections 04101/05 through 09/30105) is included in the Confidential
Appendix as Exhibit C, with employee names redacted. In attached Exhibit 17, the Region discusses the promotions reported
on this spreadsheet.
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Region itself is currently attempting reconcile the varying data on the number of Region 5 permanent

positions filled. (See Exhibit 4, ARF Jackson's 9ll/06 Memorandum re: Permanent Fliring Review )

Nonetheless, in a May 9,2006letter to the Monitor, the Region advised that as of March 31,2006,therc

was no backlos of the monitoring. (Exhibit 12,5/9/06 R5 letter to the Monitor, p. 4.)

In light of the Region's varied and sometimes conflicting numbers on permanelrt hires and

promotions, the Region simply has not offered a persuasive explanation as to how its monitoring of 257

selections to date has satisfied the $V.A.2 requirement of monitoring all recruitment and promotions.

2. The Reeion Has X'ailed To Complv Substantiallv With the HSA QV.A.3 Provision Resardine
Use of the Outreach and Recruitment Procedures and Agreed Upon Alternative to Form C.

HSA $V.A.3 provides that:

Defendants shall employ the Outreach and Recruitment Procedures using the Employment
Outreach and Recruitment Documentation, attached as Exhibit C, or, if necessary, an alternative
agreed upon by the Parties, in any action to fill a vacancy through competitive processes for a
Region 5 Position. Prior to the final selection for a Region 5 Position, the selection certificate
and supporting paperwork will be reviewed by the unit Human Resource Officer.

With regard to $V.A.3, the Court found:

Because Defendants could not fully evaluate the checkpoint system or the revised form due to
unavailability of [RNO] data, the Monitor determined that Defendants were not in substantial
compliance with Section V.A.3. The Court agrees; as noted above, last-minute compliance is not
substantial compliance. The Court finds that Defendants are not in substantial compliance with
this section.
(Order, p.23)

The Region asserts in its September 2006 Report that it has complied with this HSA provision,

noting that it now uses the agreed upon revised Form C, has access to RaceA.{ational Origin (RNO) data,

and used the RNO data in the Unit Review Team (URT) process. The Region asserts that it has

" On October 3,2006,the Region informed the Monitor that an additional 2l packets were available for the Selection Rev
Contractor.
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monitored all required actions and of 91 recent selection packages, only nine (9) were found to be

incomplete. (R5 9/8/06 Rpt., pp. 2,23) The Monitor and the Region's own Monitoring Report,

however, found many of those packages incomplete and out of compliance with the Form C

requirements. For the reasons discussed below, the Monitor finds that the Region has not substantially

complied with $V.A.3.

Deficiencies fn The Region's Comnliance with the QV.A.3 Outreach and Recruitment
Procedures

As explained to the Monitor, the Region's review process has been the following: The Regional

Recruitment Coordinator (RRC) and others did the review of selection packets. The RRC then gave

information to Settlement Agreement Director Julena Pope and ARF Jackson sent out periodic

Monitoring Reports to the Forest Supervisors and Directors. SA Director Pope also had

telephone communication with the field about the monitoring results .22 Anongoing lack of compliance

with the $ V.A.3 is demonstrated in several ways.

First, the Region's memoranda and emails, as well as the Monitor and Selection Review

Contractor's examination of the selection packets, show that there continue to be numerous sifuations

where the RNO data was not reviewed by the forests, and where the required "Form C" checkpoints

were not followed.'3 ARF Jackson's most recent Monitoring Report, dated October 2,2006,

22 The Region's August 2,2006 Monitoring Report appears in Region's 9/8/06 Report as Appendix 14. That Report and the
Region's Monitoring Reports for March 22,2006, Jlly 27,2006, and October 10, 2006 are atbached as Exhibits l3A-13D.
Reports and documents on the monitoring, for which the Region may be claiming confidentiality, are included in the
Confidential Appendix as Exhibits A and B.

23 Atanearlier point, the RNO data was not available. The Region reports that the information is now available; however, the
forests still are not consistently pulling that information to evaluate the diversity of the applicant pool and to complete the
agreed upon checkpoints. The Selection Review Contractor was able to review and copy documents at the Region 5
headquarters on various dates in September. The Contractor's review of those documents is ongoing and, if the lVlonitor
determines that it would be helpful to the parties or the Court, she will prepare a supplementary report based upon that
document review. Among the deficiencies identified by the Monitor and Selection Review Conhactor were: repeated failure
to identi$' Hispanic males as an underrepresented group in the GS 462 series (Form C, Section I.); failure to include the
Brionez v. USDA,Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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acknowledges ongoing deficiencies in the review process for the 40 selections during the period from

February through July 2006. That report notes RNO data missing in 1l of 40 selections, various

checkpoints not followed in numerous selections, and a failure to do the required post selection review

in 12 of 40 packages. (i.e., assessing whether the selection helped meet AEP goals and objectives) (See,

Exhibit 13D). Other failures to comply with the $ V.A.3 procedures are discussed in tfie Region's re

attached as Exhibits A and B to the Confidential Appendix.

Second, ARF Jackson's March 22,2006 Memorandum on Monitoring (Exhibit 13 A) specifies

that the documentation required for monitoring and oversight must include, among other things, copies

of applications for all qualified candidates on the referral certificate and the RSNO applicant data

printout from AVUE or AFS. A very small percentage of the 9l packets reviewed by the Selection

Review Contractor contained the applications of all qualified candidates; most contained only the

application of person selected. Without inclusion of all the applications, as instructed by Jackson, there

is simply no way to assess whether the most qualified candidate was selected or whether opportunity to

hire a qualified Hispanic was missed.

Third, in some selections involving "open and continuous" vacancy announcements, Form C or

the reviewer checklists had notations that the checkpoints or RNO data were simply "not applicable."2a

The Region advised the Monitor that the agreed upon checkpoint process does, in fact, include open

continuous vacancy announcements. However the Region acknowledged that, "at one point, the Region

had difficulty in retrieving the RNO information for the Open and Continuous announcements." (Exhibi

14, Region 5 7ll4l06letter to the Monitor, p.3).

RNO applicant flow information (Form C, Section V.); failure to complete all the required checkpoints in the Unit Review
Team process, and in some situations notations that a checkpoint was "not applicable;" failure to do the post selection review
(Form C, Section X.)
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Because of the many failures to follow the agreed upon outreach and recruitment checkpoint

process specified in HSA Form C and the Region's accompanying directive, the Monitor finds that the

Region has not complied substantially with HSA $V.A.3.

The SA Director's emails on the selection reviews instruct the Forest Supervisors to complete

6100-158 forms (i.e., Form C) and forward them to the SA staffas soon as possible. See Confidential

Appendix, Exhibit B.) However, after-the-fact forwarding of RNO data or after-the-fact determinations

on whether recruitment was adequate serves no purpose except to get paperwork in order. The arduousl

negotiated and agreed upon revised Form C was intended to create an effective mechanism for

monitoring and for the Unit Review Team to correct, if necessary, the outreach, recruitrnent and

selection process as it proceeded. The Region's approach to the review process seems to be (with few

exceptions) to identifu the percentage of selection packets that have completed a particular step, rather

than to use it effectively to identif situations where opporhrnities for increasing Hispanic representation

were missed and to address and correct that problem for future hiring situations. (See Exhibits 13A-D

and Confidential Appendix Exhibits A and B.)

Concerned about whether the Unit Review Team process and monitoring of selections was

effectively identifuing barriers to Hispanic employment o" *dwhether the review was capturing the

information needed for a productive analysis of the recruitment and hiring process, the Monitor sent the

Region the following information request in June 2006:

2n Open and continuous announcements are those vacancy announcements that are not tied to a single job opening.
25 HSA $$V and VI are among the measures designed to eliminate any barriers to hiring, promotion, and retention of
Hispanics in the Region 5 workforce. As specified in HSA $IV.A: "It is the intention of Defendants to undertake and
continue specific measures designed to eliminate any barriers to hiring, promotion, and retention of Hispanics in the Region 5
workforce. Defendants shall undertake in good faith the specific measures set forth in Sections V and VI of this Agreement to
eliminate such barriers."
Brionezv. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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I
I
I
I

Having reviewed the approximately 160 checklists of the monitoring of selections, I have ,rrr.rU I
concems about how the oversight the process is being implemented. It is a time consuming I
process for the staff involved, and I think the monitoring could be done in a way that provides I
information that is more useful. I have the following questions and comments about the review. I

I
1) Some forms indicate that checkpoints are not completed because of open and continuous I
vacancy announcements. Is it the Region's position that the URT checkpoint process does not I

Iapply to those openings, and if so, why? 

|
2) For many of the positions, the agreed upon checkpoints are simply not being followed. This I
problem is also reflected in some of the summaries previously provided to me. I

I
3) Based on the documentation, there appears to be continuing failure to obtain RNO data in I
many situations. (Note that many of the forms only list the date of review, not the date of the I
selection; therefore, I am not able to determine if the selection was.prior to the time that AVUE I
made the RNO data available.) 

|
I

4) Most importantly, there is a great deal of inconsistency in what is reported in the reviews. I
Among the items that seem critical to a productive review are: I

I
o Evaluating whether there were Hispanic applicants. I
o Determining whether those applicants were on the referral lists. I
o Identi$ing the number of Hispanic applicants on the referral lists and the RNO of the I

selectee(s). I
o Identi&ing situations when Hispanics were on the referral list, but were not selected and the I

selection failed to take advantage ofan opportunity to address under representation of I
Hispanics or otherwise help meet AEP goals and objectives. The "post selection review" wasl
often not completed. I

. The reviews should also identiff the date of the selection, along with the date of the review. 
I

Relatively few of the reviews provide this information...Based on my review of the I
documentation,I have the following request for information and recommendation (in addition to I
questions included above): 

I

Please provide information about what inquiries the Region made and what steps, if any, it took I
in situations where there were qualified Hispanic applicants who were not selected, where the I
checkpoints and post selection review were not completed, and/or where there was no RNO data I
reviewed at the required stages of the selection process? I believe SA Director Julena Pope is thel
person responsible for follow up on the monitoring outcomes. 

I
I

I recommend that the Region provide clear instruction to the personnel conducting the review to I
include in their review and reports all of the information addressed in item (4) above. 

I
I
I

Brionezv. tlSDA,CaseNo. C-01-3969-CW I
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Finally, once the Region puts the new Regional Selection Team in place, I would like
clarification of what steps will remain part of the Unit Review Team checkpoints and process
and what will continue to be reviewed by those responsible for the monitoring.
(Exhibit 1 5, Monito r' s 6 129 I 06 Information Request)

In response to the Monitor's inquires and recommendations as to when qualified Hispanic applicants are

not selected, the Region said that it:

Does not provide the race and national original ("RNO") of qualified applicants to selecting
officials, nor does the Region make race-based selection decision.
take steps in individual sections where a qualified Hispanic applicant is not selected.
(Exhibit 14,p.l, emphasis added)

The Region rejected the recommendation that it "identiff when Hispanics were on the referral

were not selected and the selection failed to take advantage of an opportunity to address under

representation of Hispanics or otherwise help meet AEP goals and objectives." The Region's

explanation for rejecting that recommendation was:

The Region monitors all recruitment and promotion actions by using the processes and
checkpoints set forth in the Outreach and Recruitment Documentation Form, which was
carefully negotiated by the parties This recommendation goes beyond what is already required as
part of the form and would require an additional analysis because it would single out only
Hispanic applicants. Therefore, the Region declines to accept this recommendation
(Exhibit 14,p.3, emphasis added)

From the Monitor's perspective, tracking of this data is fundamental in assessing whether

identifiable barriers exist in the hiring of Hispanic employees.26 The Monitor expressed to the Region

that she did not view this tracking as impermissible, because the Region would not be making or

reversing any hiring decision on the basis of ethnicity. Rather, it would enable the Region to examine

26 The Region agreed to the Monitor's recommendations that the reviewers identify whether there were Hispanic applicants,
whether those applicants where on the referral list, the number of applicants on the referral list and the RNO of the selectee.
In late July 2006, the Region prepared a revised reviewer "checklisf incorporating that information as part of the review
process for the fust time.
Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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hiring decisions in the various forests to determine whether there were Hispanics being rejected in favor

of similarly or less qualified non-Hispanics and/or whether any particular forests have a pattem of

rejecting qualified Hispanics.2T

b. Use of Outdated Census CLF Data

ln a July 5, 2006 information request, the Monitor also asked the Region to clariff whether it

using 1990 or 2000 census data in determining whether Hispanics were underrepresented in a job series

on revised Form C. (See Exhibit 7, 3(b). The Region's Directive on outreach and recruitrnent (FS

61 09.12-2005- 1 ) defines under representation as follows :

For the purposes of outreach and recruitment, a sifuation that occurs when the percentage of
employees of a given race, sex, national origin, or disability (RSNO and D) in a given category,
series, grade, and/or grade grouping is not as high as those of like RSNO and D in data for the
Civilian Labor Force (CLF), as addressed in an Affrrmative Employment Plan (AEP) or its
substitute as identified by the EEOC. (See, R5's 611105 Report, pp. A-118.).

Revised Form C specifies that, to identi$ underrepresented groups, the Forest Civil Rights Officer

(FCRO) is to o'use the current AEP, or its equivalent, as identified by EEOC." (R5's 6/1105 Report, pp.

A-121.) In its response to the Monitor's July 5,2006 inquiry, the Region confirmed that, in 2006,it

continues to use 1990 data in determining under representation on Form C:

The Affirmative Employment Plan ("AEP") for fiscal year ("FY") 2003 was
the last AEP prepared as required by MD-713 and MD-714. This AEP utilized
1990 CLF data. This is what is used for Section II Under-Representation Data.
on the Outreach and Recruitment Documentation Form.
(Exhibit 8, pp. 2-3,emphasis added)

27 The fact that the Region does not formally provide the RNO of qualified applicants to the selecting official does not mean
that the recommending or selecting official is necessarily unaware of the person's race or ethnicity. Many applicants are
current Forest Service employees, whose ethniclty may be known to those involved in the hiring process. (See, e.g. R5
12/1105 Report, p.C-4, showing Forest Service employees tobe 620/o of the all Region 5 selectees and 50% of the Hispanic
selectees in the AVUE system.)
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The Region has expressed the view that it makes no difference whether 1990 or 2000 CLF data i

used for Form C, because the underrepresented groups are the same regardless of which census data is

used. However, there appears to be a significant difference for the GS 462 series. Using 1990 CLF data,

the Region's FY 03 AEP determined that Hispanic males were not underrepresented in the GS-462

series. Thus, the Forest Civil Rights Offrcers frequently indicate on Form C that therdis no under

representation for Hispanic males in the GS 462. However, Hispanic males clearly are underrepresented

at present, given the Court's determination that the relevant 2000 CLF comparator is 31.5Yo.28

Accurate and current under representation data goes to the heart of the Unit Review Team

process and accompanyrng Form C. The Forest Civil Rights Officer is responsible for identiffing under

representation in the job series for which there is an opening. Recruitment efforts should be targeted to

the under represented groups and under Checkpoint 3, and the Unit Review Team is charged with

determining whether the applicant pool is reflective of the under represented goup. Finally, the post

selection review on Form C (Section X) evaluates if the selection helped meet AEP goals. If the under

represented groups are not properly identified, due to continuing use of the 1990 CLF comparators, the $

V.A.3 process is fundamentally flawed.

3. The Region's Delaved Compliance'With The Court's Supplemental Remedial Order On The
Apprentice Mentoring Program

The Region advised the Court in January 2006 that it had already voluntarily ueated the fre

apprentice mentoring progam. (Defendants' 1120106 Opposition Memorandum, pp. 29-30, citing

28 The Region asserted to the Monitor that the MD 715 update data tables cannot be compared to other data used in this
litigation, because they include different classifications than the HSA data. The MD 715 tables also fail to use the 31.5% CLF
figure for the GS 462. However, regardless of what data is used, given the 31.5% 2000 CLF comparator for the GS 462 and
the Region's reported representation of Hispanics at 12.8o/o in that series (R5 9/8/06 Rpt, p. l5), there does not appear to be
any way that Hispanic males could be at or above the 2000 CLF percentage for the GS 462 series.
Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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Jackson Decl. fltf 22 (n): "The Region revised an existing formal Mentoring Program to add a

for new employees with less than I year of service.") In light of that representation, the Court stated:

The Monitor notes that Defendants stated that they accepted the Monitor's recommendation to
implement an effective mentoring program. Defendants have done so, revising their existing
formal Mentoring Program to add a component for new employees with less than one year of
service. Plaintiffs do not dispute that a mentoring program for fire apprentices is currently in
place. The Court orders Defendants to continue this program
(Order, p.29)

Following the February 2006 court hearing, the Monitor requested details about the apprentice

mentoring pro$am and learned that the and

place for new fire apprentices had not even been announced. (See Exhibits 16 and 17,the Monitor's

3110/06Information Request and the Region's 3/24106 response: "SCEPS were excluded from

participation in the 2005 Mentoring Program and the 2006 Mentoring Program has not yet been

announced.") At a March 30,2006 meeting with the Region (prior to receipt of the Court's order), the

Region explained that SCEPS and other employees with less than one year of service would not actually

start participation until October 2006 when the next year's program was in place. ln early April 2006, the

Monitor wrote to the Region regarding the delayed implementation of the mentoring progftrm and the

fact that only ten mentor-mentee pairs were participating in the existing program.

I have several concerns with regard to the mentoring progftrm. First, if employees with less than
one year of service can not even begin as mentees until October 2006, there will have been no
mentoring program in place for them from February through October 2006 , which constitute
eight (8) months of the twelve (12) month HSA extension. Second, if only ten (10) pairs are
participating in the current program out of more than 5,000 employees, it raises obvious
questions about whether this is an effective mentoring program.
(Exhibit 18, Monitor's 413106letter to counsel, p.7.)

The Region did thereafter take steps to expedite and expand the Mentoring program. It retained a

consultant, invited participants in May 2006,had 644 employees sign up, and set up a training schedule
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for participants beginning May 30,2006. (Ex 12,p.3; R5 619106 Rpt, pp. 5-7.) The Region, however,

required both mentors and mentees to attend a one-day training session before they could take

participate in the program. In August 2006, the Region announced cancellation of the mentor program

training sessions, due to fire suppression activities, and advised that training would begin some time

after October 15, 2006.2e G5 9/8/06 Rpt., Appendix 3) The Region informed the Monitor:

.. . if participants do not participate in any of the provided training sessions, either on their forest
or a make up session, they will not be able to participate in the program. Make-up sessions will
be scheduled at a centralized location for participants on forests where the training session was
canceled.
fall2006.
(Ex. 8,Item2, emphasis added)

The Monitor advised the Region at the September 15,2006 quarterly meeting that she viewed

Region as being out of compliance with the Court's order regarding an effective mentoring program in

place, if training sessions were not available and employees could not participate without first attending

a session. The Region's response was that it would not pull people offthe fire lines to attend training,

and the training program contract could not be changed at this point in the contract year. The Monitor

strongly advised the Region to rethink its approach to the mentor training, noting that there was no need

to pull anyone offa fire line. Having personally attended a mentorship training session and having

reviewed the training materials, the Monitor emphasized with the Region that participants could easily

start the progftrm by simply reading the training materials. The Region thereafter accepted the Monitor'

recommendation and is now allowing those who enrolled in the progftrm to begin participating after

reading the training materials. (Exhibit 19, ARF Jackson 9122106 Memorandum to Forest Supervisors

zeAccording to the Region, 644 mentors and mentees sigred up for the program. Based up information provided to the
Monitor, 6l Hispanio omployees signed on as mentees. (Source: R5 Spreadsheet of mentoring enrollees as of 6/23/O6,sorted
by RNO and mentor/mentee status.) As of early September, 2006, almost half of those Hispanic mentees still had not been
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and Mentoring program participants) Unfortunately, the end result of the Region's process for

mentoring training is that a substantial number of those who enrolled in the program were unable to

participate until late September 2006, almost eight months into the one year period of the HSA

extension.

III. Sisnificant Changes in Region 5's Human Resources Ooeration and its Recrditment and
Hiring Processes

An issue of ongoing concern to the Monitor has been the significant and continuing change in

Region's hiring processes and Human Resources ("HR") operations in recent months, in addition to the

upcoming transfer of HR operations to Albuquerque, New Mexico.30 During the first several years of

the HSA, the Region labored over the respective roles of HR and Civil Rights personnel in outreach and

recruitment and the creation of the Unit Review Team process. (See, e.g.,l 0129105 Mon. Rpt., pp. 2l-31.

The Region eventually issued its directive on the Unit Review Team process in February 2005. (R5 R5's

611105 Report, pp. p. A 110-120.) That process gave Human Resources personnel, and specifically the

Forest Human Resources Officers (FHRO), a key role in recruitment.3l

The Region recently eliminated the FHRO position, and required by the Court's Order to retain

HR personnel on the forests, created an entirely new position - the Human Resources Recruitrnent

Specialist ("HRRS"). This involved development of a new position description, transfers of personnel,

and training for the new position. (See R5 619106 Rpt, p.12, R5 9/8/06 Rpt, p. 12.) lnaddition to

trained and therefore could not participate in the program. (See Exhibit 9, item 13, reporting that 35 Hispanic mentees had
been trained as of 9/8/06)
30 The Monitor addressed the issue of the HR move to New Mexico in her October 29,2005 report. Q0n9/06 Mon. Rpt., pp.
4647.)

3r The Monitor's April 3,2006letter to the Region details the role of HR personnel, including tle Forest HR Officer (FHRO),
in the recruitment process. (See Exhibit 18, pp.3-5). This letter was sent, ir purt, to address the Region's representation in a
March 24,2006 letter to the Monitor that "Human Resowces are not responsible for recruitment." (Ex. 17)
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creation of the HRRS position, over the past several months, the Region has developed and abandoned

various recruitment and selection processes and has revamped its entire HR structure.

At one point in early2006, the Region was using a Regional Outreach and Recruitment team

("RORT") for fire recruitment activities (See Exhibit2},l/215106 RORT Update.) The Region recently

informed the Monitor that the RORT "was rendered obsolete by the Region's centralizing Human

Resources." (See Exhibit 21, Region 5's9127106letterto the Monitor, p.3.) An April 10,2006

Memorandum from the Humln Resources Director describes an "interim guidance," which created a

process for the Regional Forester to approve all hiring selections. (See Exhibit22.) The Region has also

created a "Regional Employment Center" with "virtual" HR employees. Those employees are physically

located on the forests, but are organzed into various staffing teams and report virtually to the HR

Director at the Regional Office in Vallejo (See Exhibitzl,p.z and attached materials providing an

overview of the new Employment Center and its new employee teams designated as Team One, Team

Two, Team Fire and Team RF.) "

A May 24,2006 Regional Forester Memorandum on Human Resources Program Delivery

describes the creation of the new Employment Center with its virtual staff, the new HRRS position, and

establishment of a Regional Selection Team (RST) - yet another new system for the Region's hiring

process. The Forester asked for "patience and understanding as we move into this new revised Region 5

HR program delivery mode" with a "Go Live" date of July 3,2006. (See Exhibit24.)

In a July 26,2006 Memorandum on the new RST process, the Regional Forester described the

32 In a March 9,2006 Washington Offrce Memorandum re: Assistance with Depleted Human Resources Staffrng, the Forest

Service recognized that there is "concern about rapid loss of human resources (HR) skills" because of the "Business
Operations Transformation Program" (i.e., the HR centalization in New Mexico.) The WO mentions Region 5's approach
for coordinating work as a method of pooling "scarce resources" in the Region. (See Exhibit 23.)
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I
I
I

RST as a "new method of doing " and advised the Forest Supervisors and Directors: "Do-uo!- I
I

expect this new selection process to mirror the previous process." It clarified disposition of "old', (pre- I
I

July 3, 2006) referral lists/certificates and "new" (on or a"fter July 3,2006) referral lists/certificates. It I
I

referred to the process announced on April 10,2006 involving the Regional Forester's approval of all I
I

hiring selections as the "interim" process. (Exhibit 25,7126/06Memorandum re: Regiional Selection I
I

ream). 
I
I

The RST involves Forest Supervisors rotating through the Regional Office for two week neriods,l

with responsibility for all permanent selections at GS 12 and below. The Region has recognized that it I
I

would take time to get the new system functioning. (See, e.g., Exhibitg,9181096 letter to the Monitor, I
I

noting that: "The transition from the interim practice of having the Regional Forester Team make the 
I
I

selections to having the Regional Selection Team make the selections is taking more time than 
I

expected.") Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for the revised Regional Recruitment Plan were I
I

issued on September 14, 2006, outlining the roles for the new HRRS, the new Employment Center and 
I

other participants in the recruitment and hiring process. The SOPs detail one recruit and fill process for I
I

single vacancy permanent positions and a different process for open and continuous pemanent nositions.l

(See Exhib it26.) Staffhas expressed frustration and confusion about the changes, lack of direction, *d I
I
I

difficulty in processing hiring decisions. I

I
At the Monitor's September 15,2006 quarterly meeting, ARF Jackson explained the new HR 

I

structure and hiring system, focusing on the creation of the centralized Regional Employment Center, I
I

implementation of the new HRRS position, and development of the Regional Selection Team. She I
I

described these as "huge changes" in how the Region operates. She also informed the Monitor that the I
I

I
I
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newly created Employment Center, which plays a central role in the new HR processes (See Exhibit 26),

will be disbanded and will cease to exist when the HR operations move to New Mexico in2007.

The Region has characterized many of these changes as efforts to carry out its HSA obligations.

(See, e.g., Exhibit 24). Even if intended to improve HSA implementation, the fact is th] the Region has

significantly changed its hiring processes during the one year HSA extension, did not finalize its

Standard Ope-rating Procedures on the most recent process until approximately four months before the

HSA expiration, and will be dismantling the newly created Employment Center shortly after the HSA

expiration. These many changes in the HRprocesses, coupled with the scheduled move of all HR

operations to New Mexico, raise serious concerns about whether any hiring processes will be

institutionalized in Region 5 that will continue progress toward the $IV.A goal after the end of the HSA.

IV. Conclusion

In the Monitor's view, the Court's March 30, 2006 Order and the continuing Court supervision

served as a "wake-up call" to Region 5 that its HSA obligations must be taken seriously, and that the

$ fV.A goal of increased Hispanic representation is fully enforceable. Unfortunately, the Region is still

far from achieving that goal. The Region now has in place the court's remedial measures, but these are

measures that will require time in order to produce results. The outside recruiter presented its draft

program plan in mid-July 2006 (R5 9168106 Rpt, p. 4), and is in the early stages of recruiting and

referring applicants to the Region. There was widespread interest by employees in the expanded

Mentoring program, but that progam is still in the process of getting its participants started. In the

expanded Central California Consortium, the Region hired its permanent Northern Califomia Director in

late July 2006 (9/8/06 Rpt. P.10) and, according to the Region's records, hired the permanent Southern

Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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California Director in mid-september 2006. Moreover, as discussed above, these additional measures

are being implemented in the context of major changes in the Region's Human Resources operations.

HSA $ VI.B.I.a provides that the Monitor may "develop and recommend changes, modifications

or adjustments to this Agreement, in writing to the Regional Forester and counsel for both parties, to the

extent necessary to effectuate its purposes." Given the minimal progress the Region ha$made over the

past years toward the $IV.A goal, the various measures recently implemented, and the far-reaching

changes in Human Resources operations, the Monitor makes the following recommendation to the

Region. The Monitor recommends that the Region voluntarily agree to modif the HSA to continue the

agreement until a reasonable period of time after the transfer of Human Resources operations to New

Mexico, and that the Region agree to submit regular reports to the Court dwing any extension period.33

The Region has expended enormous resources during nearly four years under the HSA, with limited

success in increasing Hispanic employment levels. An extension, under Court supervision, with time to

institutionalize measures under the new Human Resources structure, will help ensure that the Region

sees results from the resources expended.

t' This Monitor would not be available to serve beyond February 2007, except on a very limited basis.
Brionez v. USDA, Case No. C-01-3969-CW
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U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Division
Federal Programs Branch
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Room 7328
Washington, DC 20530

Susan K. Ullman
Senior Counsel

Tel: 202-616-0680
Fax: 202-616-8202
Email : susan.ullman@usdoj.gov

October 4.2006

Via Electronic Mail

Marci Seville
Monitor, Hispanic Settlement Agreement
Golden Gate Universitv School of Law
536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

Brionez v. USDA, USDC N.D. Cal.,
Civil Action No. C 01 3969 CW

Dear Ms. Seville:

In an attempt to keep you abreast of the Region's continued progress on Hispanic
representation in the Region's workforce, I am attaching updated versions of Tables 1-5, as those
Tables were presented in the Region's Progress Report of September 8, 2006. These updated
Tables include the most recent data available from the FOCUS system, Le., through September
23,2006.

Sincerely,

/sl
Susan K. Ullman

Enclosures

Denise Hulett
Chris Ho
Willie Nguyen

Re:

EXTIIBIT 1
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TABLE I

Region 5 Employment of Hispanics
w22n002 -9t23t2006

Permanent Emnlovees (excludins SCEPS)
2002 2006 %OFCHANGE

#EMPLOYEES 5249 4482 -14.60

%HISPANIC 8,90/o 10.8o/o +21.3o/o
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TABLE 2

REGION 5 NEW HIRES
DECEMBER 22,2002 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 23, 2006

HISPANIC TOTAL
TOTAL 1 8 5 1 394
PERCENT 13.3o/o 100.0o/o

SOURCE DATA: FSS.HRAFILLB RUN DATE 09/29/2006
ACTIONS COUNTED: Career Appointment, Career Conditional Appointment, Transfer (ln),
Reinstatement career, Reinstatement career conditional, conversion to career Appointment,
conversation to career conditional Appointment, and conversion to Reinstatement career
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TABLE 3

REGION 5 PERMANENT POSITIONS FILLED
(EXCLUDTNG EXCEPTED SCEP HTRES)
APRIL 1,2006 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 23,2006

HISPANIC TOTAL
TOTAL 95 562
PERCENT 16.9o/o 100.0o/o

ORIGINAL HSA DEFINITIONS
SOURCE DATA: FSS.HRAFILLS RUN DATE 09129/2006
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TABLE 4

IIISPANICS IN THE R5 PERMANENT WORKFORCE (EXCLUDING SCEPS)

TOTAL.WONKFOREE. . 
-l 
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312 266 22.4 ) s ) t2.5
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. l 166 125 < , ) 4.0 -23.1

ff ix '  . - ' 339 246 s.3 4.5 l 5 . l
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LG.}r{mES & 277 262 9.4 8.8 -6.4
.". LTBililU .. .i-., t25 t20 4.8 8.3 72.9' tlm{n0elN0- j"l 173 143 7.5 6.3 -16.0
', ,{t{ctDbc * .:: r56 135 2.6 6.7 157.7
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REqq$fiI$r-ryg4j14541 448 6.8 9.2 35.3
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':l 27e l 229 r5.4 r 8.8 22.1
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r87 177 5.9 L J 23.7

. SIANISLAtIS I 288 243 6.3 9.9 5 1 .7
281 255 5.0 6.3 26.0
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TABLE 5
HISPANIC REPRESENTATION IN REGION 5

PERMANENT CAREEWCAREER CO|IDTTIONAL WORT(F,ORCE (Wr; *,

* SCEP Enrollees are not included in this report.

** CLF % for Hispanics adjusted for Citizenship and Language; 0462 CLF adjusted per Court
Order of 03/30/06.

bib*i
iEsnn

.  
: -  

" t :

#, "'_ 1"
Professional SerieS with 20 or More Employees
0193 Archaeolooist 67 0.0 3.5 3.0 3.0 7.5
0201 Human Resources 75 -20.2 6.5 9.6 6.3 8.0
0401 GeneralBioloqist 187 33.6 3.9 6.4 6.4 8.0
0430 Botanist 37 12.1 2.8 0.0 5.0 5.4
0454 Range
Manaqement 24 -14.3 1 . 2 10.7 11.1 16.7
0460 Forester 283 -21.4 1 . 2 4.7 5 .1 6.4
0482 Fishery Bioloqist 42 -8.7 3.9 4.3 4.8 7.1
0486 Wiblife Biolooist 85 -4.5 3.9 3.4 5.3 4.7
0807 Landscape
Architect 22 -24.1 4.5 6.9 3.4 9 .1
0810 Civil Enoineer 76 -23.2 3.8 8 . 1 9.2 7.9
1001 GeneralArts & Info 82 -13.7 15.7 6.3 5.9 7.3
1035 Public Affairs 43 2.4 5.0 7 .1 10.6 14.O
1315 Hvdrolooist 47 -21.7 2.3 0.0 3.4 4.3
Non-Professional Series with 50 or More Emolovees
0340 Prooram Momt 86 2.4 7.4 7 .1 12.8 15.1
1101 General Business 66 -8.3 15.1 1 . 4 4.5 6 .1
0462 Forestry
Technician* 2251 -6.2 31.5 1 1 . 8 12.7 13.0
0802 Engineering Tech 92 -40.3 15.3 6.5 8.9 9.8
0303 Misc. Clerical 146 15.0 16.5 8.7 7.6 8.9
5716 Eng Equip
Ooerator 62 -23.5 10.6 3.7 3 .1 3.2
Non-Professional Series with Less Than 50 Emplovees (Reoorted bv Cateoorv)
Officials & Manaqers 253 -21.2 10.1 9.7 1 1 . 6 1  1 . 8
Technicians 69 -46.5 15.4 8.5 8 .1 8.7
Administrative Support 138 -46.9 21.2 9.6 13.6 13.0
Crafi Workers 56 -39.1 16.4 5.4 4.8 5.4
Operatives 1 2 -36.8 19 .1 5.3 7.7 8.3
Laborers 25 0.0 19.7 0.0 7.1 12.O
Service Workers 7 -61 .1 31.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Unlted States
Department of
Agriculture

Regional O!fice, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CA 94592
(101) 562-8737 Voice
(70n 562-9130 Tex$(TDD)

File Code: 6100
Route To:

Date: Juas 5,2006

Subject: Regional'Workforce Assessment and Staffing Pian

Forest Supervisors and Directors

In the past several years, Region 5 has been working toward a workforce that is reflective of the
diverse public that we serve. We have made steady progress in this effort, but there is more
work to be done. In our past efforts, we have made a substantial investnent in new outreach and
recruitnent processes, in staff time to carry out an aggressive recruitnent progam, and
managerial time in assuring that we have done everything possible to have a diverse, highly
qualified applicant pool for all our positions. As you well know, this has been an extaordinary
effort and has extended the time and effort it takes to fill positions.

We are committed to continue this effort, but we need to put in place some improvernent
measures - making them faster, more efficient, and more effective. One of these measures was
discussed with you previously: a cenf:alized selection process. A second measrue will be
discussed at the June 2006 Regional Leadership Tea:n meeting: a Regional workforce
assessment and staffing plan process.

We are currently in the process of conducting a Regional workforce assessment that is looking at
tends in hiring, retirements and other attrition, and age distibution. For example, in the past
three years, the Region has hired 869 new empioyees into permanent careerpositions, and,l,497
new employees into student positions. In that same period, 1,398 permanent empioyees left the
Region 5 workforce, and 67 percent of our pennanent workforce is age 50 or older. These hends
project a high level of movement into, and out oq our workforce in the coming yeaxs.

Given this, the Region as a whole and each unit within the Region needs to approach hiring more
as a planned program activity, ratlrer than a series of individual events. This is especially
important for enfy-level hires of new students and new permanent employees, whichwe hire
extemally. What we are moving toward is a staffing plan, which will identify at the beginning of
the year all extemal hires Region-wide for the year. Having in&rmation on planned hiring for
the entire year will allow our oufteach and recnritment efforts to operate more efficiently and
ef,lectively.

In the next few days, we will be providing you with more detailed information on this process, as
well as workforce assessment data upon which you can begin to build yor.r staffing plans. An
important leadership responsibility is ensuring that we have a workforce to carry out the mission
of the Agency. I expect each Forest Supervisor and Director to be personally involved in this

PdnlcdfiRtrld.dP8*, ff

Forest
Service

Pacific
Southwest
Region

To:

Caring for the Land and Serving People

EXHIBIT 2
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6100: Regional Worklblre Assessmenr ard Staffins plan

process and in these cdtical decisions. I also recommend that you form a workforce planning
tearn, which includes your new Human Resources Recruitnnent Specialist on your unit, to he$
quickly develop your staffing plan. This will be discussed further at the June 2006 Regional
Leadership Team meeting.

If you have any questions, please contact the Marcia State,n, Director, or Carmen Funston,
Depuf Director, Human Resources.

/s/ Vicki A. Jackson (for)
BERNARD WEINGARDT
Regional Forester

Case 4:01-cv-03969-CW   Document 151-1   Filed 10/09/06   Page 10 of 14



U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Division, Federal Prograrns Branch

Via First-Class Mail Via Overnight Delivery
P.O. BoTt 883, Rrrr 7146 20 Massachusetts Ave., lrllil
Washington, D.C. 20044 Room7146

Washington, D,C. 20530

SusanK. Ullnun
Senior Counsel

Tel: 202-616-0680
Fax:202-6L68202

June 7,2006
VIA E-MAIL AIID U.S. MAIL

Marci Seville
Monitor, Hispanic Settlement Agreement
Golden GateUniversity School of Law
536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

Re: Brionez v. USDA
Dear Ms. Seville:

I am attaching a memorandum sent by the Regional Forester to Forest Supervisors and
Directors concenring Regon 5's Workforce Assessmeut and Staffing Plan.

I look forward to speaking with you on June 126.

Sincerely,

,/'4-*tJ. U/-/r^
SusanK. Uliman

enclosure
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DATA FOR RECRUIUE}IT OF HISPANICg II{ REGIOII 6 AS OF OE':IS'2006
PERUAT{EiIT EHPLOYEES (EXGLUDTNG SCEFS)

FS6-HRAI{ONDL RUN DAIE M'?'2006

FEiDSEC SERIES NTLE HISPADII( q ALI
2+ROFESSIOtl|AL
20 or Mora Employ€€s

0193 ARCIIAEOLOGY 6.2 6C
0201 HUtrlAN RESOURCES iTANAGEMENT 7.1 72
o401 OENERAL BIOTOGICAT SCIENCE l t 7.G t8c
0430 BOTANY 5.6 3t
0454 RAI'|GELrAND MAN\GEI|ENT 16.? 21
0460 FORESTER I t 6.? 263
o4E2 FISHERYBIOLOGY a 4.€ 4'l
O'fE6 I'VILDLIFE BIOLOGY A 4.7 86
0E07 LANDSCAPEARCH|TECruRE 9.1 12

0E10 CMLENG$IIEERING to.c ET
1001 GENERAL ARTS & INFORTUA1ION 7.2 83
't035 ruBIICAFFAIRS € 13.6 4
1315 I.M}ROLOGY a 4.3 4t

lOFFICIALS
50 or More Emolovees

0340 PROGRAMMAMGEf,IENT t3 14.t 8t
1101 GENERAL BUSINESS 4.4 6€

}TECHS
50 or Mo|€ Employees

w2 FORESIRY TECHNICIAN 2A 12.8 2&
w2 ENGINEERING TECHNICIiAN s 9-5 9l

s+DMIN SUPP
50 or Morc Emolovees 303 MISCCLERICAL 14 g7 1 'lC

E.CRAFT
50 orMore Emplovec 5716 ENGINEERING EQUIPMEI'IT OPEMTOR g l 64

I€FFICIALS LTsO oFFICIALS AND MAI,IAGERS 2e 1 1 251
}.TECHS LTSO TECHNICIANS 8.! 71
t-rrDMlN SUPP LTsO ADMIN SUPPORTWORXERS 1€ 13.t '|4'l

FCRAFT LTSO }RAFTVI'ORKERS 5.: 5?
l'-OPERATIVE LT5O OPERATIT/ES I 8.: 12
,-TABORER LTsO JSORERS 11.'l 27
LSERTflCE LT5O SERVICEWORKERS

EXHIBIT 3
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Regonal Office, R5
1323 Club Drlve
Vallejo, CA 94592
(707) 562-8737 Yoice
(707) 562-9130 Text (TDD)

United States
Department of
Agriculture

Fife Code: 6120
Route To:

Pacific
Southwest
Region

f,'orest
Service

Date: $spternler 1, 2006

Subject: Permanent Hiring Review

To: Forest Supervisors

REPLY DUE OCTOBER 2, 2006

The Settlement Agreement (SA) Staffis reviewing pennanent selections made from October 1,
2005 through March 31, 2006. R5 competitive selections are documented in the R5 Applicant
Flow System (AFS) and in the AVUE Cenhal Database; the oflicial appointment records for
both competitive and non-oompetitive selections are obtained through FOCUS reporting.

It has been determined that, for the October l,zXlsthrough March 3l,2X06,reporting period,
the selections and/or appointments by unit were documented as follows:

OCTOBER 1, 2005 through MARCH 31, 2006

FOCUS AFS AVUE*
R5 APPOINTMENTS
UNIT Total Total Total
ANGELES 29 2
CLEVEI.AND 37 2 3
ELDORADO 21 2 2
INYO I 1 t

KLAMATH 1 3 5
LASSEN 26 1
LOS PADRES 36 c 1
LTBMU I o

MENDOCINO 1 E 3
MODOC 1 1 1 2
PLUMAS 32 1
REGIONAL OFFICE 23 1 3 7
REINVENTION LAB 1 3 1 2
SAN BERNARDINO 3 Z z

SEQUOIA 1 3 1
SHASTA.TRINITY zo z J

SIERRA q n z

SIX RIVERS 1 3 a

STANISLAUS 24
TAHOE 25 e

Grand Total 435 42 43

' & . l

Printed on Rscyct€d Pa* tECaring for the Land and Serving People

EXHIBIT 4
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2Forest Supervisors

The FOCUS report required by the Hispanic Settlement Agreement on R5 Permanent Hires was
designed to include selections that are competitive and/or based on management decisions. The
expectation is that most of the selections would be documented in AFS or AVUE. However, that
has not been the case.

Each of the 435 hires identified in tho FOCUS Report has been reviewed by Uni! Subunit,
Name, Pay Plan, Series, Grade, Action Date, Nature of AotionNumber and Description, and
Authority Code. Your Unit's documentation is provided in the attached spreadsheet.

The first column in the spreadsheet is identified as "Documented" to indicate whether the
selection was found in R5 AFS or AVIJE, or only in FOCUS. The last column, "Remarks"
provides the vacancy announcement numbers for thE AVUE and AFS enties, and reviewer notes
for the FOCUS entries.

Please work with your Human Resources Recruitment Specialist to verifu, correct, or expand
upon the Remarks for the FOCUS selections in order to explain why these selections are not
documented in R5 AFS or AVUE. Valid reasons for non-competitive selections outside ofthe
R5 AFS or AVUE systems include but are not limited to: change to lower grade after temporary
promotion, career ladder promotion from earlier competition, and SCEP conversion to career
appointment. Another reason could be that actions were miscoded as competitive, and these also
need to be identified.

Your HRRS may need to reference the Office of Personnel Management's Guide to Processing
Personnel Actions and Guide to Personnel Data Standards (available on the intemet at
http:/lwww.opm.govlbtml/topics.asp#G) to understand the significance of the Nature of Action
Code, Authority Code, and Remarks Code combinations.

Questions and replies should be directed to Wendy Rook (uaook@A.fed.gs, 7a7-562-9219) or
Julena Pope (idpsBe@&.fed.usm 7 07 -5 62-9180).

/s/ Vicki A. Jackson
VICKi A. JACKSON
Associate Regional Forester

cc: pdl 15 hr recruitment specialists
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2004 Apprentice Select
9t20/20M

BNO and/or
Sex Not
entered Total:

GS-2 quallfled onlp
GS€ quallfied onlp

M F Total
1 4 0 1 4
97 16 113

trl
0
0
2
2

F
0
o
0
o

M
1 4
97

F
o

1 6
5

Total
2

10

Total
16

123

Regionwide

Rl{O and Ser
entered

GS.4 1 1 3
21
5

245
1 6 1 1 5 1341 1 8

Total: 224 28 26 21 273

Wlth tlrs excepdon of Veteran'r P.rghtrnce, the iollowlrg rumm.ry data ar! ilmibd to thoso qualtfe<l
.pdlcant who ar€reFd both th. n*e/nadonal ortgln and gendir qwcdom m thc ADroc orm.
V€bran'aM€rrnce boEad m dl

Race/l{atlonal Orlqln

Amerlcan lndlan/Aaskan Nailve:
Aslan or Paclfic lslander:

Blach not of Hlepanlc orlgln:
Hlspanlc:

Whtts, not o{ Hlspante orlgln:
Not Hlspanlc, Puerto Rlco:

All other Aslan or Paelllc lslander In Hawall:

Curent Emolovment

College/ttnlrorslty teachlng or reseatch:
Prlvato Industry

State/Local govemment:
Federal Govemment:

Itlernber of the mllltary
Un€mploy€d:

Culrent USDA employeet
Other:

No Data:

Dlsabllltv
1 - No disability
2 - Hearing lmpairment
3 - Vision lmpairment
4 - Missing Extremities
5 - Partial Paratysis
6 - Corndete Paratysis
7 - Convulsive Disoder
8 - Mental Retardatbn
9 - Mental or emotinnal illness

10 - Severe distonbn of llmbs/spine
11 - Not tisted

No data

Vet
Prpference
Cat€g|orF Total: %

Total: b
8  3 %

1 0  4 %
1 3  5 %

101 41%
109 44%

1 0 %
3  1 %

Total:

n
47
26
23
1

65
47
38
3

Total %

237 9T/a

0 o %
1 Ola
O OYa
0 09a
0 09(
O W .
0 09{
ow
1 096
2 1 %
4 ry .

%
9 %

1 9 %

1 1 %

9 %

0 %

2 7 %

19%

1 6 %

1 %
CP
XP
TP

None

\)

t 0 %
1 0 %

1 1  4 %
260 95%

Percentages based on current totalofZT3

American Indian/Alaskan Native 3Vo
Asian or Pacific Islander 4Vo
Black, not of Hispanic origin 5Vo
Hispanic 37Vo
White, not of Hispanic origin 4OVo
Not Hispanic, Puerto Rico OVo
All other Asian/Pacific Islander in Hawaii LVor3

EXHIBIT 5
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TEMPORARY FIRE APPLICANT POOL. OPEN & CONTINUOUS - SEPTEMBER I3, 2006 DATA
(Data is for applicants in AVUE from May 12, 2006 through September 12, 2006)

ANNOUNCEMENT HISPANIC
TOTAL

HISPANIC
ALL

APPLICANTS % Hispanic

ADS04.WOFSJOBS-
024DT GS-462-3
FORESTRYAID 70 't02 402 25.37o/o

ADS04.WOFSJOBS-
025DT GS4624
HOTSHOT/HANDCREW 47 72 321 22A3%

ADS04-WOFSJOBS-
026DT GS462-5
HOTSHOT/HANDCREW 21 29 158 18.350/o

ADSO4-WOFSJOBS-
027DT GS-462-4
HELITACK 31 43 155 27.74o/o

ADS04.WOFSJOBS-
028DT GS-462-5
HELITACK I 1 3 60 21 .670/o

ADSO4-WOFSJOBS-
029DT GS462-4
FIRE ENGINE OPTR 53 72 259 27.80%

ADS04-WOFSJOBS-
030DT GS-462-5
FIRE ENGINE OPTR 1 8 27 105 25.71o/o

ADSO4-WOFSJOBS-
031DT GS-462-4
FRSTY
TECH/OUTLOOK 4 7 60 11.670/o

Grand Total 253 365 1520 24.01%

EXHIBIT 6
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TEMPORARY FIRE SELECTIONS * OPEN & CONTINUOUS -- SEPTEMBER 13, 2006 DATA

(Data is for selections documented in AVUE for May 12,2006 through september 12,2006)

ANNOUNCEMENT HISPANIC
MULTIRACIAL

WITH HISPANIC
TOTAL

HISPANIC ALL SELECTIONS

ADS04-WOFSJOBS-
0240T GS462-3
FORESTRY AID 8 2 1 0 37 27.O3o/o

ADS04-WOFSJOBS-
025DT GS4624
HOTSHOT/HANDCREW 1 I 1 4 7.14o/o

ADS04-WOFSJOBS-
026DT GS.{62-5
HOTSHOT/HANDCREW 2 0.00%

ADS04-WOFSJOBS-
029DT GS"f62.0
FIRE ENGINE OPTR 5 2 7 1 9 36.84o/o

ADS04-WOFSJOBS-
030DT GS462-5
FIRE ENGINE OPTR 1 0.00%

ADSO4-WOFSJOBS-
031DT GS4624
FRSTY
TECH/OUTLOOK 6 0.00%
Grand Total 1 3 5 1 8 79 22.780/o
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Monitor's Julv 5. 2006 Information Request

Please provide the information requested and respond to the questions presented in each
item below:

1) Outside Recruiter

a) A copy of the Kenexa contract, payment terms including the incentive bonus, and the
operating plan or other description of the work the company will be doing.

b) What relationship will Kenexa staff have with line officers and other personnel
knowledgeable about the needs of the position at issue, to ensure that the company has all
the necessary information to do appropriate recruiting?

2) Mentorins Program

a) A copy of the one page description of the diversity "thread" addressed in the
mentoring training (previously requested).

b) If employees do not attend the mentoring training, will they have another opportunity
to do so? Will they be removed from the program if they do not attend? What training
will be provided in forests where the scheduled training was cancelled?

3) Mp 715

a) A copy of the current draft MD 715 report.
Julena Pope advised me in a memorandum dated March 5, 2005, that: "Jose Briseno is
the program manager responsible for the MD-715 which replaces the AEP. The Region
anticipates finalizing the MD-715 by March 31,2005." (See attached 3/5/05 Pope
memorandum.) I inquired about this document regularly at the monthly meetings with
the Region, until those meetings were discontinued.

b) I would like clarification of an issue that came up during the Regional Forester and
Associate Regional Forester's presentation at the RHWG meeting. The most recent AEP
plans available on the R5 website are the FY 02 AEPPs under MD -714 and MD-713,
which I assume used 1990 census data, since the 2000 data was not available until
December 2003. Please clarify whether the most recent AEPP is, in fact, the FY 02 plan
and whether the workforce analysis data in that plan is what the region relies upon when
completing the outreach and recruitment documentation. If the Region relies on
something other than the FY 02 AEPP to complete Section II on the O & R form, please
specify what data is used. (The form instructs the user to "use the current AEP, or its
equivalent, as identified by EEOC.")

c) Please provide an explanation for the ongoing delay in completion of the MD-715 with
updated workforce analysis data.

EXHIBTT 7
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4) HR Recruitment Specialists

a) Copies of any written materials used at the training for the new forest recruitment
specialists (HHRS)

5) Applicant flow data in R5's Seventh HSA Report

a) Some forests report no data on the R5 and AVUE applicants flow tables in the 7ft
Report. (Tables 8, 9, l0 & 11). Does this mean that those forests had no applicants or
selectees, or did the reports omit the data from the missing forests? If omitted, what is
the reason for that?

6) AVUE

a) Provide information as soon as it is available on whether the Forest Service has
renewed the AVUE contract.

b) At my quarterly meeting with the RF, I raised two AVUE-related issues:
1. The need for improved KSA descriptions and improved AVUE questions
on the KSA's. What, if any, steps is the Region taking to accomplish this?
2. The issue of qualified applicants who may be improperly screened out by
AVUE because of the questions on qualifications. The monitoring of recruitment
and promotions has no mechanism to identift when this occurs, and I raised it as
an issue that should be considered. What, if any, steps does the Region intend to
take to identiff this problem when it arise and to address it?

7) Fire Aporentice Retention Plan

At my quarterly meeting, I asked for an update on implementation of the Region's
December 14,2005 Fire Apprentice Retention Plan. The plan sets forth six objectives,
with responsible personnel and dates for completion. Vicki Jackson indicated that she
was not prepared to discuss that topic at the meeting, but that she would get back to me
about it.

8) Data Request

a. Provide current series-specific data on numbers and percentages of Hispanics
and corresponding 2000 CLF percentages, in the format provided in Sixth Report in
"Appendix B: Additional Focus Reports, " for all series covered in that appendix.

b. Provide a current report on the R5 PERMANENT WORKFORCE, GS-462
AND GS-499 (HRAWHOHA) which includes unit, Fire and non-fire, SCEP and
Workforce, series, grade, number and percentages for Hispanic and all employees.
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9) Follow up questions on the 6/5/06 memorandum on Resional Workforce
Assessment and Staffins Plan

The 615106 memorandum provided to me at the quarterly meeting states that during the
past three years, the Region hired 869 new employees into permanent career position and
1497 new employees into student position.

a. How many of those new hires in permanent career positions were
Hispanic?
b. How many of those new hires in student positions were Hispanic?
c. Please provide a spreadsheet with information as to each of those Hispanic
hires indicating the employees'names, position title, series, grade, unit
location, hire date, and whether the employee is still working in Region 5. If
no longer employed, indicate the separation date and reason for separation.
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USDAUnited States Deparffnent of Agriculture
Office of the General Counsel

Pocific Region-Son Fronclsco Offlce
33 New Montgomery, l7h Floot
Son Fronclsco, CA 94105-451I

Telephone:
Focsimile:

415-744-3172
415-744-3170

Internet mqrlss<:.zuotez@usdo.gov

July 24,2006

VIA HAND DELIVERY

Marci Seville
Monitor, Hispanic Settlement Agreement
Golden Gate University School of Law
536 Mssion Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

Re: Brionez v. USDA

Dear Ms. Seville:

I am writing in response to your July 5, 2006 Information Request. The Region has provided the

following responses to your requests and recommendations.

1. Outside Recruiter

a) A copy of the Kenexa contract, payment terms including the incentive bonus, and

the operating plan or other description of the work the company will be doing.

A copy of the Kenexa contract was provided to you on July 14,2005. The contract contains the

payment terms, the incentive bonus and the Statement of Work. A copy of Kenexa's operating
plan is attached.

b) What relationship wilt Kenexa staffhave with line oflicers and other personnel

knowledgeable about the needs of the position at issue, to ensure that the company
has all the necessary information to do appropriate recruiting?

The Kenexa staffwill communicate directly with one point of contact, Julena Pope, Settlement
Agreement Directoq to ensure that Kenexa gets all the necessary information they need to do

appropriate recruiting.

2. Mentoring Program

a) A copy of the one page description of the diversity "thread" addressed in the
mentoring training (previously requested).

A copy of the one-page description of the diversity "thread" addressed in the mentoring training
was provided to you on July 10,2006.

EXHIBIT 8
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b) If employees do not attend the mentoring training, will they have another

opportunity to do so? Will they be removed from the program if they do not

aitend? \ilhat training will be provided in forests where the scheduled training was

cancelled?

If employees do not attend the mentoring training on their forests for any reason, they will have

another opportunity to participate in a "make-up" session. Howbver, if participants do not

participatlin any of the provided training sessions, either on their forest or a make-up session,

ihey will not be ubl. to participate in the program. Make-up sessions will be scheduled at a

centralized location for participants on forests where the training session was cancelled. The

dates for the make-up sissions will be finalized at the end of the fire season in late fall2006-

MD-71s

A copy of the cunent draft MD 715 report. Julena Pope advised me in a

memorandum dated March 51 20050 that: I'Jose Briseno is the program manager

responsible for the MD-715 which replaces the AEP. The Region anticipates

nnanzing the MD-715 by March 31,2005." (See attached 3/5105 Pope

memorandum.) I inquired about this document regularly at the mortthly meetings

with the Region, until those meetings were discontinued'

a)

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ('EEOC") regulations regarding MD-715 only

requirethe foiesi Service, as a Second Level Reporting Component, to issue an MD-715. See

EEOC website outlining USDA's Second Level Reporting Components at
The Forest Service'sMD-715 is

available on the intranet at For your convenience, a

copy of the Forest Service's MD-715 is attached. Region 5 will consider producing its own MD-

715 i1-Ze07 butis now concentrating its efforts on implementation of the Hispanic Settlement

Agreement C'HSA").

b) t would like ctarification of an issue that came up during the Regional Forester and

Associate Regional Forester's presentation at the RHWG meeting. The most recent

AEp plans 
"*it"Ut" 

on the R5 website are the FY 02 AEPPs under MD -714 and

mn-itg, which I assume used 1990 census data, since the 2000 data was not

available until December 2003. Please clarify whether the most recent AEPP is, in

fact, the Ff 02 plan and whether the workforce analysis data in that plan is what

.*he region relies upon when completing the outreach and recruitment

documentation. If the Region relies on something other than the tr"f 02 AEPP to

complete Section tr on the O & R form, please specify what data is used. (The form

instructs the user to 'ruse the current AEP, or its equivalent, as identified by

EEOC.")

The Affirmative Employment Plan ("AEP") for fiscal year ('FY') 2003 was the last AEP

prepared as required- Uv tnto,zr: and MD-714. This AEP utilizes 1990 CLF data. This is what is

ur"i for Section II, Under-Representation Data" on the Outreach and Recruitment Documentation
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5.

a)

Form. Please refer to the Region 5 Civil Rights intranet website at
http://fs.web.R5.fe.fed.uVunit/cr, under the Workforce banner, for a copy ofthe FY 2003 AEP.

c) Please provide an explanation for the ongoing detay in completion of the MD-715
with updated worldorce analysis data.

Region 5 is not required to issue an MD-715. See answer to question 3(a) above. Therefore,
there is no delay.

4. HR Recruitment Snecialists

a) Copies of any written materials used at the training for the new forest recruitment
specialists (HHRS)

A copy of the written materials used at the June 20,2006, Eluman Resources Recruitment
Specialist ('HRRS") training is enclosed.

Applicant Flow Data in R5's Seventh ESA Report

Some forests report no data on the R5 and AWE applicants flow tables in the 7s
Report. (Tabtes 8, 9, 10 & 11). Does this mean that those forests had no applicants
or selectees, or did the reports omit the data from the missing forests? If omitted'
what is the reason for that?

The Region is currently working on drafting a response to this question. We will forward the
response as soon as it is completed.

AVTIE

Provide information as soon as it is available on whether the Forest Seryice has
renewed the AVIIE contract.

A decision has not been made on whether the Forest Service will renew the AWE contract.

b) At my quarterly meeting with the RF,I raised two AYlE-related issues:

The need for improved KSA descriptions and improved AV[}E questions on
the KSA's. \ilhat, if any, steps is the Region taking to accomplish this?
The issue of qualified applicants who may be improperly screened out by
AVUE because of the questions on qualifications. The monitoring of
recruitment and promotions has no mechanism to identify when this occurs,
and I raised it as an issue that should be considered. What, if any, steps does
the Region intend to take to identify this problem when it arise and to
address it?

6.

a)

1)

2)
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a)

As you discussed with Susan Ullman on July 106 and 17ttr, we will delay further discussion of
these issues until a decision is made on whether the AWE contract will be renewed.

7. Fire Apprentice Retention Plan

At my quarterly meetingr l asked for an update on implementation of the Region's
December 14, 2005 Fire Apprentice Retention Plan. The plan sets forth six
objectives, with responsible personnel and dates for completion. Vicki Jackson
indicated that she was not prepared to discuss that topic at the meeting, but that
she would get back to me about it.

Enclosed is the Wildland Firefigher Apprenticeship Program Retention Plan Accomplishment
Report as of May 30,2006.

Data Request

Provide current series-specific data on numbers and percentages of Hispanics and

corresponding 2000 CLF percentages, in the format provided in Sixth Report in
rAppendix B: Additional Focus Reports, " for all series covered in that appendir

As required by the Court's Order, current series-specific data on numbers and percentages of

Hispanics and corresponding 2000 CLF percentages, will be provided in the Reglon's September

l, iOO6, report to the Court. Waiting until this date will provide the opportunity for the Court's

additionat remedial measures to have an impact on the data.

b) Provide a current report on the R5 PERMANENT WORKFORCE' GS-462 AND

GS-499 (HRAWHOHA) which includes unit, Fire and non-fire, scEP and

Workforce, series, grade, number and percentages for Eispanic and all employees.

The Region has generated and attached the requested report on R5 Permanent Workforce, GS-

462 and GS-499.

Sta{Iing Plan

The 6/5106 memorandum provided to me at the quarterly meeting states that during

1he past three years, the Region hired 869 new employees into permanent career
position and 1497 new employees into student position.

a) How many of those new hires in permanent career positions were Hispanic?
b) How many of those new hires in student positions were Hispanic?
c) Please provide a spreadsheet with information as to each of those Hispanic

hires indicating the employees' names, position title, series, grade, unit
location, hire date, and whether the employee is stilt working in Region 5. If
no longer employed, indicate the separation date and reason for separation.

9.
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The June 5,2006, memorandum which was authored by John Kusano, Assistant Director of
Human Resources, Washington Office, and signed by Vicki Jackson, was prepared in conjunction
with Mr. Kusano's presentation on Regional Workforce Assessment and Staffing Plaq which was
gwen at the June l4,2}O6,Regional Leadership Team meeting. The numbers provided in that
document were compiled in a miurner different from that which the Region uses in its semi-annual
reports.

The data in the June 5, 2005 memorandum encompassed the period of April 1,2003 through
March 31,2006. The data report counted students separately from the rest of the permanent

workforce for this period. The report also did not include several competitive actions, such as
promotions, changes to lower grades, position changes and reassignments, which the Region uses
lo r.port hires as defined in the HSA. Therefore, the information requested in (a) and (b), with

regard to the numbers in the memorandurn" would be difficult to generate. Instead, the Region

directs the Monitor to the tables on the RSNO of Region 5 Positions Filled by Unitfor Reporting

Period and Region 5 Student Career Experience Program Appointments and Corwersions, which

are in every semi-annual report, as provided by the HSA'

The additional information requested in (c) is not required by the HSA reporting requirements and

is not information which is tracked by the Region. Providing this information would be
burdensome. Therefore, the Region is not providing this information.

If there are any questions regarding this matter, I can be reached directly at (al5) 744-3172-

Sincerely,

Marissa J. Suarez

Susan Ullman
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U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Division
Federal Pro grarns Branch
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Room 7328
Washington, DC 20530

Susan K. Ullman
Seuior Counsel

SL:SKUllrnanjld
35-16-4686

Via Electronic Mail

Marci Seville
Monitor, Hispanic Settlement Agreement
Golden Gate University School of Law
536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94705-2968

Tel: 202-616-0680
Fax: 202-616-8202
Eurail: susan.ulbnan@ustloj.gov

September 8,2006

Re: Brionez v. USDA, USDC N.D. Cal.,
Civil Action No..C 01 3969 CW

Dear Ms. Seville:

I am writing to respond to the questions you raised and. the information you requested in
our telephone call on August 29th.

1. AVUE

The Forest Service extended the contact with AVUE for one year, through
September 30,20Q7.

Region 5's Human Resources Department is already working el lrnproving KSAs and on
the issue of qualified applicants who are "screened out." I will provide more infonnation when I
receive details'from the Region.

2. Frtrnk Becerra

As explained in Marissa Suarez's e-mail of September 1't, Mr. Becerra is on the
certification list, so the selection has not been put on hold. It appears that Mr. Becerra answered
questions incorrectly, causing himself to be designated unqualified, I will provide.more details
when I receive them.

EXHIBIT 9
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3. Monitorine

We will provide a written description of the Region's monitoring next week. In the
meantime, please see the attached September L,20}6,Memorandum conceming reconciling the
data in the FOCUS, AFS and AVLIE systems.

4. New Hires

The Region reports 1,364 new permanent hires since the Hispanic Settleme,:rt Agreernent
began, 178 of *hom are Hispanic. WendyRook is attempting to retrieve the retention data you
requested about the new Hispanic hires.

5. Forrn C

You asked about references to old Form C in the August 2,2006 Memorandum tifled
Unit Review Team (LIRT) Monitoring Report. The Region informs me, that in all 5 referenced
instances when old Form C was used, it was because the hiring process (beginning with .;:"
outreach) had commenced before the new Form C was put into place.

6. Kenexa

The Strategic Recruitrnent Plan and the Tactical Recruitnent Plan you request are
internal to Kenexa. The Region does not have them. However, the Region will ask Kenexa if it
will provide the documents.

7. Electronic Transmission

As you requested, on September 6'h, I sent you the August 15h letter from Marissa Suarez
in electronic form. The Region reports that the attachments to that letter were too vohrminoub to
send electronically. However, the Region will continue to send documents elechonically
whenever possible.

8. Hufnan Resources Deparbnent

The Region provided you with a list of personnel in the Human Resowces Deparbnent, as
you requested. The Human Resources Recruitment Specialists are not on that list because they
are employees of their respective units. "EOD" on the list stands for "Entrance on Duty," i.e., the
date onwhich the individual reported to the position.

9. Fire Apprentice Retention Data

The Region will automaticallyprovide you with this information on or abbut the 20e of
each month.
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10. SF-52 Tracker

The Region will continue to automatically provide you with this data every two weeks.
Ms. Suarez sent you the most recent SF-52 Tracker on September 1't.

11. SF-52 Tracker Updates

The Region has established aprocess for continuous updating of infonnation to the SF-52
Tracker. I am attaching the August 11, 2006, Memorandum on the Recruit and Fill Process (with
its attachment). Human Resowces Director Marcia Staten sent an e-mail on August 21't
requesting that each unit delete actions that are on the Tracker but are not valid. I am attaching a
copy of that e-mail,

12. Temporar.v Fire Hires

In addition to the RNO information on applicants for temporary fire positions that the
Region is providing pursuant to the Court's March 30,2006, Order, you requested RNO
inforrration for the individuals selected for the temporary positions. The Region has agreed to
providethis information, but notes that it relies entirely on self-reporting for RNO inforrration.
The Region will attempt to provide this information by the end of the month.

13. Mentoring Prograrq

The Region cannot resume tainings of mentors/mentorees until the fire season is over
because of direction from the Chief of the Forest Service and the Regional Forester for Region 5.
I am attaching copies of the relevant correspondence from Chief Bosworth and Regional Forester
Weingardt.

The Region has already kained 35 Hispanic mentorees, which represe4ts L3.7% of all
trained mentorees.

14. MD-715

On September 7,2006,I sent you via overnight mail, copies of the tables referenced in
the Update Package for USDA Forest Service FY 2006 EEOC MD-715 Employnent Report.

15. Ouestion 5.a. from vour Julv 14s letter

The Region is continuing to work on providing an answer to this inquuy.

16. Exhibit B

On September 6th, I e-mailed to you the most recent data on Hispanic r.epresentation in
Region 5 for the job series listed in Exhibit B

-3-
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17. Regional Selection Team

The Region has successfully cenhalized in the Regional Off,ce all hiring for permanent
selections. The tansition from the interim practice of having the Regional Forester Team make
the selections to having the Regional Selection Team make the seiections is taking more time
than expected. However, this has not delayed selections because the Regional Forester Team
process is still in place, and that team is concurrently continuing to make selections each week.
The Region is pleased to report that the Forest Supervisor who was the first selecting official for
the Regional Selection Tea:n made four selections, and the second selecting official made nine
selections.

18. Employment Center

The Region is preparing a swnmary of the status of the implementation of the
Employment Center which we will provide to you.

19. HEPM

You and I discussed this persorurel matter on a telephone call today.

I look forward to seeing you next week.

/^*"^//-(/#''*."r-
SUSAN K. ULLMAN

Senior Counsel
Federal Pro gtarns Branch

Enclosures
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U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Division
Federal Programs Branch
20 Massachusetts Ave.. NW
Room 7328
Washington, DC 20530

Susan K. Ullman
Senior Counsel

Tel: 202-616-0680
Fax: 202-616-8202
Email: susan.ullman@usdoj.gov

October 4.2006

Via Electronic Mail

Marci Seville
Monitor, Hispanic Settlement Agreement
Golden Gate University School of Law
536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

Re: Brionez v. USDA, USDC N.D. Cal.,
Civil Action No. C 01 3969 CW

Dear Ms. Seville:

During our telephone conference on Monday, you said that the Region had not provided
you with specifics about the Hispanic employees who had been hired by the Region and left (r.e.,
sepamted from) the Region during the term of the HSA.

In following up on your request,I learned the following. In a letter from me dated
September 27,2006, the Region provided the requested statistics on Hispanics who were hired
and separated during the term ofthe HSA. However, as indicated in a letter to you dated July
24,2006, from Marissa Suarez, the Region informed you that obtaining the details you requested
(name, position title, series, grade, unit location, hire date, whether the employee is still working
for Region 5, and, if the employee is no longer working for the Region provide the separation
date and the reason for the separation), would be burdensome because it is not information the
Region ordinarily tracks.

Nonetheless, in light of your renewed request for such information, the Region generated
the attached Excel spreadsheet for the Hispanics who were hired and separated during the term
of the HSA.

Sincerely,

/sl
Susan K. Ullman

Enclosure

EXHIBIT 10
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March 10,2003

The following reports are provided for iriclusion in the Hispanic Settlement
Agreeurent Monitoring Report addressing the period of Decemb er 22,2N2,
through February 2O,2Wi.

Each report was written using the usDA National Finance centeds Focus
R.port Generator Spteur and PERHIS database.

The numbers and nercentages of Hispanics and the total number of
Dermangnt emplovees in the Region 5 workforce bv race. gender. and
national orieh (RSNO). bv forest inclu

FOCUS Name: HRAHON

Note: For this repor! perrranent employees are defined as non-separated
employees holding the following appointnent tlpes: competitivicareer,
uompetitive-Career Conditional, Excepted-Permanen! and Exq€pted-Conditional.

IUsT"Fbfl|nd *tgqt""" 
"f 

rl| R
foresl including the RO.

FOCUS Name: HRAFILLI

Notes:

T: l"g:"ent.Agreement between Region 5 and the Regional Hispanic wo*ing
.*:Y.p defines "Regton 5 Position" as "funded vacancythat managernent decides
::,:::.p*Tanently and where management has a choice regarding selection, after
runumg all of the maodatory placeurent requireurents found in the current Forest
Sernice Merit promotion plan.;

career and career condition appointments and conversions, excepted
lSnlinunenc-, reassignme,ntsfpromotions, change to lowergrade and position
cnanges are the actions taken to fill positions. However, noi ull reassi-gnments,
l]lT"T:*, change to lower gade and position changes fill vacant positions. Theappucable reassignment actions are precisely defined in the settlement
Agreement; biit which promotion, change to lower gadg and position changetjpes to inctude were less clear. Thereforg the outo* of action code andauthorily code combinations used in rwiting the FOCUS q"oy are our bestuTPpt to meet the intent of the agreed upon report. Thesi combinationsaddressed: q ---

oj^Lr n 
Promotions: There are sixteen Competitive Sernice Promotion Rules and

;XT*T"ted Service Promotion Rules in the Office of Personnel Management's
lvrrvrJ . Ofthe Competitive ServiL

EXHIBIT 11
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Promotion Rules, Rules 4, 5,6,10, and 13 are included as meeting the definition

of 'R"gion 5 positions., ihe promotions based upon accretion of duties (Rule 7)

ar" ,"frtt"O o-n separately. Oitne Excepted Seryice Promotion Rules, Rules 1, 5,

andT'areincluded as meeting the definition of "Region 5 positions'"

Change to lower Grade: There are twenty-five Competi-tive Service

change to lo-wer Grade Rules and ninsteen Excepted senrice change to Lower

CruaJnofo in the OPM Guide to Processing Personnel-Actions. Of the

c"-p"titi* senrice ctrange torower Grade Rules, Rules 1, 13, 14,15,17,18,

ii ,to, 2i , 24, and 25 are included as meeting the definition of "Region 5

prlitJ;; Oitle Excepted ServiceChange to Lower_Gr+ Rules, Rules l, 10,

il, 12,13,l4o 17, 18, and 19 are included as meeting the definition.

position Changes: Due to the small number of Position Change Actions

taken dlring the cours--e of a year (five in FY 2002) and the nlurber of Rules

involved in-Position change Actions (twenty-nine for competitive service and

tlventy-one for Excepted S-ervice), all permanent Position Ctange actions are

*oot d in HRAFIL|I. A FOCIIS Reportnamed HRAFILL6 was also developed

to deterrrine what authority codes were used for the five Position Change Actions

take,n in F.t' ZOOZ. The authority codes used did not indicate with c€rtainty

whether or not the situations were ones in which manageme,lrt had a choice

rcgardrngthe selections.

Note that HRAFILL6 should alwap be processed as background for this rqrort to

evaluate the Position Changes, and the possible need to revise the FOCUS- qlgq

for inefllll should theiosition Change Nature of Action code be used with
, gu"t* Auqueney in-the future. For the p€riod addressed in this report, Deceinber

Tz,,zooztttt*$ February 2o,2o03,there were zero (0) positions changes in

Region 5.

The number and percentase of accretion of duqes Dromotions bYIlsNo. bY

forest includine the RO.

FOCUS Name: HRAAOD

The number and percentase of Hispanics and total nxmber admitted into the

ffir Emplovment Proeram dur,ine the precedine vean

FOCUS Name: HRASCEP

FOCUS Name: HRAGRD

f :

emDlovees.
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Note: For this repor! permane,lrt ernployees are defined as non-separated

enrployees holding tUJfouowing appoitrhent types: Competitive-Career,
CompetiUve-Career Conditional, BxcepteA+e,l:nanent, and Excepted-Conditional'

The race eender. and national.oriein.of those indiv'iduals n'ho are reassigned

iGuant to Rule 12 ("Rule 12" reassiqttmeot)'

F@US Name: HRARULE
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U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch

Via First-Class Mail Via Overnight Delivery
P.O. Box 883, Rm. 7146 20 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20044 Room 7146

Washington, D.C. 20530

Susan K. Ullman
Senior Counsel

Tel: (202) 616-0680
Fax: (202)616-8202

May 9,2006

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL AND U.S. MAIL

Marci Seville
Monitor, Hispanic Settlement Agreement
Golden Gate University School of Law
536 Mission Street
San Francisco. CA 94105-2968

Re: Brionez v. USDA

Dear Ms. Seville:

I am writing in response to your letter of April 3, 2006. In that letter you made five specific
requests for information. I am providing Region 5's responses to those requests below. As you know,
Region 5 will provide a report on its implementation of the HSA and the Court-ordered additional
remedial measures on June 1, 2006.

I will repeat your questions, and the responses of Region 5 provided to me will follow in bold:

Status of Human Resources Staffing in Region 5

(l) For eachforest, provide the information below, including the names and positions of persons
performing the responsibilities addressed:

a) If there is still a Human Resource Officer (HRO) position filled on the forest?

Yes. See Attachment A for a list of the HROs on,each forest.

b) If there is no longer an HRO, when was the posiiion vacatrid and who is performing the
responsibilities set out for the HRO in the FSH and Outreach and Recruitment Strategy; who is
performing the Unit Review Team responsibilities of the former HRO? (Provide the name and
position of the person now doing those functions).

Not applicable. See response to question l.a.

EXHIBIT 12
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c) If there is still an HRO, who fills that position and how long will that person remain in the
position?

See Attachment A for a list of who holds the HRO position on each forest. Region 5 plans

to reassign the current HROs to be fulltime lluman Resources Recruitment Specialists (GS-201)

on each forest. The Region has developed new position descriptions for the Recruitment
Specialists (GS 11 and 12) focused only on HSA-related activities, including recruitment in

coordination with the Settlement Agreements staff. See Attachment B. The Region expects the
reassignments to begin at the end of this month. The HROs' other responsibilities will be
transferred to the Employment Center (see Attachment C - Human Resources Program
Delivery PIan), which is not a Center with one physical location, but a "virtual'r Center run
from the Regional Office.

d) Whether the position is currently filled as a pennanent position, a detail, a term or other
status (specify status).

See Attachment A.

e) Whether the HRO position will be filled on the forest for the one year extension of the HSA
and, if so, in what status (permanent, detail, term, etc).

The Region is complying with the Court's order to "retain until the Agreement ends,
human resources personnel, sufficient to carry out all recruitment activities related to
implementing the Agreement and this order, on each forest and in the Regional Office of Region
5." &e response to question l.c. In addition, the implementation of Region 5's HR-BPR
migration to Albuquerque has been postponed until September 2007.

f) Who are the Level II recruiters on the forest and what are their job titles?

See Attachment D.

(2) Which Provinces currently have Recruiter Teams and who is on those teams (provide names and
positions)?

Recruiter Teams are not required under the HSA. Region 5 has a formalized Recruiter
Team in the Northern Province which encompasses the Shasta-Trinity, Mendicino, Klamath,
and Six-Rivers Forests. The names and titles of those individuals on the Recruitment Team are:
(l) Shasta-Trinity - Curtis Coots, Forestry Technician (Training Battalion); Steven Noverr,
SupervisoTy Forestry Technician; G. Chapman, Supervisory Forestry Technician; Sandy
Graham, Lead Forestry Technician; Dave Loeffler, Fire Prevention Officer; Dan Ballard,
Supervisory Forestry Technician; Steve Diaz,, Supervisory Forestry Technician; Jeff Michels,
Supervisory Forestry Technician; Robin Milovich, Supervisory Technician; Marilyn Loughrey,
FCRO; Natosha Mauer, HR Assistant, Dan Mallia, Forestry Technician (HotShot); (2)
Mendocino - Erich Schwab, Forestry Technician; Mike Cooper, f,'orestry Technician (Engine
Cpt); Jeff Vancen Supervisory Technician; (3) Klamath - Jon Jones, Supervisory Forestry
Technician; Devin Parks, Lead Forestry Technician; Penny Melum, FCRO, Tammy
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*o4u.."uk, Forestry Technician Aaron Schuh, Supervisory Forestry Technician; and (4) Six-

Rivers - Kathy Allen, FCRO.

(3) What Special Emphasis Program Managers are involved in HSA recruitment (provide names and

positions)? What responsibilities do they have for the HSA?

Special Emphasis Program Managers are not charged with recruitment under the HSA.

The only Special Emphasis Program Manager with any involvement in HSA recruitment is the

Hispanic Employment Program Manager (HEPIvt), Abel Sanchez. Mr. Sanchez does not have

direct responsibility for recruitment, but he is involved in conducting targeted outreach to

Hispanics. Mr. Sanchez is strengthening community relationships through networking with

Hispanic organizations such as Puente, the National Association La Raza, HACU' and the

United Farm Workers. Mr. Sanchez is part of the Civil Rights staff.

(4) Provide a copy of the operational paper, discussed at the March 30,2006 meeting regarding

Marcia Staten's Regional Employment Center.

Attachment C is the document that was discussed at the meeting. However, it is not an

operational paper for the Employment Center - an operational paper does not yet exist. The

Region is still in the process of designing the Employment Center and anticipates

implementation by June 1,2006.

(5) In light of Judge Wilken's Order, what steps will the Region take to retain, on each forest and in

the Region Office, human resources personnel sufficient to carry out all recruitment activities related

to implementing the Agreement and the Court's Order?

See response to questions 1.c. and e. In addition, the Region will modify the supplement

to Forest Service Handbook 6109.12 Employment and Benefits, Recruitment Plan, and the

Outreach and Recruitment Strategy Plan to reflect this change. (The Region plans to make the

changes by July 1, 2006.)

Apprentice Mentorship Program

Please provide information as to whether, in light of the Court's Order, the Region will take any steps

to provide effective mentoring opporhrnity for fire apprentices before October 2006, and, if so, what

those steps will be.

Yes. The Region has accelerated the deployment of an effective revised Mentoring

Program.-'The first training session, for Mentors and Mentees, is scheduled for May 23'd on the

Los Padres National Forest. The Mentoring Program is now available to all employees,
including employees who have been with the Agency Iess than two years and all SCEPs
(including Fire Apprentices and Non-Fire SCEPs). The Region hopes all Fire Apprentices will
participate. The Region has identified all SCEPs and individuals with less than two years of
service, and plans to send them personal invitations from the Regional f,'orester urging them to
participate in the program. Attachment E is the documents sent to the field about the
Mentoring Program.
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Outside Recruiter

In light of the Court's order, please provide the following information:

1. What criteria will the Resion use for selection of an outside recruiter?

The criteria the Region will use are set forth in the solicitation for an Outside Recruiter.
The criteria include relevant technical experience and past performance. Technical experience
will be weighted at 600/o and cost of service will be weighted at 40o/o.

2.What process and timeframe will the Region use to retain an effective outside recruiter?

The solicitation for the Outside Recruiter was issued on April 17,2006. Bids in response
to the solicitation are due by May t7.-2446. The Region has already received numerous
indications of interest in the contract. The Region will convene a review panel to evaluate all
proposals and to enter into any relevant negotiations. The Region hopes to award the contract
by May 26,2006. The contract will end on February 13,2007.

3. What, if any, competitive bidding procedures must be used to retain the recruiter and what is the
timeframe for such procedures?

See Region 5's response to question 2. The procedures are full and open competition
which means anyone interested can submit a proposal.

Monitoring of All Recruitment and Promotions

Please provide copies of all the write ups, reports, notes and/or memoranda that have been prepared
during the monitoring process by Joy Gibson-Taylor, Joyce Branch, Carla Kamerdula, Renee Reed, or
any other staff responsible for the monitoring of recruitment and promotions.

Attachment F is Region 5's summary and analysis of the monitoring results from
January 2005 through March 2006, as well as detailed documentation for the same time period.
As of March 31, 2006, there has been no backlog of the monitorirp of the selection packages.

Central California Consortium /
./

The Court granted the recommendation for expansion of the Central California Consortium to
at least two additional locations. Please provide information on what steps the Region will take to
comply with this provision in the Court's Order and what the timetable will be.

The Region is establishing two additional consortia based on the Central California
Consortium model. One will be in Northern California on the Mendicino National tr'oresto
headquartered in Willows, California. The other witl be established in Southern California on
the Angeles National Forest, headquartered in Arcadia, California. Jim Pena, Forest Supervisor
on the Plumas National Forest, is leading the effort for the Northern California Consortium.
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Jody Noiron, Forest Supervisor on the Angeles National Forest, is leading the effort for the
Southern California Consortium. Jim Oftedal, Program Coordinator for the Central
California Consortium, has been involved in all aspects of the planning for the additional
consortia. Associate Regional Forester Vicki Jackson provided you with the completed action
plans for the two consortia on May 8th.

The Agency's implementation is dynamic and on-going. If you have any questions, or if you
would like any further information about these responses, please feel free to contact me. I expect to be
in California next week and would be available to meet with you, with or without representatives from
the Region, to discuss these responses, as well as other aspects of the implementation of the HSA and
the additional remedial measures. We look forward to continuing to work with you to implement the
Hispanic Settlement Agreement.

Sincerely,

,J,,-r*)/.{//}*
Susan K. Ullman

cc: Denise Hulett
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United States
Department of
Agriculture

Forest
Service

Pacific
Southwest
Region

Regional Office, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CA 94592
(707) 562-8737 Voice

FiIe Code: 6100 Date: \4fi 'sh22,2006

Route To:

Subject: Unit Review Tearn (IJRT) Monitoring Report

To: Forest Supervisors and Directors

The Settlement Agreement staff is continuing to review and monitor the Unit Review process

and selection packages from the Forests. This monitoring ensures the Unit Review teams are

functioning in compliance yrith regional policies, program direction" and legal mandates.

In accordance with FSH 6109.12, "Enlployrnent and Benefits Handbook," Chapter 20, Internal
placement, units areto subniit outreach, recruitment and selection information on "Outreach and

Recruitment Documentation" Form 6100-158 (01/2005). TheExhibit C Form "Employment

Outreach and Recruitment Documentation" dated Decernber t5,2002 is obsolete and should no

longer be used.

The selection packages for all recruitment and promotion actions must be provided to the

Regional Recruitrnent Coordinator, Settlement Agreements staff two weeks after selection has

been made.

As a reminder, certificate folders should include the following:
o Documentation Required for Monitoring and oversight Form

o Position DescriPtion
o Organization Chart
o CoPYof Amouncement
o Copy of OutreachNotice and supportive docrimentation
o Fuiy completed Outreach and Recruitrnent Dcicumentation Form (R5-6100-158)
o Panel or Selection Process Recommendations and Documentation
o Completed Certificate of Candidates for Merit or Candidate Referral List for

Demo clearly identifying selection(s)
. o Copy of applications for all qualified candidates on referral certificate

. RSNO applicant dataprintout from AWE or AFS

Listed below are some items that may assist units in providing the necessary information to

ensure consistency and compliance throughout the Region:

l. Provide information for both government and demonstration project announcements.

Caring for the Land and Serving People
EXHIBIT 13-A
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2. Fully complete the R5-6100-158 fofm.

a. Assure all checkpoints are signed and dated in order to accomplish
proper certification.

b. Comprehensive outreach documentation must be provided.
c. Post selection review should be completed to verify the Affirmative

Employnent Plan (AEP) goals and objectives have been accomplished.

3. Panel members should staywithin the guidelines of consideration specifically stated in
ttre Merit System Principles in the Merit Promotion Plan.

A number of units are going above and beyond the norrnal outreach and recruitment process in
order to en$re a diverse applicant pool, which is commendable and noteworthy. Over 50% of

. packages reviewed had documentation of extensive Outeach and Recruifonent for the targeted
under-represented groups identified on Form R5-6100-158. Many provided excellent
documentation of their selection process and rationale for the selection(s). Of the most recent
packages reviewed, 100% included written justification from the Recommending Official and
also included the Selection Certificate or Referral List'

Please share the information contained in this correspondence with yow Unit Review Team. If
you or members of your Unit Review Team have any questions pertaining to this report, please
contact Julena Pope, Settlement Agreements Staff Director at (707) 562-9180 or
Joy Gipson-Taylor, Regional Recruitment Coordinatot at (7 07) 5 62-9 17 4.

/s/ Yicki A. Jackson

VICKI A. JACKSON
Associate Regional Forester

cc: JulenaDPope
Joy Gipson-Taylor
MarciaK Staten
Sandra Wallace
pdl15 hn5
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Regional Office, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CA 94592
(707) 562-8737 Voice
(701 562-9130 Text (TDD)

United States
Department of
Agriculture

File Code: 6100
Route To:

Pacific
Southwest
Region

Forest
Service

Date: Jufy 27,2A05

Subject: Unit Review Team (URT) Monitoring Monthly Report

To: Forest Supervisors and Directors

The Regional Recruitrnent Coordinatorrecently conducted her first review of Outreach and
Recruiftnent documentation forms completed during the period January through June 2005.
Such reviews will occur on a monthly basis and serves to ensure the Unit Review Teams are
functioning in compliance with regional folicies, program directioq and legal mandates.

The purpose of this correspondence is to notify you of the outcome of that review and to provide
you guidance regarding corrective and preventative measures that need to be taken.

In accordance with FSH 6109.12, "Employment and Benefits Handbook," Chapter 20, Internal
Placement, units are to submit outreach, recruitment and selection information on
Documentation Form 6100-158. The forms must be certified by the Unit Review Team and
submitted to the Regional Recruitrnent Coordinator for review.

It is recognized that the applicant data (e.g. number of applicants, RSNO, etc.) provided by
AVIJE to the selecting official has been incomplete and the Regional Human Resources (HR)
staffis working with AWE in an effort to correct this Problem.

Below are examples of common mistakes discovered during the review:

1. Units/staffs have outreached to National Organizations that do not link with the position
being advertised. As a result, the ouheach is ineffective and fails to meet the appropriate target
audience.

2. Units/staffs have missed some of the checkpoints required in the Unit Review. All ofthe
checkpoints must be completed in order to accomplish proper certification.

3. Units/staffs have failed to document their recruitment resources and number of applicants
by not filling in all of the applicable information at section III. Summary of InternallExternal
Recruitment Resources with Focus on the Under-Representation Needs Identified and
Recruitment Efforts of the Outreach and Recruitment Documentation Form (R5-6100-158).

EXHIBIT 13.8

rF
Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recyded Paper
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6i00 Unit Review Team (uRT) Monitoring Monthly Report

Although not specifically components of the URT process, the following examples are provided

to make you aware of some problem areas found in the vacancy selection files, such as

significant technical errors and inappropriate comments pertaining to applicants:

l. panel members making written comments (e.g. "young but shows great potential";
..references to a knee rnjury applicant has and may not be able to do the job," "applicant planning

to retire in l0 years," "successful candidate wanting to work closer to home," etc.)- All ofthese

sample comments are improper. The age, physical condition, and personal convenience of

applicants are inappropriate consideratiodfor selection. (Refer to Merit System erinciples)

2. Units did not ask interview questions that pertained to knowledge of Equal Employment

Opportunity (EEO) and Civil Rights. 
'!Ve 

suggest that intersiew questions for supervisory

poJitions include questions that pertain to EEO and Civil Rights.

The above information is provided to you with general comments regarding our review of the

Unit Review Team selecti,on packages. Findings that require your prompt attention will be

immediately elevated to you by the Settlement Agreements Director'

please share the information contained in this correspondence with your Unit Review Team. If

you or members of your Unit Review Team have any questions pertaining to the-URT

ivlonitoring Monthly report please contact Julena Pope, Settlement Agteements StaffDirector at

(707) 562:n 80 or Joy blprott-Taylor, Regional Recruitmgnt Coordinatot at(707) 562-9174.

/s/ Vicki A. Jackson
VICKI A. JACKSON
Associate Regional Forester

cc: JulenaD Pope, Joy Gipson-Taylor, WolffCoulombe
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Regional Oflice, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CA 94592
(707) 562-8737 Voice
(707) 562-9130 Text (TDD)

File Code: 1760-2
Route To:

Date: {ugust2,2006

Subject: Unit Review Team (URT) Monitoring Report

Forest Supervisors and Directors

In accordance with FSH 6109.12, "Employment and Benefits Handbook," Chapter 20, Internal
Placement, units are to submit outreach and recruitment selection information on the Outreach
and Recruitment Documentation Form, R5-6100-158 (01/2005). It is imperative that all sections
and check points are completed and signed by the Unit Review Team (URT) on the R5-6100-
158. The Regional Employment Center will return the selection packages to the units in cases
where the sections and check points are incomplete.

A total of 51 URT Selection Certificate packages were reviewed during the period April I,2AO6
through June 30, 2W6. The following are the results of the review:

l. l$OVo of the packages reviewed included written justification from the Recommending
Official.

2. lNVo of the packages included the Selection Certificate or Referral List.

3. lNVo of the packages included the selectee's application.

4. 987o of the packages included the Government-wide or Demo vacancy announcement.
The Forest that did not provide a copy was notified.

5. Check Point I - Advertisement Method, Area of Consideration and Approval to
Advertise was complete in la0vo of the certificate packages reviewed.

6. Check Point 2 - Review of Applicants Prior to the Vacancy Announcement Closing
was completed for M packages (86Vo). It was not required for 5 packages (lOVo) because the old
C Form was used to document outreach and recruitment prior to January 2005. The check point
was not completed for the remaining 2 packages (4Vo), and the Forest was notified.

7. Check Point 3 - Recruitment Results was documented for 44 packages (86Vo). It was
not required for 5 packages (lU%o) because the old C Form was used to document outreach and
recruitment prior to January 2005. The check point was not completed for 2 packages (4%), and
the Forest was notified

8. Check Point 4 - Review of Selection Recommendations was completed for 43 packages
(84Vo). It was not required for 5 packages (l}Vo) because the old C Form was used to document
outreach and recruitment prior to January 2W5. The check point was not completed for the
remaining 3 packages (6Vo), and the Forests were notified.

United States Forest
Department of Service
Agriculture

Pacific
Southwest
Region

Caring for the Land and Serving People
EXHIBIT 13.C
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9. The RSNO data was provided in 38 packages (75Vo). It was not required for 5 packages
(10Vo) because the old C Form was used to document outreach and recruitment prior to January
2005. The Reviewer obtained the RSNO information from AVUE or the Appliiant Flow System
for the remaining (15Vo). The Forests were notified the packages were incornplete.

10. The Post Selection Reviews (Part X), was completed by the unit FCRO in 4l packages
(807o). It was not required for 5 packages (l\Vo) because the old C Form was used to dbcumJnt
outreach and recruitment prior to January 2005. The FCRO review was not documented in the
remaining 5 pactages (l|Vo) and those Forests have been notified.

Review of the 51 packages indicated an overall improvement in the units' documentation on the
Outreach and Recruitment Documentation Form and completion of the check points.

Please share the information contained in this correspondence with your Unit Review Team. If
you or members of your Unit Review Team have any questions pertaining to this report, please
contact Julena Pope, Settlement Agreements Staff Director (7O7) 562-9180 or Renee Reed,
Settlement Agreements at (707) 562-9201.

/s/ Vicki A. Jackson

VICKI A. JACKSON
Associate Regional Forester

cc: Julena D Pope
Renee Reed
Akin Akindele
Marcia K Staten
Carmen Funston
Sandra Wallace
Inis Lawson
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lUSDA united States
= Department of

Agriculture

Regional Office, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CA 94592
(707) 562-8737 Voice
(70fl 562-9130 Text (TDD)

File Code: 1760-2 Date: October 2.2006
Route To: (6100)

Subject: Unit Review Team (URT) Monitoring Report

To: Forest Supervisors and Directors

Effective outreach and recruitment efforts are critical in attracting a diverse applicant pool.
Documenting outreach and recruitment efforts is a requirement of the Hispanic Settlement
Agreement. This is accomplished by units completing the Outreach and Recruitment
Documentation Form, R5-6100-158 (01/2005), in accordance with FSH 6109.12, "Employment
and Benefits Handbook," Chapter 20, Internal Placement. This documentation helps determine:
(l) if outreach and recruitment activities were effective; (2) if a diverse applicant pool was
available; and (3) if the selection improved affirmative employment program plan goals and
objectives.

It is the responsibility of the Unit Review Team (URT) to ensure all sections and check points on
the R5-6100-158 form are completed and signed. The Regional Selection Team, (under the
centralized process) will retum selection packages to units in cases where the sections and check
points are incomplete.

During the period July l, 2006 through July 31,,2006, a total of 40 URT Selection Certificate
packages were reviewed by the Regional Office Settlement Agreement Staff. The breakdown of
when the 40 selections occurred is a follows: one selection occurred in February; four selections
occurred in April; twelve selections occurred in May; eighteen selections occurred in June and
five selections occrured in July 2006.

The following are the results of the review:

l. 100% of the packages reviewed included written justifications for selection from the
Recommending Official.

2. 98% of the packages included the Selection Certificate or Referral List. The Selection
Certificate or Referral List was not provided in I package and the Forest has been notified.

3. 100% of the packages included the selectee's application.

4. 100% of the packages included the Government-wide or Demo vacancy
announcement.

5. Check Point I - Advertisement Method, Area of Consideration and Approval to
Advertise was complete for 34 certificate packages (85%). The check point was not completed
for the remaining 6 packages (I5%) and the Forests were notified.

Forest
Service

Pacific
Southwest
Region

Caring for the Land and Serving People EXHIBIT 13.D
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Forest Supervisors & Directors

6. Check Point 2 - Review of Applicants Prior to the Vacancy Announcement Closing
was completed for 35 certificate packages (8S%). The check point was not completed for the
remaining 5 packages (12%), and the Forests were notified.

7. Check Point 3 - Recruitment Results was documented for 39 certificate packages
(98%). The check point was not completed for 1 package (2%), and the Forest was notified.

8. Check Point 4 - Review of Selection Recommendations was completed for 37
certificate packages (93%). The check point was not completed for the remaining 3 packages
(7%), and the Forests were notified.

9. The RSNO data was provided in 29 certificate packag es (73%). The RSNO
information from AVUE or the Applicant Flow System was obtained during the review for the
remaining l1 packages (27%). The Forests were notified the packages were incomplete.

10. The Post Selection Reviews (Part X), was completed by the unit Forest Civil Rights
Officer (FCRO) in 28 packages (70%). The FCRO review was not documented in the
remaining l2 packages (30%) and those Forests have been notified.

Conducting and documenting effective outreach and recruitment efforts are the most important
points in the URT process. The goal is to have a diverse applicant pool.

Please share the information contained in this correspondence with your Unit Review Team. If
you or members of your Unit Review Team have any questions, please contact Julena Pope,
Settlement Agreements Staff Director (707) 562-9180, or Jose Briseno, Lead Regional
Recruitment Coordinator (7 07) 562-87 13.

/S/ VICKI A. JACKSON
VICKI A. JACKSON
Associate Regional Forester

cc: JulenaD Pope
Akin Akindele
Sandra Wallace
Lois Lawson
Marcia K Staten
Carmen Funston
Jose V Briseno
Renee Reed
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USDA United States Department of Agriculture

: 
office of the General Counsel

Pocific Region-Son Froncisco Office
33 New Montgomery, 17" Floor
Son Froncisco, CA 94.l05-451I

July 14,2006

VIA HAI\D DELIVERY

Marci Seville
Monitor, Hispanic Settlement Agreement
Golden Gate University School of Law
536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

Telephone:
Focsimile:
Infernet:

415-7 44-3172
415-744-3170

morisso.suorez@usdo, gov

Re: Brionez v. USDA

Dear Ms. Seville:

I am writing in response to your June29,2006 Information Request and Recommendations

Regarding ihe Region's Monitoring of all Recruitment and Promotion Actions. The Region has

prwiaeO the following responses to your requests and recommendations.

l. Please provide similar documentation for all reviews conducted since March 2006.

Copies of the monitoring checklist for the 51 reviews conducted during April, May and June are

provided.

Z. please provide information about what inquiries the Region made and what steps, if

any, it took in situations where there were qualified Hispanic applicints who were

not selected, where the checkpoints and post selection review were not completed'

and/or where there was no RNO data reviewed at the required stages of the

selection process?

The Region does not provide the race and national origin ('RNO") of qualified applicants to

selecting officials, nor does the Region make race-based selection decisions. Therefore, the

Region does not take steps in individual selections where a qualified Hispanic applicant is not

selected.

The Region has issued correspondence to Forest Supervisors and Directors with results of the

monitoring reviews, including common mistakes made and the correct procedures. (See two

attachmentsdated ]1ul\y27,2005 andMarch 22,2A06). Inaddition,theDirectorof Settlement

Agreements contacted the responsible Forest Supervisor or Director by e-mail or telephone in

instances where a review required prompt attention.

EXHIBIT 14
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3. I recomFend that the Region provide clear instruction to the personnel conducting
the review to include in their review and reports all of the information addressed in
item (4):

(a)
(b)
(c)

evaluating whether there were Hispanic applicants;
determining whether those applicants were on the referral lists;
identifying the number of Hispanic applicants on the referral lists and the
RNO of the selectee(s);
identifying situations when Hispanics were on the referral list but were not
selected and the selection failed to take advantage of an opportunity to
address underrepresentation of Hispanics or otherwise help meet AEP goals
and objectives. The 66post selection reviewt'was often not completed;
the reviews should also identify the date of selection, along with the date of
the review.

(d)

(e)

o)

(a)

(d)

The Region accepts the recommendation to have personnel conducting the review
evaluate whether there were Hispanic applicants for a particular position. This
information is part of the Outreach and Documentation Form (Section V, Chart A, which
lists the number Hispanic applicants by gender). A notation will be made on the
monitoring checklist (under the section referring to summary of applicants), speciffing
the number of Hispanic applicants.

The Region accepts the recommendation. This information is part of the Outreach and
Documentation Form (Section V, Chart B, which lists the number Hispanic applicants on
the referraVqualified list, by gender). The Region will instruct personnel conducting the
review to evaluate whether Hispanic applicants for a particular position made the referral
list. A notation will be made on the monitoring checklist (under the section referring to

sunmary of applicants), speciffing the number of Hispanic applicants on the
referraVqualifi ed list.

The Region accepts the recommendation to identiff the number of Hispanic applicants on
the referral list, as stated about in (b) above. The Region also accepts the recommendation

to instruct the personnel conducting the review to provide the RNO of the selectee
because this information is part of the Outreach and Documentation Form (Section X,

Post Selection Reviews). A notation will be made on the monitoring checklist under the
section referring to post-selection reviews.

With respect to the statement that Section X, Post Selection Reviews, was often not
completed, the Region has taken steps to ensure that this section is completed (see answer
to question #2 above). With respect to the situation where Hispanics are on the referral
list, the Outreach and Recruitment Form identifies this information at Section V, Chart B.
The Outreach and Recruitment Form also includes information on whether a selection
helped meet AEP goals and objectives for a specific job-related series, at Section X (Post

Selection Reviews). The Region monitors all recruitment and promotion actions by using
the processes and checkpoints set forth in the Outreach and Recruitment Documentation

(c)
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4.

(e)

Form, which was carefully negotiated by the parties. This recommendation goes beyond
what is already required as part of the form and would require an additional analysis
because it would single out only Hispanic applicants. Therefore, the Region declines to
accept this recommendation.

The Region accepts the recommendation to provide the date that the review was
conducted. However, the Outreach and Recruitment Documentation Form does not
collect the date on which a selection is made. In an effort to keep the monitoring process
as strearnlined and consistent as possible, the Region would like to keep the infermation
reviewed and provided to be part of the form. Therefore, the Region agrees to provide the
date that the selection is reviewed by the URT, as set forth in Section IX of the Outreach
and Documentation Form.

Finally, once the Region puts the new Regional Selection Team in placer l would like
clarification of what steps will remain part of the Unit Review Team checkpoints
and process and what will continue to be reviewed by those responsible for the
monitoring.

The Outreach and Documentation Form checkpoints will occur as follows. Checkpoint I will be
reviewed and signed by the following members of the URT: the Unit Civil Rights Officer, the
Human Resources Recruitment Specialist ("HRRS') on the Forest, and a Unit manager. Check
Point 2 will be completed by a HRRS. Checkpoint 3 will be reviewed and signed by the URT:
the Unit Civil Rights Officer, the HRRS, and a Unit manager. Checkpoint 4 will be completed
by the Regional Selection Team, which consists of a representative from Civil Rights, a
representative from Human Resources and a Forest SupervisorlRegional Offrce Staff Director.
The Regional Recruitment Coordinator will continue to monitor the Outreach and Recruitment
Documentation Forms of all recruitment and promotion actions.

On the first page of the June 29, 2006Information Request and Recommendations Regarding the
Region's Monitoring of all Recruitnent and Promotion Actions, the Monitor also asked the
following question, which is answeredbelow.

Some forms indicate that checkpoints are not completed because of open and
continuous vacancy announcements. Is it the Regionts position that the URT
checkpoint process does not appty to those openings, and if so, why?

The Unit Review Team C'URT") checkpoint process, which is part of the Outreach and
Recruitment Documentation Form @xhibit C), is used for all Region 5 positions, including those
advertised through open and continuous vacancy announcements. At one point, the Region had
difficulty in retrieving from AWE the RNO information for the Open and Continuous
zulnouncements, but that problem was resolved. All Human Resource Recruitment Specialist
("HRRS") have access to this data.
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If there are any questions regarding this matter, I can be reached directly at (415) 744-3172.

CC: Susan Ullman
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Monitor's June 29.2006Information Request and Recommendation Regarding the
Reeion's Monitoring Of All Recruitment and Promotion Actions

Thank you for providing the documentation on the Region's monitoring of recruitment
and promotion actions. Having reviewed the approximately 160 checklists of the
monitoring of selections, I have several concems about how the oversight the process is
being implemented. It is a time consuming process for the staff involved, and I think the
monitoring could be done in a way that provides information that is more useful. I have
the following questions and comments about the review.

l) Some forms indicate that checkpoints are not completed because of open and
continuous vacancy announcements. Is it the Region's position that the URT checkpoint
process does not apply to those openings, and if so, why?

2) For many of the positions, the agreed upon checkpoints are simply not being followed.
This problem is also reflected in some of the summaries previously provided to me.

3) Based on the documentation, there appears to be continuing failure to obtain RNO data
in many situations.. (Note that many of the forms only list the date of review, not the date
of the selection; therefore, I am not able to determine if the selection was prior to the time
that AVUE made the RNO data available.)

4) Most importantly, there is a great deal of inconsistency in what is reported in the
reviews. Among the items that seem critical to a productive review are:

a

a

a

Evaluating whether there were Hispanic applicants.
Determining whether those applicants were on the referral lists.
Identifying the number of Hispanic applicants on the referral lists and the RNO of the
selectee(s).
Identifying situations when Hispanics were on the referral list, but were not selected
and the selection failed to take advantage of an opportunity to address under
representation of Hispanics or otherwise help meet AEP goals and objectives. The
"post selection review" was often not completed.
The reviews should also identifu the date of the selection, along with the date of the
review.

Relatively few of the reviews provide this information. Renee Reed is the reviewer who
seems to have most often done this analysis. See, for example, her reviews of:

Lassen Forestry Tech (Timber Sales Admin) GS 462-9. The report indicates the RNO
data was not available to the staffing specialist. However, Ms. Reed states that she
printed the RNO review, and there were 2 Hispanics referred on the govemment wide
and 1 referred on the demo list. A white applicant was selected from the government
wide list.

EXHIBIT 15
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Lassen Information Assistant GS l00l-5. The review indicates 2 Hispanics referred on
the government wide list and a white employee was selected.. The RNO report was not
available and was printed by the reviewer.

Lassen Forestry Tech (Fire Eng. Op) GS 462-617. Numerous Hispanic employees were
identified on the referral lists. (61-GW and 64-DP). A white employee was selected.

Similar information is provided for the Lassen Lead Forestry Tech, GS-462, showing
three white applicants recommended and one selected, and 21 Hispanics on the GW
referral and34 on the DP referral. (As we discussed at the quarterly meeting, the large
numbers likely reflect open and continuous announcements.)

Modoc Supervisory Forestry Tech, GS 462 had 58 Hispanics on the GW referral and 39
on the DP refenal and a white selectee.

Modoc Lead Forestry Tech, GS 462,had 49 Hispanics on the GW and 85 on the DP
referral and a white selectee. (This review has a note indicating "also on the Lassen"
which may refer to an overlapping applicant pool for the two units, but I would like
clarification of that.)

Plumas District Wildlife Biologist GS 486-9 had I Hispanic on the GW list and 4 on the
DP list and a white male was selected. The reviewer's form indicates that all groups were
identified on the under representation data. I do not have information on the date of this
Modoc selection. In the Sixth Report (the most recent series specific report), the Region
indicated that there were 4 Hispanic Wildlife biologists out of 90, which put the Region
at 4.4o/o, slightly above the CLF comparator. However, given that that percentage can
change significantly with attrition of one biologist, the Region would hopefully view this
as an area for improved Hispanic hiring, especially on forests that have the opportunity to
do so and have low Hispanic representation.

Reinvention Lab, Public Affairs Specialist, GS 1035 had2 Hispanics referred on the
demo cert and a white selectee. Although the Region's Sixth report shows the 1035 series
at CLF parity, the Reinvention Lab has generally had very limited Hispanic
representation

The Region's Seventh Report shows the following Hispanic representation in the units
addressed above:

Lassen: TYoHispanic (19 total Hispanic Omployees.)
Modoc: 7%oHispanic (10 total Hispanic employees.)
Plumas : 6% Hispanic (16 total Hispanic employees.)
Reinvention Lab: 2o/oHispanic (4 total Hispanic employees.)

Based on my review of the documentation, I have the following request for
information and recommendation (in addition to questions included above):
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l) Please provide similar documentation for all reviews conducted since March
2006.

2) Please provide information about what inquiries the Region made and what
steps, if any, it took in situations where there were qualified Hispanic applicants
who were not selected, where the checkpoints and post selection review were not
completed, and/or where there was no RNO data reviewed at the required stages
of the selection process? I believe sA Director Julena Pope is the person
responsible for follow up on the monitoring outcomes.

3) I recommend that the Region provide clear instruction to the personnel
conducting the review to include in their review and reports all of the
information addressed in item (4) above.

4) Finally' once the Region puts the new Regional Selection Team in placer l would
like clarification of what steps will remain part of the Unit Review Team
checkpoints and process and what will continue to be reviewed by those
responsible for the monitoring.

Please contact me if you have any questions about the above. I would like a response
to my request and recommendation by July 14,2006.
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To: Julena Pope
From: Marci Seville, Court Monitor
Re: Information Request
Date: March 10,2006

I am writing to follow up on items in the Region's response to my 12127105 information
request and to request information on some additional matters. These requests are made
pursuant to Section VI.A.5 of the HSA.

Please provide responses to these requests byMarch24.2006. If the Region cannot
supply responses by that date, please contact me to discuss alternative deadlines.

A. Coaching training.
The Region's last response to me stated that it did not include a cultural diversity
component in the supervisor coaching training because that was covered in the annual
mandatory EEO training.

Please provide information on when the annual training takes place, who attends, and
what specific information is included in that training regarding cultural diversity.

B. Mentoring
l' What steps has the Region taken to ensure that employees, including employees

not previously covered by the program, are informed about the program and know
how to participate? When and how was that information communicated to
employees not previously covered?

How many employees are currently participating in the mentoring program?

How many of those are persons hired in the past year?

How many are SCEPs?

How many are Hispanic?

Please provide the names, positions, hire date, and RNO on all mentees.

C. Contract with Batiz.com
When we met in January 2006,I asked the Region's plans with regard to renewal of the
Batiz.com contract. The Region entered into that one-year contract in March 2005 and
the contract either has expired or will expire shortly. At the January meeting, it was
uncertain whether the HSA would still be in effect after February 2006, and the Region
therefore deferred responding to my question about the Batiz contract renewal.

The judge has now extended the HSA for one year, and a response on this issue is
appropriate. Because the Region has declined to meet with me until after the Judge

2.

a

4.

5 .

6.

EXHIBIT 16
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issues her further order regarding relief, through this information request" I am asking for
the following:

1. Whether or not the Region has renewed or intends to renew the Batizcontract.
If so, whether the contract will be the same or will include different contract
terms.

2. Whether Batiz completed all its contract obligations during the term of the one-
year contract, including completion of all the radio vignettes specified in the
contract.

D. Monitoring of Recruitment and Promotions

In response to my inquiry regarding monitoring of promotions, the Region said that
Joyce Branch had reviewed 36 files. Once the results of her review were complied, the
SA director was to notify each Forest Supervisor of the findings for hisftrer forest. The
files reviewed cover the timeframe January through September 2005. The Region was
also advertising for a Not to Exceed 1 Year detail to assist with the review of the URT
files, and Rene Reed was on a 120 detail for that pu{pose.

Please provide the following information regarding monitoring of promotions:

l. What is the status of the NTE 1 year detail?

2. How many promotions has Rene Reed reviewed and what have been the results of
that review? Have those results been communicated to the Forest Supervisors?

How much of her time does the RRC devote to the monitoring of promotions?

What were the results of the monitoring of the 36 files done by Joyce Branch?
What was communicated to the Forest supervisors about the outcome of the
monitoring? When was it communicated and by whom? Please provide copies of
anything that the Region communicated to the Forest Supervisors in writing and
other memoranda prepared about the outcome of the review (even if not
distributed to the Forest Supervisors).

I received a spreadsheet from the Region showing selections from 4lll05 through
9130/05 (prepared 12/9105 from FOCUS reports HRASLCT2, HRASLCT3,
HRASLCT4.). After sorting by promotions only. that report shows almost 300
promotion actions during that limited time period. As noted above, the
information the Region gave me was that, as of early 2006, it had reviewed only
36 promotions for the longer period of 1/05 through 9/05. What, if any, steps has
the Region taken to monitor all promotions as required by HSA section V.A.2?
(Region 5 will monitor all recruitment and promotion actions of Forest

3.

4.

5 .
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Supervisors and Regional Office Directors and all recruitment and promotion
actions taken under their supervision.)

E. Status of Human Resources Staffrng in Region 5

In a recent memorandum, the Forest Service stated that:

P^."d orr the Region's involvement in the Hispanic Settlement Agreement (HSA), it has been
decided that the staffing and recruitment firnctions will remain in the Region and not be moved
to the Albuquerque Service Ce,nter (ASC) in Albuquerque, New Mexico at this time. These
fi:nctions will only be moved to the ASC when the HSA e,nds or when the Human Resources
staffat the Center has demonstrated the capacity to successfullyperform the work required in
meeting the duties and obligations of the Agreement.

Please provide the following information regarding Human Resources staffing.

For each forest, indicate:

1. Whether there is a Human Resource Officers (HRO) position filled on the forest.

2. Who fills that position.

3. Whether the positions is currently filled as a permanent position, a detail, a term
or other status.

4. Whether the HRO position will be filled on the forest for the one year extension
of the HSA and, if so, in what status (permanent, detail, term, etc).

5. If there is no HRO at the forest, who on the forest is responsible for recruitment?

6. Specif'what the recruitment responsibilities of the HRO or other forest staff are.

For the Regional Office, indicate:

1. Name and positions of any Regional Office HR or Settlement Agreement
personnel involved in recruitment and what their recruitment responsibilities are.

2. Whether each of those positions is currently filled as a pe(manent position, a
detail, a term or other status.

3. Whether each those positions will be filled on the forest for the one year extension
of the HSA, and if so, in what status (permanent, detail, term, etc).
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U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch

Vla First{lass Mnil Via Overnight Delivery
P.O. Box 883, Rrr:" ?146 20 Massachueetts Ave', NW
Washinglon"D.C, 20044 Room7146

Washington, D.C' 20530

SussnK. Ullman
Senior Counsel

Tel; (202) 616-0680
Fa* (202) 616-8202

Masch 24,2006

VIA FACSIMILE AND U'S. MAIL

Marci Seville
Court Monitor, Hispanio S ettlernent Agreoment

Golden Gate University School oflaw

536 Mission Steet
Sau Franoisco, CA 94105-296E

Re: Brionez v. USDA

DearMs. Seville:

you have requested information from Rogion 5 of the Forost senrioe about numerous subjects,

including coaching Training, the Region's Mentoring program, an outside reoruiter tho Region had

contraoted with, Humao Reio*oes stffing, and an unfilled position. None of the subjects I have

tisted is a requiremont of the Hispanic settlement ego€ment. Nonetholess, attaohed hereto for your

information it R.giott 5's response to your inquiries'

Sincerely,

/)1"t,/s7/4*
Susan K. ullman

EXHIBIT 17
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United States
Department ol
Agriculture

Forest
Service

Paciflc
Southwest
Reglon

Regional office, R5
1323 Ctub Drive
Vallejo, CA 9459,
(707) s62-E137 Yoice

56?-9130 Telt

File Code: V6A-Z
Dst$ Matroh 24,2006

Marci Seville
Professor of Law
Cofa* Gaie UnivetsitY of Law

536 Missioa Street

SanFrancisco, CA 94105

DearMaroi;

Encrosed is the information you requested in your letter aated March r0, 2006 and your email of

March 2t,2O06'

TheRegion,glastresponsetome:,I'dthatitdidnotincludeaculturaldiversifl
component in the supervisor co".lrioglliotg U"."o*u thJ*"t covered ln the annual

man-datory EEO training'

prease provide information or wheD ttre annuar traiuil_g hkes placg.who.Bttends, u'l rvhat

spegific tnformation i* iirila.c i" til;rd"i"i regarding cultural diversity'

T'e annual F4ual Bmployment omolrnitr (Eq? ffilq ooours on various dates at different

rocations ttrougho;i;ilii.gr* -a tr,, ir:rt trainine ,u.trio" iu rcheduled for April20o6' The

Reson requires d, ;rplifi;i:-t:tl* tro training on *'*ouJ;*t' In caiendar vear 2005'

the Region trarneo o*tui 9ti percent of its employees'

Ttre Reglon doesprovide the EEO faining inScoor{arye with Departureat policy and has been

siven a waiver tom tt. usDA to use .il?ro rurri*rur ;;tg";d by Region 5 for mandatory

i"i*"g of all employees anrrually'

The module includes manypractical exunples of race/elblitity/'g**tl::b-I"dbehaviorthat

discfiffires and/or impins= upon a rrrairtt *o*environmentl The examples aro proviiled in

ysrious fomrs, including trainer tora#J';;i*pi;G, *ttun 
"*oroises, 

*d groop exercises'

Some of thd subje"t, ffi"r.a in the 
"**pltt 

,l.t .*st 
discrimination irr

selections/p.*.ti;;,;;ti".lizrtion oinuw or different uirfroyu*; j9b requirernents that

impact cerrain protocted goups; *o *o'rtii*"ij;;il1! li*il*# ;"itt"g of languagos other

thanEnglish

ip
Cariog for theLand arrd Serving People Prlntsd on Recydod f'aPer
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D. Mentorine

what steps has tbe Region taken to ensure that emproyees, including employees not

previously covered by the programr ai"-iofo"*"6 aUout the program aud know how to

oarticipate? Ighen and how was that iuformation communtlated to employees not

|revioustY covered?

The Mentoring progam is not a requirement of the Hispanic settloment Agroement but was a

orovisiorr of rhe wi#;i ilil;;Gil,i"* rt" h:g#su"a,o opd"t" tho pro sram and
^announced 

tt u r"nisions ir, " 
ruu**y i?zwememo sent to ForJst supewisors and Dir&tors'

(soe attached). n , n *on has oot uuiui**d this ""u,'; 
t-oi*ng t'ur las ptans to provido a

t uioion ses.sion ro, o"t'*ovrneo. rbuiliinrg is nornalty tata"ri" eariy june oi Jtily- ($oe

att*o"d)

l,Ilowmanyemployees'a.re:ur.rentlyparticip.atinglllhey*t1l5program?38
individuals *ere trained in the d;;ddt ,*3ioo ;u 16'pairs are culre'rrly aotive in the

program'

2, How many of those are persotrs hired ln the past year? The Region does not back

when ParticiPants are hired'

HowmanyareSCEPs?S,cr,pswe.reexclrf9y'tery.1{loatiopinlhe2Qp5
Merrtoring rrog"*?irrr,i,rou" rrneilonng Program itas nof yot been arurounced'

Eow nrany are Bispanlc? The Region does not traok the RNO of participanls'

please provide the riames? Pgr.ttiol:, hlre date rud RNO ou all mentees' TheRegion

does not track parricipants by hire arrc oi iNd- d. neglo. dectines to provide the

narnes and positions of ourrrot*entto uetuo'u tlit information is notrelevant to ttre

HSA and it is unoleai;; tfM"nitor noeds this information.

C. Contract rvit[ Batizqgm'

1. whether or not the Region has renewed or intends to renew the Fatiz contracL If sot

wbether the contract will be the ,utt o'will include difiterent contract terms' An

outside recruiter is not requirod *d;ilHs'qt ;oouthuffi' *iare providiue the following

information: The oontractbetw ,*t;,*,1.oom uuA tf,,fo'u'i Sttticehas tiAue an rvill

not Uu ronowed for CY 2A06'

z,lvhether Bltiz cornpleted alt its contract obligations during-the term of the one-year

contract, rncruding compretion or"ritnr r"dio vignett.t rp""rft.a in thelontract' some

of the obligations imposed t-a* *" 
"Jg'""igati' 

b*ff"qt?i'e tn" preparation and

produotion 
"f 

tnu t"ai" vignettes) are still being pcrfornred'

3.

,4 .

5.

Case 4:01-cv-03969-CW   Document 151-5   Filed 10/09/06   Page 3 of 23
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In response to mf inqurry regalding.monrtoring of prorrotious, the Region sard that Joyce

Brauch nd revieililo"rrr"J oncJthe resutts orn"r review were conpiled, the sA

director was to notify ench Forest supirviso. orrnu flndings for his/her folest The files

reviewed cover the timefr^** Jaoo"iinio"gn septembei2005' The Reg5ion was also

advertising for a il;ffi;ea r ygai i"l"'io urrirt rrin tnu review of the URT files, and

R"uu Reed rvas on a 120 detail for that purpose'

The nrxnber of serection packages th.atJravc been reviewed since January, 2005, is 118' --fltto

number reviewed bv Jovoo Branch' .tl l;;ml":': ],-99t-l]^T 
36' There *" f S seleotion packages

in tlre baoklog *d ;;;; ru.uiura 25 ne,ttpackages sincalanuary, 2006, and an 25 of those

ilf*ti"" putfug"t have been morritored'

please provide the foilowing information regarding monitoring of promotions:

1. what is the status of the NIq.l yelr detail? Theoutreach for thc dotail is oompleto and

tbe action has uu* fo**aed b HR for advertisanenl

2'Horvurf,nypromotionshasReneReedreviewedandwhathavebeeutheresultsof
rhat review? Ms. Reed has oo-prriJ;;;il* of 6z of-thebaokrog selection packages' (see

attached)

HavethoseresulbbeencommunicatcdtotheForestSupervisor?(S'"attached)Any
findings which require ploy'luttuniio-iirelevatetl-tg m: d,ec*-t--'-*1t3*t Agree'meris

and she then confers wth the r*"ri'i-opr*iro, o, Director to assure immediate aotion is

takon

3.HowrouchofhertimedoestheRRCdevotetothemonitoringgfpromotions?The
Regionar n 

"Jffit 
Coorainutoj; G:p*lt-*f9f is devoting !0o/' ofha time to -

ooordination of oulreaoh *O 'o*itog't tifthsliebn. Tho othif ltr/o of loy's time ls

devotod io ovorsigbt of the."rri!"ril;i;;drt.ri* ccrr"prutea by Renee Reed and carla

Kamordula'

4. whst were the results of the moultoring of the 36 liles done by JgYce Branch? lYhat

$,as commuuicated to the Foresi"I"1"ft-J^^3Uo11tnt outcomo bf Ae monitoring?

\ilhen was it cqmmunlcated aoA lv!'nom? -Pleast ntg;Ut coqiel'of lythtng 
thatthe

Region ,o--"J*lrO to tHe fo#t Supt*itors in ivriting anil other memoraudc

nrepared about the outcomr 
"f 

;;;;;;i; (even if not aistributed to the Forest '

3uPet"itors)' (See attached)

5, I received a sprerdsheet from the Regton showing selectious from4/l/05 through

9/30/05 lprepuruo tz' rcsfrom iOiUi"ttports 'IASLCT2' HRASLCT3'

IIRASLCT4.). Aftsrlqrr-ti'qpY "J;;i""$ 
eo!*!'-tJr-"p'rtsLory-q almost 3Q0

ploaqoJ-lo-lr sgJiasrggIi*s tf,.f l*de[6l-o3t:qg. A";;dd u*{;ut' 6t" iorbrmation the

Region gu"" *i*uffi-o' us of iffiilit ft"d reviewea only 36 promotions for the
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longer perlod of 1/05 through 9/05. whaL if any, sqps has the Reglon taken to monitor

gtl-promotions as fi;;;iv HSA t".tuti v'a:? ldegion 5 wllt rnouitor all

recruitment ano pro-*otioo actions 
"iF"r*t 

supervisors and Regional olfice Directors

and all recruitmeul *a promotion 
"tti*' 

takei under their supervtsion')

Asyouaxoawarethereportsll\ISLC-f2'HRASLCTI:.I{TASLCT4uenotrequiredunder
thsHsAbuthavebeenprovideftoroy_neryourrequ:'s|.}ccordingtothosereportsthere
were approximatery 300 promoti"." *Til di,rrupiri"q oi+ittostluoogh 9r30/0s' of the

approximately 300 pt"*ttl* *tio*' zi*rei'"#ttf'aa"""'io* ftom oulier oompetitive'

procedures, q*".r"llilii.iJrfl-ta ri-it"ri"n on.aPlg-llotio:r not-to-cxoeeg ivitt6ut

fi'ther competitioq e *;"-3n uxq.plig1,il*mp"r41iveprqnlolipu'p'rgseilqrqs'(p'g'""

i"p-notiootoud*d*i1r..p1,91*t##ta:F1f He1#:""ttr-llliff $:
leiue appryxlmafefv?9qr'rromot*:n-1tl:o..Tl:ff;;:"i."i."";"t"s;r*uiu.d to monitor
soiections ftom one ad?crtisement, so rns nuriiber of seleetion paokages rocelve(

;;;;;tflect tho number of actual seleotions'

As we havO Stated in earlier corrcspondenoc to yo* thEre is abacklog ofmonitoring to be

completed. st e, *, il"t" tri;;i" Ai*lo"tt tf,e backlog are to add additional resottrces to

assist the Regional ii;il; Coor*nut*in monitoring.of the Unit Review Team

sotectionpuckugrr.'iln""" a"t"'.d R;;;;i;;t;;th; rise ti"n*a sho is working on tho

moniroring backlog. crrru ramordula,;i;; i" G s1$e1ont Agroement gff'.has

completed uru ru.,i.?*-ui'i ̂"rii*rg;il; ,n runt 25 selection packaqes received sinco

January 2;,z.06.ilttU'na* n a *a fta" f*terdula l*" ouunieht from the Regional

Reonritnent Coordinator'

E, Status of Humen Resources Staffine ln B9sion 5

In a recent menorandurn' the Forest Service stated that:

Fascd on tbc Region's inrolvemout in tbe lLsg'oit ssryt Agreement (Hs4)' it has bccf,

deci.b.r that fte *Jmos. *a r"co{geriL*io* wnr rematr'iT1';n"-^4,^?:-q:ot bs moved

to the eru"q*"q*HiiT" i;".* rescifr ,no"q""rq.*; iilew Moxico at rhis tine- These

firncrions w'r 
"oriiJ.o"J 

i;-thi#';il;d's,i ends or whcn the lruman Rcsowces

saff at rhe **t#l il"*Lt d thr:;it-fi;;.frry pffi^ trto work' required in

il;;;.ht duues ;d ouligations of tho !'grcemort'

Please providc the lollowing infonnation regarding Hurnan Resources stafling'

Foreachferest,indlcatgTheRegionsresponsetoquestions1.6isprovidedbelow:

HumanResources are notresponsible forRecruihrlent' TheRegiolal Ory:" Settle*bent

Agree,tnents staffis rey,yib! ror oooraioating outreuoi *a ti*ittoent wittun Rogion 5'

Forest Suporvisors andDirect"^t i-"u"innffii*t tig-"titi' 21 additiond have been

trairred and are norv in rhe csrtific;;;;;;;*"1 s"9:1"t ri".t". r*ptnt' Regronal speoial

Emphasis program ManEgers, F"r;;bftjffiffi Ofrfi"* ;u novince Reduitor Tearns

participare in ieonriment activities". f-nu i* il*utainQ has hirod a Recruitment
^Coordinator, 

effective MaY' 2006
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For the Sqgionalo$ice, iodicate:

l . Name and positions of any RleionSl oflice HR or settlement Agreement perconnel

involved in recrui#*i"la 'ofr"t tnuit tu"ruitment responsibllities are'' Ilqman

Rosources are nor raqponsible rorn**it ouot. loy cip;g"-t"jr-, Regional .

iiecruirrnerr, u""*,;;;;, *** tltto.eTni lu"it r-ititon' and Janet Brandt-Jaotsoru

Studont Caroer E-P;;# F;;; M;A* Iu-l9na P?ne, Director; Ssttl€tnent

Agreements is takin-s^;;g"":t: Ty.";tr;8 
*itU ttua*tt from the Hi{Panio =

Iradership program in Agriculture *d.N;tdl R;;*gul (IILPAI'iR) *6165 leen

successfirr in the p;;fi 
"ig 

stuaents ii p-Gre"*r career Intem positions within

the Rogion-

Recnriftnent responsibilities are to focus targcted recnritmenrt for specifio vacant positions

across the Rogion #;;t, i" an effort ioil"t*u divonity in our applioant pools'

l{hether each of those.posltions.ls clyentlv fille$ lg s permanent position, a detall,

r rerm or other rtilr, iiipositiorrr tirt; il (1) abovo arcPermanont positions'2.

F.

whethereachthoocposidons*urt4{T-1H:1"11t"fftf ::lH:HTr{"'3' X"T$:l'ffif$i"Sl'iilil I;:l**"**h*HU:[ffi,P. *
exteusion oI thc tla' &ru u $r,t ru * ":;:;; ''e vear extension of the [ISA.
ffiffi;iJJi" trl *bou" will continue for the ono year ex

why was the GS-9/11/12 Budget AnalYst position', iu the Reglonal ofllce cancelled

and rvitl it be readvertised? Qnln6 email)' 

loes not
This inforrnation is not relevant to your morutoriag role rinaer the HSA' since it t

como wirhin tue aefinition of a,n"g9o3pJritiJi",';ooortuut*r'*u 
proyrde the fororving

inforrnatio:u The #iir.t, "i"*,iiu**""iputur"r. 
*rrrtioo coutcte made' Tlre

Region miY or moy not roadvertise'

SincerelY,

/s/ Vicki A'=iactcson
VICKI A. IACKSON
Assooi ate Regional Forester
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/^@\ United States

€[}#i DePartment of
\$gY Agriculture

t'r.ira-l.{-z-UEjo r5' .5

Pacific
Southwest
Region

I'orest
Service

Regional Office'R5
1313 Ctub Drive
Vatlejo, CL 94592
(107)562-8137 Yolce
t1{r1\s62-9130 Text (

Deter March 72,2AQ6
FileCodq 6140-l

RouteTo:

As you are awale, thc Region *od: a cornnitnout to the coud that thc Mentoring Prograrn will

be one of the -goooi*i,io, p.*rti"o,' io*Jo,io* wlen thc Tfomen's Settlemont Agreernent

euded. This is a progfarl th"f o* U" u:ty Utn"noi"f in ourefforts to educate oul firtulo

workforce in the *i:1#;ft;;i;'r":,il1"-il"?"-*i tiditioo, etc' we now have the

flexibiliry to design the program t" o,'ut il ou"at of the Region' thu Rugiou'vrrill place

emphasis on p*"ijiiJff;ilil6 ill 
ffi ;pntioo, s*i*t career Exnenlnco Prosram

(scEp) students *lioo, ernployees *ittntuG trt"o2 years of government setrlco'

In this ss$o, onr nry fo*or4'g$lf P99!'$ctl9, :ol"gf-1*t 
era is oa-qey emirlqlpeq-biglnptls

" "21.ees 
with our agenly. r14*e I tlo noistJ thii as sdoniironpranrung womust look to this

program as atool tri^i*i1 assist u, in tt ut area. It is no sectet that wo are losing more

experienced and seasoned emproyeo to ietirrrount and we *oti tur" a proactive approach to

aeaung with this "tilti"rr. 
wi rr-:", rco i"iog 'itt*i"t ;;;il ;d'recruiunent in o'r efforts

tofillpositionsleftbythoscretinnglb]twemustputT*pr''.i'ontherotqttionoftheseneul
employees. The r"turrtorioe Program *iif it t*sibered u *lj* tool in our efforts to retain

emploYecs'

Thercfore, I stougty ureg that.all approntices, 'CFP ,.toduP, and new employees participate in

Formal Mentoring. 
-It 

will be the *{*iltlttt of ,lort:f 
*' idpntlry 'r'nentgrs for fhac'

employ_oes ,o"f orrri"ii,g'i9 11qi1 !*g;;.- ffii; rt*tittoo' Assistsnt D'ector' Sottremenr

Agreement, "* nr;Alairii*Ub-#fguidance 
in the matching prooess'

The goals will be to:

oProvideorganizationalsupport,knowledgehansfer,andnetworkingopporhnities.

SubjecnFormalMentoringforApprentices,sCEPandEntryLevelEmployees

Tol Forest Supervisors and Directors

REPLY DUE APRIL 22,2006

- :. - r ^^m^L^rc+la*r at all levels within the Forest Sorvrce' as well

Enhanoo comrnwucation and collabomtion at all levels withi

as across a variety 
"it"tt-*ity$asod 

organizations'

Create a leaming environrnent rvhero mentoring is an integral part of the way the Forest

Service doos business'

Caring for thelrnd md Serviug People PnnttdsrRecYdcd o'O"t 6
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one session will be held for s6eh pr..vince a'd. tllitio4-qrstq will -!e'-qoyer{,9--t fu Region' Tho

Foiest vd, be r"qurreo to oover any travet ano p"r aiem ,oss rltxrdio ttrE-ti*mng' 
'Maxie

Hamilton will take tt 
" 

f""A 
"t 

tfri, p.o:J 
"nO 

*"tting up the haining sessions' Each provinco

must identiry u *nuJt p*r"" t" *;tk-;ilMa:<ie rJgardi"g logistics' datos'-etc' The training

wiltb-o hdd,**-Gfi;;;.^pi*ru forward your contact 1u*"tt't 
name to Maxie by

Apir22,200d. rf il;;;tv q!u# ir"n" r"rlr"t Julena pope at (707) s6z'el 80 or

irf"r*i. ff*ilton at Q07) 562'9t57'

/s/ Vicki A. Jackson
VICKI A. JACKSON
.Associate Re glonal Forester

cc: Julena D PoPe
MaxioHamilton
MuciaKStaton
SandraWallace
pdl 15 hrr5
pdl 15 fcros
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Untted Ststes
DePtrtment of

Agriculture

l , r L r J  ( - . t v t t -  ! r l v l J l ( J l t

Pscific
Soutlrrvest
Region

File Code: 5100
Route To:

Subjecr unit Review Team (LIRT) Monitoring Report

To: Forest Supervisors and Directors

Tbc settlement Agreemont staff is continur'g to roview and monitor the unit Review proco$s

and selection packa;;fri* tt u forests"Eis monitoring ensuros the Unit Reviow teams are

functioning i" **pri*;;i.1t;st"ip;ffi;;, ;;"d direotion' and legal mandates'

In accordance wfth fSH 6l0g'12"'Employment and Benefits llandbook"' Chaptor 20' Internal

pracement, o*t, ar"io ,ou,ni orit 
"*rr;J#;;;1"F*;til;ioformation'on 

"outreach and

Reoruitment uo"u-""r.ri"o; no* 6l dd;;idi7!b05j^ rhe Exhibit C Fomr "Emplovmerrt

outreach and neoruilm;;.;,;rirtilo;;ir[d Decembor ls,zsozis obsolete and should no

longerbo used'

The selection packagos for all recruignent and promotion actions must be provided to the

Regionar n"oruitmfni ci*J*?t"isJ,ir*ent Agreemontr .an.'oo wuuir aftor selectiorr has

beenmade.

As arenrinder, certificate folders $ould inolude the followtng:

. po"urnuootioo-ntqoi*a fotMonitoring and OversightForm

o Positiou DesoriPtion

. o Organization Chart
o CoPvqfAstrouncement
o c# ;;ffi;; I'ili;o and.spno{ve dScumentation

o Fully completed Outreu* *Anuo'it*t,,t tii"*t"iation no*o (R5-6100-15E)

o panel or selection pr*;i;;*"t"dations and Docunontation

o comploted ccrtifisate ;ailil.t.t ro' rrautit oitandidate Referral List for

o"ttio oi..rrv ideatiffing seleotion(s) -- ',z--^- --r-mr nert-
o Copy of applioation, Or"iiqo;d; candidates on referral cortificate

. nSSiO applicant dataprintout fiorn AVUE or AFS

Listed below are sorne items that may assist units in providing the neoessary infonnation to

cnsure "onsisten"i*a ""*prianot 
tf,roughout the Region:

l- provide information for both government and demonstrationproject annotutoernents'

Regional Office' R5

1323 Club Drive
Valleio, CL 94597

QO7) s62-8737 Voice -
a?o7i 562-9130 Tert ('tDDl'

oas: March 22'2006

Forest
Service

6
Caring for the Land and Serving People Pnnud on Fecyd€d Ptgef
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2. Fulty conrplete the R5-6100-15E form'

a- Assuro all checkpoints are signed and dated in order to acoornplish

proper certificatiorr.
"i#;J;i;;ou*uot'dggumentati:1T:'tb:1'.'f^d"^d;b. Comprchenslvo outreaort' uuuu'rsr*4r

c. post selection revierv should be compreted to verify.the Arfirmative
^^^^ | - - l ia lc' 

;ffit-""frffiiliAE;;;J' ;#tj*dvss havi been accoinplished'

3. Panel members shoulit stay ryit}in tho-guid91in91i.{P*iO*ati99 qpgcificaltvitateO in

lh.-M;tsysrem hinciptes inthe Merit promotion PIan.

Anumberofunitsarggolngabovoand.beyondthenormaloutreaohandrecruihrrentprocess1n
order to ensure a diverse apprioant poor, *hich is comme,nauriu and notoworthy' over 50% of

packagos reviewod naa aofi-,enrtrtioo oreiirn ive ouueach *a no*ihnent for the targeted
'under-represented groups ittontified oo rotm R5-6100-t 58' Many providecl excrflont

dpc'rqe.ntelion of tlilir'.rr*"ti9rrr,.rs"-*r *aiutignarc o5tti- so*tion(s1' of the most recent

Dackasos reu,eweo, r*$%inoluded wntt;il;"t*d $;ih; Ru*mnru"ding Offioial and

lJfr;JJ rhe s etection certiEcare or Referral List.

Ploasesharetheinfor:rrationcontainedinthiscorespondencowithyourUnit}'3viowTeam.If
vou or members of your Unit Roview r;m t rrnr any quostions pcrtaining to this report' please

lontaot Julena Pope, Settlerrent.lrgfeomenU Staff Directot atQ|?) 562'9180 or

Joy Gipson-tuyror, ilg*i ur ifftiitroent coordinat or ̂ t (707) 562-9174'

/s/ Vicki A- Jaclcson

VICKI A. JACKSON
Assoeiatc Regional Forester

oo: JulenaD PoPe
Joy GiPson-TaYIor
Marcia K Statsn
Sandra Wallaoe
pdl 15 hrrs __.
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United States
DePartnrent ot
Agrlculture

, u J  u t w r L  l r . t v l J l u r i

Pacific
Southrvest
f,.eglon

Regionel Office, R5
1323 CIub Drtve
falleJo, CA 94592
(10'lll562'8737 Voice
t.t^1\ 462^q130 Text (

Forest
Service

Drte: Februatr212006

Enolosed is the revised Mentoring Plo.gram Plan. Wohave incorporattd f":d.bTk frour Regional

Leadersbip Team *;ili"*, U*.:n Omoili' 
"'T 
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Marci Seville
Court Monitor

Hisp anic S ettlement Agreement

April 3,2006

Susan Ullman
Federal Programs Branch
Civil Division
U.S. Department of Justice
901 E Street, N.W., Room 1020
Washington D.C. 20530

Marissa Suarez
Office of the General Counsel
United State Dept of Agriculture
33 New Montgomery Street
San Francisco,, CA 94105

Re: Brionez v. USDA

Golden Garc aniversitJ)
School of Law
536 Mission Stea
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

Denise Hulett
Willie Nguyen
Christopher Ho
The Legal Aid Society
Employment Law Center
600 Hanison Street; Suite 120
San Francisco, CA 94107

Dear Counsel:

On March 30,2006,I met with Vicki Jackson, Julena Pope and counsel for Region 5 to
discuss the March 24,2006 response to my March 10,2006 information request. At that
meeting, I expressed concerns about some of the responses I received and informed the
Region that I would be submitting a follow up information request. Before completing
that information request, I received Judge Wilken's March 30,2006 Order Denying
Defendants Motion and Granting in Part and Denying in Part Plaintiffs'Motion. This
request is made pursuant to HSA Section VI.A.l and includes information related to
some of the additional remedial measures ordered by the Court.

1. Role of Human Resources in HSA Implementation

A. Background information

Almost eighteen (18) months ago, I asked the Region how it planned to deal with the
impact on HSA implementation of the HR migration to Albuquerque, also referred to as
the Business Process Re-engineering ("BPR"). The October 18, 2004 monthly HSA
meeting notes reflect the following discussion of this issue:

HR's BPR move to New Mexico and impact on the HSA

Discussion: FS is in process of purchasing HR Operating System. No one will be
moved until the system is operational. Expect to start Transfer of Function (TOF) in
'06.

Tel: 415/442-6675
Fax:415/89G2450
Cell: 41 5/794-7204
E-mail: msnill@gga. edu

EXHIBIT 18
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Ullman, Suarez, Class Counsel
April2,2006
Page 2 of 9

Expectation is that existing HR staff will be looking look for new jobs (so as not to
move). Not yet known if the pending move will affect the hiring of the Regional HR
Director. Cert for this position not finished.

Monitor asked if Region has given any thought to how it will meet obligations of the
SA. Vicki Jackson stated that we would fill the gap with Terms and contractors.
Monitor also asked about considerations for recruitment assistance to the field in lieht
of the HR move.

Because of the HR move, I recommended in my Tentative Report that the Region
on each forest and in the Regional Office Human Resources personnel, despite the move
to and consolidation of all Forest Service Human Resources in Albuquerque, New
Mexico." The Region objected to this Recommendation because "[t]he move to
Albuquerque will not take place until after the expiration of the term of the HSA.
Accordingly, the Region does not foresee an impact to the Settlement Agreement as it
relates to compliance." (Defendants' objections, p.32)

After the Court ordered a one-year extension of the HSA in February 2006,I sent the
Region an information request addressing, among other things, the impact of the HR
migration to Albuquerque.

Item (E) of my March 10,2006 information request stated:

Status of Human Resources Staffrng in Reeion 5

In a recent memorandum, the Forest Service stated that:

Based on the Region's involvoment in the Hispanic Settlement Agree,ment (HSA), it has been
decided that the staffing and recruitrnent fiurctions will remain in the Region and not be moved
to the Albuquerque Service Center (ASC) in Albuquerque, New Mexico at this time. These
functions will only be moved to the ASC when the HSA ends or when the Human Resources
staff at the Center has demonstrated the capacity !o successfully perform the work required in
meeting the duties and obligations of the Agreement.

For each forest, indicate:
l. Whether there is a Human Resource Officers (HRO) position filled on the

forest.
Who fills that position.
Whether the positions is currently filled as a pennanent position, a detail, a
term or other status.
Whether the HRO position will be filled on the forest for the one year
extension of the HSA and, if so, in what status (permanent, detail, term,
etc).
If there is no HRO at the forest, who on the forest is responsible for
recruitment?
Specify what the recruitment responsibilities of the HRO or other forest
staffare.

2.
a

4.

5 .

6.
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For the Regional Office, indicate:
l. Name and positions of any Regional Offrce HR or Settlement Agreement

personnel involved in recruitment and what their recruitment
responsibilities are.
whether each of those positions is currently filled as a pennanent position,
a detail, a tenn or other status.
whether each those positions will be filled on the forest for the one year
extension of the HSA, and if so, in what status (permanent, detail, term,
etc).

The Region's response to items l-6 for the individual forests was:

Human Resources are not responsible for Recruitment. The Region office
Settlement Agreements Staff is responsible for coordinating outreach and
recruitment within Region 5. Forest supervisors and Directors, Level II
Recruiters (19 active, 21 additional have been trained and are now in the
certification process), Subject Matter Experts, Regional Special Emphasis
Program Mangers, Forest Civil Rights Officers, and Province Recruiter Teams
participate in recruitment activities. The San Bernardino has hired a Recruitment
Coordinator, effective May, 2006. (emphasis added)

The Region's response with regard to the Regional

Human Resources are not responsible for Recruitment. Joy Gibson-Taylor,
Regional Recruitment Coordinator, James Kimokeo, UC Davis Liaison, and Janet
Brandt-Jackson, Student Career Experience Program Managers. Julena Pope,
Director, Settlement Agreements, is taking an active role in working with students
from the Hispanic leadership Program in Agriculture and Natural Resources
(HLPANR) and has been successful in the placement of 3 students in professional
Career Intern positions within the Region. (emphasis added)

At our March 30,2006 meeting, I addressed the fact that the Region's February 2005
Outreach and Recruitment Strategy and the directive in the Forest Service Handbook,
FSH 6109.12-2005-1, give Human Resources (including the Forest or Unit Human
Resources Offrcers) a central role in recruitment. The Forest Human Resource Officers
are members of the Unit Review Team, and are responsible for completion of the revised
Employment Outreach and Recruitment Documentation Form ("Form C"), which was
approved by the parties to the HSA in accordance with Section V.A.3.r In addition, HSA
Section V.A.3 requires that "Prior to the final selection for a Region 5 Position, the

2.

t 
nsg OtO9. t2, Section 26.05 specifies that the Unit Review Team "consists of the Recommending

Ofhcial, Human Resource Officer, and Forest Civil Rights Officer. " Revised Form C makes clear that
HRO refers to the Human Resources Officer on the forest/unit. (5h Report, p. A-128, defuring HRO as the
"Unit Human Resource Officer") .
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selection certificate and supporting paperwork will be reviewed by the unit Human
Resource Officer."

Forest Service Handbook, 6109.12-2005-1, effective February 2005, addresses Outreach
and Recruitment Procedures, and clearly gives the Unit HRo and the Region's HR
Director significant recruitment responsibilities. Section26.A4 sets forth the
responsibilities.

5. Human Resource Officers (HRO). It is the responsibility of each Human Resource
Officer to:

a. Work with the first line supervisor, Recommending Official, and Forest
Civil Rights Officer (FCRO) to review all permanent positions to be filled and
determine flexibilities in filling the positions.

b. Coordinate with the Regional Human Resources Staff to implement
effrcient and effective recruitment activities within the respective unit.

c. Assess local recruitment activities for program compliance and
effectiveness in accordance with Regional direction.

d. Work in partnership with Forest Leadership Team (FLT). Regional staffs"
FCROs. and local networks to focus recruitment efforts to meet Forest and
Regional objectives.

e. Provide local leadership. program direction. oversight, and evaluation
consistent with the Regional recruitment program plan.

f. Serve as a member of Unit Review Team (URT).

g. Access Applicant Flow System report in order to complete Section V of
form R5-6100-158, Outreach and Recruitment Documentation form.

h. Initiate Outreach and Recruitment Documentation form.2

3. Director of Human Resources Management. Responsibilities of the Director of
Human Resources include:

a. Coordinate with Regional Civil Rights Staff and Regional Settlement
Agreements Staff on the development and implementation of strategic
fecruitment strategies; including training Human Resources (HR) staff
members and other Forest Service managers and employees participatins in
recruitment activities.

In addition, Section 26.03, Policy, provides that the Region shall::
2. Include outreach and recruitment in management reviews for the Regional Leadership Team,
Forest Civil Rights Officers (FCROs), Human Resource Officers (HROs), and other Regional
employees who perform outreach and recruitment efforts. (emphasis added)
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b. Provide Regional Human Resource policy leadership, programdteclfu&
and oversieht to Human Resource officers for their resg)ctive roles in
regional recruitment efforts. collaborate with HR field offices. HRos and
other principles concernine HR policy interpretations and/or operational
processes resulting from specific or region wide recruitment strategbs.

d. Collaborate with Settlement Agreements Director. to evaluate and assess
the results and impact of regional recruitment efforts; how, or if these efforts
contributed to accomplishing the Region's affirmative employment plan,
goals and objectives. (emphasis added)

The Outreach and Recruitment Strategy similarly gives the unit HROs and the Regional
HR Director key responsibility for recruitment activities.

I questioned the Region's March 24,20A6 response that "Human Resources are not
responsible for recruitment," given what the Region's own strategy and directive say
about HR's responsibilities for recruitment. Vicki Jackson advised me that the strategy
and directive, which were finally adopted in early 2005 after considerable delay, would
now have to be changed to conform to the new situation resulting from the migration to
Albuquerque.

She informed me that the Region has ueated a new HR structure, which will be a
"Regional Employment Center" under Marsha Steton, the current HR Director. Staffing
duties for the Unit Review Team will "move with the work" to the RO Employment
Center. The Region does not intend to maintain the Forest HROs.' As the migration to
Albuquerque proceeds, HROs are being abolished. Steton's Employment Center staff
will consist of temps, terms, contractors, and/or detailers, including people not interested
in migrating to Albuquerque or those not ready to retire. One example provided was the
Angeles. The Unit HRO RoseAnn Smith left her job some time ago. The Angeles now
gets its HR support from Steton's office in Vallejo.

When I asked how many forests still have HRO positions filled and who is staffing the
new Regional Employment Center, Vicki Jackson could not provide details because the
situation "changes every day."

The Region informed the Court that the Washington Office ("WO") granted it a "waiver"
so that staffing and recruitment could remain in the Region until the HSA ends or the new
Albuquerque center demonstrates that it can perform the functions needed for the HSA.
However, as I learned at the March 30,2006 meetingo despite the WO waiver, the Region
is proceeding with elimination of the forest HROs and is changing responsibilities
significantly, with the creation of the new, centralized RO employment center.

The Court has now ordered that, until the HSA ends, "Defendants are to retain, on each
forest and in the Reeion Office of Region 5, human resources personnel sufficient to

3 According to Vicki Jackson, some employees in Steton's center may be located in field offices and act as
"virtual" Regional Offi ce employees.
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catry out all recruitment activities related to implementing the Agreement and this order."
(Order, p. 33, emphasis added)

B. Request:
Based on the abover l am requesting the following information concerning Human
Resources and other personnel responsible for aspects of HSA implementation:

(1) For each forestn provide the information below, including the names and
positions of persons performing the responsibilities addressed:

a) Is there is still a Human Resource Officers (HRO) position filled on the
forest?

b) If there is no longer an HRO, when was the position vacated and who is
performing the responsibilities set out for the HRO in the FSH and Outreach
and Recruitment Stratery; who is performing the Unit Review Team
responsibilities of the former HRO? (Provide the name and position of the
person now doing those functions).

c) If there is still an HRO, who fills that position and how long will that person
remain in the position?

d) Whether the position is currently filled as a permanent position, a detail, a
term or other status (speciff status) .
Whether the HRO position will be filled on the forest for the one year
extension of the HSA and, if so, in whai status (permanent, detail, term, etc).
Who are the Level II recruiters on the forest and what are their job titles?
What Special Emphasis Program Managers are involved in HSA
recruitment?

(2) Which Provinces currently have Recruiter Teams and who is on those teams
(provide names and positions) ?

(3) Provide a copy of the operational paper on Marsha Steton's Regional
Employment Center, which we discussed at the March 30,2006 meeting.

(4) In light of Judge Wilken's Order, what steps will the Region take to retain, on
each forest and in the Region Office, human resources personnel sufficient to carry
out all recruitment activities related to implementing the Agreement and the
Court's Order?

2. Apprentice Mentorship Program

A. Background information
My March 10, 2006 information request asked the following with regardto the
Mentoring program:

l. What steps has the Region taken to ensure that employees, including employees
not previously covered by the program, are informed about the program and know

e)

f)

s)
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how to participate? When and how was that information communicated to
employees not previously covered?

2. How many employees are currently participating in the mentoring program?

How many of those are persons hired in the past year?

How many are SCEPs?

How many are Hispanic?

6. Please provide the names, positions, hire date, and RNO on all mentees.

The Regions'March 24,2006 response stated that scEPS were excluded from
participation in the 2005 mentoring program and the 2006 Mentoring Program has not yet
been announced. The Region has plans to provide a training session for each Province
which is normally provided in early July or July. The Region advised me that there are
" l0 pairs" currently active in the mentoring program, but the Region does not track when
participants are hired or the racelnational origin of the participants. The Region further
responded that it "declines to provide the names and positions of current mentees because
this information is not relevant to the HSA and it is unclear why the Monitor needs this
information."

At the March 30,2006 meeting, the Region informed me that SCEPS and other
employees with less than one year of service, who were not previously eligible for the
mentoring program! will not actually start participation until October 2006 when the next
year's program is in place.

The Court's Order states:

The Monitor notes that Defendants stated that they accepted the Monitor's
recommendation to implement an effective mentoring program. Defendants have
done so, revising their existing formal Mentoring Program to add a component for
new employees with less than one year of service. Plaintiffs do not dispute that a
mentoring program for fire apprentices is currently in place. The Court orders
Defendants to continue this program. (Order p.29)

I have several concerns with regard to the mentoring program. First, if employees with
less than one year of service can not even begin as mentees until October 2006, there
will have been no mentoring program in place for them from February through October
2006 , which constitute eight (8) months of the twelve (12) month HSA extension.
Second, if only ten (10) pairs are participating in the current program out of more than
5,000 employees, it raises obvious questions about whether this is an "effective
mentoring program."

J .

4.

5 .
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B. Request:
Please provide information as to whether, in light of the Court's Order, the Region
will take any steps to provide effective mentoring opportunity for fire apprentices
before October 2006, and, if so, what those steps will be.

3. Outside Recruiter

A. Background Information
The Region advised me in its March 24,2006 response that its contract with Batiz.com,
had ended and would not be renewed for calendar year 2006. That contract encompassed
mainly radio vignettes and web-based job postings.

The Court has now ordered that "Defendants contract with an effective outside recruiter;
in order to do this, Defendants and the Monitor shall evaluate the effectiveness of the
Defendants'recently hired outside recruiter,Batiz.com." At the March 30, 2006 meeting
- prior to the Court's direction to meet on the effectiveness of Batiz.com - the Region
indicated that the contract was not renewed because it had gotten off to a slow start, some
of the work contemplated by the contract still was not completed, and there had not been
an analysis with Batiz.com of what was and was not successful. It appears that the
Region has already concluded that this contract was not particularly successful, but I am
available if further meetings to discuss the effectiveness of that contract would be
productive.

B. Request
In light of the Courtrs order, please provide the following information:

l. What criteria will the Region use for selection of an outside recruiter?
2. What process will the Region use to retain an effective outside recruiter?
3. What, if any, competitive bidding procedures must be used to retain the

recruiter and what is the timeframe for such procedures?

4. Monitoring of all Recruitment and Promotions

A. Background
At our March 30,2006 meetingo Julena Pope described the monitoring process in place,
and said that the staff doing the monitoring prepares write-ups on their reviews, which
are kept internally.

B. Request
Please provide copies of all the write ups, reports, notes and/or memoranda that
have been prepared during the monitoring process by Joy Gibson-Taylor, Joyce
Branch, Carla Kamerdula, Renee Reed, or any other staff responsible for the
monitoring of recruitment and promotions.
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5. Central California Consortium
The Court granted the recommendation for expansion of the Central California
Consortium to at least two additional locations. Please provide information on what
steps the Region will take to comply with this provision in the Court's Order and
what the timetable will be.

Please provide responses to the information requested above no later than April 17.
2006 and provide the response in electronic format for my recordkeeping.

Almost two months have passed since the Court ordered the one-year HSA extension,
and it is imperative that the Region promptly implement the additional remedial measures
in the Court's Order. I will address the selection review position and the temporary fire
applicant data at a later date

Sincerely,

Marci Seville

cc: Bemie Weingardt
Vicki Jackson
Julena Pope.
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USDA united States
- Denanment of

Agriculture

Regional Office, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CA 94592
(707) 562-8737 Voice
(707) 562-9130 Text (TDD)

File Code: 1760-2
Route To: (6140)

Subject: Region Five Mentoring Program

To: Forest Supervisors, Directors

Date: gspfs nrber 22, 2006

As you may recall the Region previously announced the postponement of the Dynamic
Mentoring Program training due to a high level of fire suppression activity. It is important for
the Region to continue the momentum gained by our initial Mentoring Program implementation
in May 2006.

In an effort to enable Mentoring Program enrollees to begin actively participating in the
progftlm, the Unit Mentoring Coordinators (Forest Human Resource Recruitment Specialists)
will disseminate the "Keys to Mentoring Success" training workbooks to those progftrm
enrollees. Formal orientation and classroom training can be completed at alater date.

Participants are encouraged to review the workbook, familiarize themselves with the program
goals, roles and responsibilities, initiate contact with their match, and establish a relationship.

Thank you for your support of this valuable program.

/s/ Vicki Jackson (far)
BERNARD WEINGARDT
Regional Forester

cc: pdl 15 hr recruitment specialists
Akin Akindele
Rita Yates
Julena D Pope

Forest
Service

Pacific
Southwest
Region

Caring for the Land and Serving People
EXHIBIT 19
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USDA United States
- Deoartment of

Agriculture

Regional Office, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CA 94592
(797\ 562-8737 Voice
(707) 562-9130 Text (TDD)

File Code: 1760-2
Route To: (6140)

Subject: Region 5 Mentoring Program Training

To: Region 5 Mentors and Mentorees

Date: $spfsmber 22, 2006

A review of the Dynamic Mentoring Program Training records indicates that you have enrolled
in the program, but have not attended the formal classroom training. The Region recently
announced the postponement of Dynamic Mentoring training in my August 2,2006 memo, due
to the high level of fire suppression activity. Although the Region continues to operate under
level 5 fire preparedness, it is important to continue the momentum gained by our initial
Mentoring Program implementation in May 2006.

Enclosed is a copy of the "The Keys to Mentoring Success" workbook. Please review the
workbook and familiarize yourself with the program goals, roles and responsibilities. You are
encouraged to initiate contact with your matched mentor or mentoree and begin establishing that
relationship. Formal orientation and training can be completed at alater date, outside the current
fire season.

It is critical that you begin the program even though you have not attended the formal training.
We ask that you review the workbook and initiate the mentor or mentoree relationship as soon as
possible.

Enclosed is a list of the Unit Mentoring Coordinators (Forest Human Resource Recruitment
Specialists) on each Forest. If you have any questions, please contact the Coordinator for your
particular forest.

/s/Vicki Jacl<son for)
BERNARD WEINGARDT
Regional Forester

Enclosures

cc: JulenaD Pope
Akin Akindele
Rita Yates
pdl 15 hr recruitment specialists

Forest
Service

Pacific
Southwest
Region

fiCaring for the Land and Serving People Printed on R€cycl€d Paper
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January 25,2006

Following are action items completed by RORT (list is not all-inclusive)

1. Received and reviewed comments from Forests regarding Strategy
and Operating Plan (Dec 05). RORT will need to address the impact
of HR BPR on consolidated fire hire.

2. RORT members are currently working with other staff (to include Fire
Personnet) to create region-wide recruitment video-

3. Worked w/Fire personnel to launch Fire Hire Webpage'
(http ://www.fs.fed. us/r5lfi re/iobs)

4. 
.Developed 

Fire poster promoting diversity (e.9. types of jobs,
personnet). Poster will be disseminated once job line referenced on
poster is oPerative.

S. Updated Outreach and Recruitment Toolkit (including business cards,
checklists, FAQs).

6. Conducted Level ll RecruiterTraining.
7. Updated list of California Schools w/Fire Programs'
g. AVUE Job Fair Database updated (70+ events are planned for FY06).

HR representation on RORT has changed effective January 2006 (both Kellie
Purseil and Roseann Smith transferred to other agencies).

EXHIBIT 20
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U.S. Department of Justice
CivilDivisiou
Federal Progrirms Branch
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Room7328
'Washingto4 

DC 20530

SusanIC Ullman
Senior Counsel

SL:SKIIllmanjld
35-16-4686

Via Eiectonic Mail

Marci Seville
Monitor, Hispanic Settlement Agreement
Golden Gate University School of law
536 Mission Steet'
San Francisco, CA 94105-2968

Tel: 202-616-0680
Far; 202-6IG82QZ
Einail: susan.'llman@usdej.gev

September 27,2006

Re: Brionez v. USDA, USDC N.D. Cd.,
Civil Action No. C 01 3969 CIV

Dear Ms. Seville:

I am writing to respond to some questions you raised at ow meetihg on Septe,rnber 15e

and to provide additional information the Regionwas to provide, as set for.th in my September 8h .
Ietter to you.

New Hires

Wom L2,!p2l A2 through g l g n6, the Region had 1,379 New Hires, 13.0% (1 79) of whom
were Hispanic. The Hispauic separations from that goup are 19.6Yo or 35 se'parations.

Actions counted as 'T.[ew Hires?' are: Career Appoinfuent, Career Conditional
Appointmelrt, Transfer [In], Reinstatement Career, Reinstatement Career Conditional,
Conversion to Career Appoinfuent, Conversion to Career Conditional Appoinhent, and
Conversion to Reinstatement Career.

Kenexa

The Region completed its response to yow requests with the letter and attachments I sent
to you on September2T*

EXHIBIT 2I
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Fire Anprentice Retention Data

The Region provided you with this information on September 206 and 21s and will
continue to do so on or about the 20h of each month.

, On September 20th, the Region provided to you data on Hispanic selections for temporary
fire positions as of g113106.

Mentorine Proeram

The Region accepted the recommendation you made at the September 15fr meeting to'
provide the mentor/me,ntoree pairs with written haining materials and permit them to begin the
mentor/mentoree relationship, instead of waiting for in-person haining. The Region has already
impiemented this recommendation. On Septemb er 22il and 256, Associate Regional Forester
Vicki Jackson provided you.with the correspondence sent to the Forest Supenrisors and to the
mentors and mentorees impleme,nting your recoulmendation.

Employment Center

As we discussed at the meeting on Septennber 15ft, the Employnent Ce,lrter is operational.
I am attaching the relevait excerpt on theEmplolme,nt Ce,nter from the Regron 5 Customer
Guide, which provides an overview about the Employnent Center.

There are weeklyEmploynent Centerteleconference calls held with all Emplolment
Centerlluman Resource Bmployees. Duri-ng the calis, the staffreviews pending actions, adjusts
workflow, and assesses appropriate staffing levels.

Effective September Ll,2006,Joy Thomas was selected as the Emplolmrent Center
Manager.

A Job AnalysisA/acancy Announce,ment workshop for the Employmrent Center Staffiag
'Tearns was held during the ryeek of August 2L't. This work shop provided additional guidance
and continuity in the developmeit and maintenance ofjob analysis and announcements.

Emnlovment Specialists

The Region has begun outeact to fiIl the position of Equal Emplolm.ent Specialist (the
position formerly held by Jose Briseno).
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RORT

The Regional Outeach & Recruitneut Team (ROR.T).was part of the plan to centalize
all hiring for fire positions. The RORT was rendered obsolete by the Region's centralizing
Hrman Resources (and creating the Employnent Csnter as part of that centralization), and
centralizing allhit'ng.

Sincerely,

l"r*^ l/, CUJ"^,-*
SusanK. Ultnan

Enclosure
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Pacific Southwest Region Human Rbsources Office
Employment Genter

The purpose of the Employment Center (EC) is to provide staffing and placement
services; retirement and benefits counseling; personnel and pay processing; and
pay administration and troubleshooting.

The Employment Center is led by a Center manager who has overall
responsibility for managing the EC programs in compliance with law, regUlations,
agency policies and procedures. The program is delivered through a staff
comprised of 60 Human Resource employees divided into four staffing teams
and a team comprised of expert individuals who provide customer support to
their assigned unit in: employee benefits, pay.issues, and pay & personnel
processing. Employment.Center staff are located throughout the Region

The Teams are identifled as follows:

Staffing and Placement
' 'l leam One - Recruit & Fill for One-Grade Interval Positions (clerical &

technical)
' Team Two - Recruit & Fill for Two-Grade Interval Positions (professional &

administrative)
. Team Fire - Recruit & Fill for Fire Positions (primarily technical and

professional primary and secondary covered positions);
' Team RF - Recruit & Fillfor Regional Forester Staff, Line Officers, and all

GS-13 and above positions ._

Employee Benefits, Pay & Personnel Processing, and Pay
Team PRO - Provide technical advice as experts in Retirement and
Benefits counseling, pay troubleshooting, processing perbonnel & pay
forms, and Customer Service Representative to employees and their
assigned unit for on-boarding (entry on duty) and off-boarding (e.g.

, transfer out, resignation)

Staffing and Placement

The Staffing and Placement Teams provide operational services to managers
filling vacant positions, permanent and temporary.

Flow of work: Managers will receive one-on-one advisory services from HR
Specialists upon comptetion of an approved SF-52, "Recruit & Fill" action entered
into the R5, SF-52 database, commonly known as the Tracker. The SF-S2,
Request for Personnel Action, is your assignmgnt to the Staffing and Placement
Team to begin the process for staffing your vacant position.

Upon receipt of the electronic SF-52, a HR Specialist will be assigned to the
leader from the appropriate Team (One, Two, Fire, or RF) dependent upon the

Achieving Results Together - the ART of Human Resources Management
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Pacific Southwest Region Human Resources Office
Employment Genter

position identified to fill. The Teams will evaluate their workload based on the
types of positions and identify positions that can be easily advertised as one. For
example, if there are 5 wildlife biologist positions requiring advertisement, a joint
advertisement can be created identifying the different duty locations. ln addition,
the EC can identiSr positions for open continuous announcements based on the
need of the Region for specific positions.

A thorough job analysis will be conducted with the manager(s) to ensure that that
the knowledge, skills, and abilities are presented in the announcement to ensure
candidates referred for selection meet the requirements of the job.

Outreach and recruitment steps required for filling permanent positions have
been incorporated into the staffing process. A step-by-step, "Recruit & Fill
Process - Permanent Positions" for both single vacancies and open continuous
is available on the R5 HRM website. This document contains procedures and
assigned responsibilities for filling a permanent position from the manager's initial
request, throughout outreach and recruitment checkpoints, through selection.

lnstructions for filling positions noncompetitively or through temporary and
student authorities are available on the R5 HRM website.

Staffing and Placement Teams

TEAM ONE TEAM TWO TEAM FIRE TEAM RF

CarolRice
530 226"2364
cirice@fs.fed.us

ljusan tsergstrand
530 283-7852
sbergstrand @fs. fed. u s

Robin lrvine
707 562-8804
rirvine@fs.fed.us

Kaien Koroknay
707 562-8732
kkoroknav@fs.fed.us

Lylia Gullixon
530 226-23s9
loullixon@fs.fed.us

Connie Williams
760 873-2443
orilliams@fs.fed.us

Michael Perez
559 297-0706x4971
mper ezo2x49 7 @fs.fed. u s

Sandiann Engh
707 562-8704
sengh@fs.fed.us

Natosha Mauer
530 226-2379
nmauer@fs.fed.us

Martie Sebek
909-382-2736
martiesebek@fs.fed.us

Maureen Szalay
559 297-0706
mszalay@fs.fed.us

Lauren Reynolds
707 562-8735
lrevnolds@fs.fed.us

Debbie Artiaga
209 795-1381 x305
dartiaoa@fs.fed.us

Lynne Barnes
805-961-9792
labarnestOfs-fed.us

Bobbie Stagg
530 84'1-4564
bstass@fs.fed.us

Yolie Thomas
661 723-2708
vthomas@fs.fed.us

Carol Beckley
909 382-2667.
cbeckley@fs.fed.us

June Stroschein
530 295-5652
i stroschei n(Ofs.fed. us

Paulla Stephens
559 78+1500 x1 193
osteohens@fs.fed.us

Carolyn Fredrickson
707 441-3518
cfredrickson@fs'fed. us

Michelle Banta
760-873-2416
mbanta@fs.fed.us

Rita Galvan
559 784-1 500 x12O4
rgalvan@fs.fed.us
Karen Luckhardt
209 532-3671 x319
kluckhardt@fs.fed.us
'Julie Flemming
858 674-2939

. jflemming@fs.fed.us

Achieving Results Together - the ART of Human Resources Management
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Pacific- Southwest Region Human Resources Office
Employment Center

Human Resources Specialists in the Staffing and Placement Team are assigned to a Forest(s) to
provide genera[ staffing counsgl; assignments are listed on the Region 5, Human Resources
Advisory Gontacts.

Team PRO

Employee Benefits
The Benefits staff provides services in the areas of:

Retirement counseling (including survivor benefits)
Resources available
Advisory services in completion of benefit forms: health (FEHBA), life
(FEGLI), long term care insurance;flexible spending accounts;
Advisory services re: reemployed annuitahts
Calculation of deposits for retirement purposeslleave accrual for: military,
temporary deposit and re-deposit creditable service' r Advisory services for employees who are called back to active duty

. Troubleshoot employees entered into incorrect retirement coverage
(FERCCA).

Pay and Leave Administration
The Pay staff provides pay and leave administration advisory services and
troubleshoots/corrects, or directs others to appropriate HR staff for correction.
The supervisor and/or their unit Business Management Assistant is the first
contact employees should go to with time and attendance (T&A); leave, and
paycheck questions. Pay and leave programs under this team include:

t

t

Payroll Processing
. Troubleshooting PaycheckProblems
o National Finance Center (NFC) erors

. . Leave Balance Corrections

Pay Administration
Bills of Collection and Waivers
Garnishments

Pay setting questions should be directed to the Employment Center, Staffing and
Placement Specialist that certified the personnel action in question.

In the near future all forest service.employees will be required to use online
services, Employee Personal Page (EPP)/Dashboard to review, establish,
amend, cancel or complete certain personal services such as: .

income tax withholdings
savings bonds
address changes
. d irect deposit accou nt information
TSP & TSP Catch-up

checking or savings allotrnent '
request a duplicate tax statement
(1oeeR)
view an annual annuity estimate

Go to https://www.nfc.usda.gov/personaliep-warnina.asp to set up an EPP
password; request one to be mailed to your hbme address. lt's easy!
Dashboard passwords may be assigned by a member of the Benefits team.

Achieving Results Together - the ART of Human Resources Management
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Pacific Southwest Region Human Resources Office
Employment Genter

Personnel and Pay Processing
The Personnel & Pay processing staff provide:

advisory services to managers on non "recruit and fill" actions (e.g. details,
noncompetitive temporary promotions)
advisory services for the student temporary employment process
process personnel, performancelawards, & pay forms
advisory services to employees on their assigned unit for on-boarding
(entry on duty) and off-boarding (e.9. transfer out, resignation)

Flow of work for Team PRo: The work flow for Team PRo HR seryices have
not changed significantly; however the workload of the Team PRO staff .
remaining has expanded significantly due to the loss of HR staff. Supervisors
will receive a cc of the offer letter for permanent and temporary employees with
the location of the return of new employees' paperwork. However, most field
units will continue to send their benefits, pay, and processing forms to the same
locations as in the past. lf you have not heard differently, please continue to
send your paperwork as previously submitted. We will continue to monitor the
workload as individuals leave and changes occur. We will notify units with
updated locations if sub-teams are required to consolidate.

Team PRO consists of 5 sub teams that serve individual ForesVDistrict locations,
as well as the Regional Office, Reinvention, LEl, and San Dimas. Contacts are:

TEAM PRO Staff - Yvette Erdman

thern California

Achieving Results Together- the ART of Human Resources Management

ou Smith, Southern Galifornia Leader
Forest Benefits Pay Personnel & Pay

Processino
Angeles Linda Bernard

909 382-2672
lbemard@fs.fed.us

Ben Barlahan
858674-2944'
bbarlahan@fs.fed.us

Phyllis Tanzer
858 674-2954
otanzer@fs.fed.us

Cleveland Linda Bemard
909 382-2672
lbemard@fs.fed.us

Ben Barlahan
858 674-2944
bbarlahan@fs.fed,us

Barbara Younker
858 674-2942
barbaravounker@fs.fed.us

San
Bernardino

Georgia Smith
909 382-2671
oasmith(Ofs.fed-us

Ben Barlahan
858 674-2944
bbarlahan@fs.fed.us

Butch Bautista
858 674-2946
hbautista@fs.fed.us

Los Padres Georgia Smith
909 382-2671
oasmith(Ofs.fed.us

Melissa Smith
707 562-8758
msmithOl (Ofs.fed.us

Melissa Vila-King
858 674-2941
mvilakino@fs.fed.us

AllForests Barbara Joseph (leave
donor orooram)

Barbara Joseph (suitability)
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Pacific Southwest Region

Team PRO Continued

Sierra Cascade

Employment Center

Lead -Vacant

Southern Sierra Lead - Vacant

Forest Benefits Pay Personnel & Pay
Processing

Plumas JanellCrosby
530 283-7725
icrosbv@fs.fed.us

Janell Crosby
530283-7725
jcrosby@fs.fed.us

Susan Hague
530 532-7418
sihaouet6fs-fed-us

Lassen JanellCrosby
530 283-7725
icrosbv@fs.fed.us

JanellCrosby
530 283-7725
icrosbv@fs.fed,us

Lee Standlee
530 532-7419
lstandlee@fs.fed.us

Modoc JanellCrosby
530 283-7725
icrosbvtOfs.fed.us

JanellCroSby
530 283-7725
jcrosby@fs.fed.us

Amy Nehring
530 283-7731
anehrino@fs.fed.us

Forest Benefits Pay Personnel & Pay
ProcessinE

Stanislaus
SO, Summit
RD

Allother
Stanislaus

Carmelle Soto
91 6-640-0404
csoto@fs.fed,us

Kris Johnson
sss 297-0706 x 4867
kristinejoh nson@fs.fed.us

Marsha LaTorre
209 532-3671 x277
mlatorre@fs.fed.us

Ann Veach
559-297-0706 x4974
aveach@fs.fed.us

Sierra Carmelle Soto
916-640-0404
csoto@fs.fed.us

Kris Johnson
559 297-0706 x 4887
kristinejoh nson@fs.fed.us

Janet Dietzkamei
559 297-0706 x 4869
idietzkamei@fs.fed.us

Maritere Vazquez
559 297-0706
mtvazquez@fs.fed,us

Sequoia Carmelle Soto
916-640-0404
csoto@fs.fed.us

Kris Johnson
559 297-0706 x 4887
krlstineioh nson@fs.fed.us

Viviano Rodriguez
559 297-0706 x 4909
vd rodri o u eztOfsrfed - us

Reinvention Carmelle Soto
91 6-640-0404
csoto@fs.fed.us

Kris Johnson
559 297-0706 x 4887
kristineiohnssn@fs.fed.us

Viviano Rodriguez
559 297-0706 x 4909
vdrodriouez@fs.fed -us

Marsha LaTorre
209 532-3671 x277
mlatorre@fs.fed.us .

San Dimas Georgia Smith
909 382-2671
sasmith@fs.fed.us

Kris Johnson
559 297-0706 x 4887
kristineioh nson@fs.fed. us

Marsha LaTorre
209 532-3671 x277
mlatorre(Ofs.fed.us

Achieving Results Together-the ART of Human Resources Management
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Pacific Southwest Region

Team PRO Continued

Human Resources Office
Employment Center

BET Basin El Dorado Tahoe) Ann Melton, IBET Leader
Forest Beneflts Pay Personnel & Pay

Processing
Inyo Ann Melton

530 478-6174
amelton@fs.fed.us

Liz Skinner
530 478-6172
lskinner@fs.fed.us

Laura Torres (Soto)
760 873-2400
Itorres@fs.fed.us

Tahoe Ann Melton
$a 478-6174
amelton@fs.fed.us

Liz Skinner
530 478-6172
lskinnertOfs.fed-us

Tara Werner
530 478-6'164
twerner@fs.fed.us

Lake Tahoe
BMU

LoriHel ler
530 621-5229
lheller@fs.fed.us

Liz Skinner
530 478-6172
lskinner@fs.fed.us

Valinda Bradshaw
530 642-5159
vbradshawlOfs-fed.us

ElDorado LoriHeller
530 621-5229
lheller@fs.fed.us

Liz Skinner
530 478-6172
lskinner@fs.fed.us

Pam Kovash
530 642-5184 TTY
pkovash@fs.fed.us

AII IBET Awards Becky Petersen
530 478-6169
boetersenO 1 @fs.fed.us

Northern Lead . Vacant
Forest Pay Personnel & Pay

Processlnq
Six Rivers Sharon Powell

707 441-3665
spowell@fs.fed.us

Pay & Leave. Pavcheck. Leave
Donor
Sheree Lampley
707 44',t-3581
slqmoley@fs.fed.us

Garnishments
Zoe Brandenberger
Phone: 530-934-1108
zbrandenberger@fs,fed.us

Sharon Powell
707 M1-3665
spowell@fs.fed.us

Klamath Sharon Powell
707 441-3665
spowell@fs.fed.us

Pay & Leave. Pavcheck. Leave
Donor
Sheree Lbmpley
707 441-3581
slamplev@fs.fed.us

Garnishments
Zoe Brandenberger
Phone: .530-934-1 1 08
zbrandenberoer@fs.fed.us

Sheree Lampley
Phone: 707 441-3581
slamplev@fs.fed.us

Shasta
Trinity

Lorraine Boes
530 226-2358
lboes@fs.fed.us

Pay & l-eave. Pavcheck
Sheree Lampley
707 441-3581
slamplev(Ofs.fed.us

Leave Donor
Michelle Kendall
530 226-2505
mkendall@fs.fed.us

Carmen VanNoy
530 226.2355
cvannov@fs.fed.uls

Achieving Results Together- the ART of Human Resources Management
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Pacific Southwest Region Human Resources Office
Employment Center

ofri

TRACKER

The SF-52 Tracker System (Tracker) has been updated to sort and direct
personnel actions to the proper team based on the data entered into the Tracker.
No longer is there.a need for individuals to assign a SF-52 to a specific HR staff
member. Based on the information entered into the electronic SF-52 form, the
action will be assigned to one of the five teams: ONE, TWO, FIRE, RF, or PRO.
There has been some.confusion in the past thatwhen requesting additional
information to our customers that the SF-52 be reassigned to'that individual. As
with a hard copy SF-52 once approved, the SF-52 will remain assigned to the
Employment Center through the completion of the action.

The updated Tracker wiil enable us to track and,electronically certify completion
of the Unit Review Team (URT) checkpoints and, thereby, enhance the efficiency
of the multi-faceted outreach, recruitment, evaluation, selection, monitoring, and
reporting processes for Region 5. The new design for filling permanent positions
will go a long way in streamlining the hiring practice.

For the Employment Center to efficiently meet your needs, it is critical that units
use the.automated Tracker, as required in the letter of June 10, 2005. The SF-
52, Request for Personnel Action is your assignment to the Employment Center
to complete a personnel action; therefore, it is critical that lt be completed
properly and authorized by your line and/or staff officers (if delegated by you).
No longer will hardcopy SF-52s be accepted as there is no place to send them;

Garnishments
Zoe Brandenberger
Phone: 530-934-1108
zbrandenberoer@fs.fed.us

Mendicino Lorraine Boes
530 226-2358
lboes@fs.fed.us

Zoe Brandenberger
Phone: 530 934-1108
zbrandenberger@fs.fed.us

Zoe Brandenberger
530 934-1 108
zbranden berger@fs.fed.us

All Awards & Performance
Ratinqs
Suzanne Marr
530841-4475'
smarr(Efs.fed-us

tona ce
Unit Benefits Pay Personnel & Pay

Processinq
RO Yvette Erdman

707 562-9129
verdman@fs.fed.us

Carmelle Soto
91 6-640:0404
csoto@fs.fed.us

Melissa Smith
707 562-8758
msmith0l @fs.fed.us

Dawn Hayhurst
707 562-8767
dhayhurst@fs.fed.us

Achieving Results Together - the ART of Human Resources Management
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Pacific Southwest Region Human Resources Office
Employment Genter

those of you who requested HR to prepaie sF-52s in the past will need to re-
assign this duty.

All actions taken during tie life of a vacancy will be updated daily by the HR staff
in the Employment Center, HR Recruitment Specialists, and Forest Civil Rights
Officers so the Region can operate in a "real-time" environment.

Ramon Tesoro has been assigned as the Technical Expert to troubleshoot and
provide advisory and technical support for the Tracker.

Ramon Tesoro
909 382-2709
ra montesoro@fs.fed. us

Achieving Results Together- the ART of Human Resources Management
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@flffi#r Regional Oftice, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vellejq CA 94592
Q07) 562-gi37 Voicr

F i I e C o d e : 6 1 3 0
Route To:

Subject: Regional Forester Approval of All Hiring Selections

To: Forest Supervisors, Directors, Human Resources Officers, Human Resources
Operations Team leaders

The following interim guidance is provided to clarify the process for accomplishing the recent
direction requiring Regional Forester approval for all selections. firis includes all lermanentpositions and continuing appointments, such as Student Career Employment Program (SCEp)
selections, and covering new hires, merit promotion, non-competitive ieassignmJnb, etc. This
process excludes career ladder and SCEP promotions, conversions of Region 5 SCEps to caree{-
conditional appointments, acctetion of duties promotions, and actions taken as a result of a
settlement agreemenL

All final selection packages for other than SCEP selections must be sent to the Regional Office,
Human Resources. The point-of-contact is Robin kvine. Selections of SCEps must be
ybmitt$ to the Regional Office, Settlement Agreements staff. The point-of-contact is Janet
Brandt-Jackson. Your selection recomrnendation may include an order of preference, such as:
(l) Woodsy Owl; (2) Befty Smirh; and (3) Smokey Bear.

Complete package submissions consists of the following:

o Selection justification letter (must contain a statement that all EURT checkpoints have
been completed)

o Certificate or referral lht
r RSNO data for the certificate or refenal list
o CoPies of applications for the top cadre of candidates (generally rhree to five)

Further direction on tracking these packages and the process for electronic transmission will be
sent to the Human Resources Officers and Human Resources Operations later this week Keep
in mind that the selection process for GS-13 and above positions has not changed; complete
packages should still be sent to Karen Koroknay, Regional Office, Human Reiources.

In arriving and documenting selections, units are reminded to follow the guidance in the
Selection Protocol Procedures, which was sent out from Regional Office Human Resources
September 30, 2005.

The Judge's orders concerning the Hispanic Settlement Agreement (HSA) dated March 30, 2006,
require that all vacancies be issued as multi-grade; e.g., Gs-0462-05/06. Any vacancy
announcements, which opened after March 30, 2006, and not advertised as multi-grade, will

Appendix 9

EXHIBIT
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6130: Regionai Foresrer A;;pnrval of All I-liring .seieciions

need to be cancelld and re-issued as multi-grade. This includes all supervisory positions. The
functionality for creating-supervisory positions is available through AVUE. Our lerter dated July
8, 2005, Region 5 Classification Guidance, provided direction as to how to facilitate the
Feparation, re-certification, and classification of position dascriptions in AVUE.

The ADS user guide for managers 'blassification module" will guide you through the process for
creating a regular and specialized position description: e.g., supervisory. Manager insffirctions
for creating a position description can be found at hilpy'/fsvieb.wo.fs.fcd.uyhrnr/employrnenr/index ads.hrn.
Additionally, we encourage managers to use the "Concierge Support' icorl which.allows them to
have AVUE create ttreir position descriptions (see the July 8, 2005, letter for insbuctions).

The March 30, 2006, court orde.r also required that Region 5 classify and advertise positions as
interdisciplinary to the greatest extend possible within the confines of Forcst Service pollcy.
New guidance on the classification of interdisciplinary positions was issued Novernber 30,2005.
This policy states that when it is determined there is a benefit to the Agency to recruit in more
than one professional series, we may do so; however, the mere assertion that a professional
knowledge is required is not sufficient to warrant such classification. There must be a job
analpis describing how specific profassional knowledge is used in performing the major duties
of a position before the position can be classified as interdisciplinary. Further, there is a
requirement ttnt a logical pairing of series exists that directly correlales to the work performed
(e.9., 0401/1301 or 0801/0807). Any unusual pairing or use of more than two series will be
considered precedent-setting and would require Washington Office approval.

You may continue to advertise interdisciplinary positions under uaditional staffing methods
instead of AVUE. This will enable you to use a statement of differences in lieu of a futly
described position description (when no standard position desoiption exists and/or is
apprcpriate) to under-fill a target position. This statement of difference may only be used for
filling positions using traditional classificarion and staffing.

Questions regarding classification issues should be directed to Sheila Turbinton at Q07') 562-
8728; staffing questions may be directed to Robin kvine at(707) 562-88A4; and SCEP questions
directed to Jane{ Brandt-Jackson at (707) 562-8726.

/s/ Marcia K. Staten
MARCIA K. STATEN
Director, Human Resources

cc: Sheila D T[rbinton, Robin L lrvine, Janet Brandt-Jackson
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United States
Department of
Agriculture

Forest
Service

Washington
Office

1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20250

File Code: 6130
Route To:

Date: March 9.2006

Subject: Assistance With Depleted Human Resources Staffing

To: Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, IITF Director

During the Chief s last conference call on the Business Operations Transformation Program
update many of you identified a concern about rapid loss of human resources (HR) skills. This
letter responds to some of those concems. Items l, 3 and 4 outlined below are actions I am
taking to assist you, but you will need to do your part in carrying them out. The second item is a
reminder of an option that you cuffently have available to you. Actions to assist with depleted
staffrng follow:

l. Establishing a modified freeze to halt unnecessary losses.

Effective immediately, I am directing afreeze in non-competitive reassignments of human
resources employees to positions outside of your human resources staffs until the time work is
migrated from your unit. Some units have been actively making offers to place employees
through reassignments even though it is not time for such activity (generally done under pre-
WRAPS if there are multiple people on a unit that need placement) and some are exacerbating
problems for other units by announcing'or providing temporary opportunities to employees of
other Forest Service units. Therefore, while you can make shifts internally within your human
resources staff, you are not to announco *y, including temporary, HR opportunities outside of
your Region, Station, Area, etc. I am making this change as an exception to the areas of
consideration usually identified for promotions under our Merit Promotion Plan. This is
permissible under the Merit Promotion Plan in unusual circumstances such as this and is
necessary to keep from constant ripple effects across the organization whenever a vacancy
occurs during this time of rapid change.

While this freeze is intended to stop some non-competitive actions, please keep in mind that HR
employees may still apply for promotion opportunities in other organizations and may be
selected for them. Also, while we are preparing for this major transition, we encourage you to
bank any vacancies you have to be able to offer them to af'fected employees during Pre-WRAPS
which should begin in July for the units migrating first.

2. Sharing resources with other WS/As.

Many units have informally or formally pooled scarce resources within their Region. For
exampleo recently Region 5 distributed a copy of their approach for coordinating work within the
Region. Some units are also working with traditional alliances across Regional/Station
boundaries. This should continue to be the case. Where work is shared across R/S/A
boundaries, we can adjust the NFC access to ensure that HR employees have appropriate access
to continue these efforts. If you need access adjustments, please send e-mails to document
requests to Dottie Grant and Ginger Nethery so that we can continue to make requests for access
changes or additions expeditiously.

Caring for the Land and Serving People EXHIBTT 23
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Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, IITF Director

As an additional sub-option, there may also be opportunity to give former HR employees whose
HR experience is relatively recent, but who are in other Forest Service positions (such as AO
positions) in your units, delegated authority and access to systems for a specified period of time.
We are receptive to such requests.

3. Using services from an augmented Core Team in Albuquerque.

We are in the process of advertising and/or obtaining additional resources through non-
competitive means (reinstatements, transfers from other agencies, or use of excepted
appointment authorities) and competitive means (announcements) to augment the Core team
staffing, classification and processing skills. However, it is unlikely that augmented resources
will be in place before we have space available to house them in the new facility. That is, the
resources will likely not be available until April 15. We are working on specific instructions for
your requests to use these resources once we have them in place and will provide additional
information to you later.

4, Obtaining contractor assistance from Avue.

We have asked Awe to assist us with operational staffing and classification case-work. They
have agreed to provide these services at no additional charge. If you decide to use these services,
please keep in mind that as with any contract, you must provide appropriate oversight and
monitoring of the work. The Washington Office will also provide oversight and problem
resolution since the Avue contract is managed at this level.

While management and HR are still involved in this process, Avue will be performing the bulk
of the operational work. HR is still responsible for providing advice to supervisors and managers
on position and organizational design in accordance with Forest Service policy. Keep in mind
that Avue does not have classification or employment authority in the Forest Service.

When using Awe services to perform case-work, you must use an existing Agency Standard
Position Description (ASPD) when it is at least 80% accurate for the job being filled. If the
supervisor/manager determines that no ASPD presently exists for the position to be filled, and
proposes a new classification, a Forest Service HR Specialist with classification authority must
approve and certify the classification of the position prior to filling the position.

Please see the attached instructions and checklist on how to use these services.

The steps are as follows:

a. The manager contacts their Servicing Human Resources Offices to fill a position per
current procedures. The HR specialist works with the manager to determine the expected
end-product. HR, in conjunction with management, completes the enclosed checklist.
Completion of this checklist is a critical step in this process: not only does it help to track
services being provided, it also serves as a reminder that certain responsibilities, such as
position management, inherently belong to management and HR. The completed
checklist becomes the work order that is sent to Avue. Email work orders to
directservices(dAVuetech.com with a cc to vbell@.fs.fed.us. Fax supporting documents
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Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, IITF Director

that are not in an electronic format, to Avue at(253) 573-9869. For questions regarding
the status of your request, please call Avue at (800) 407-0147 ext.2l7 .

b. Avue reviews the work order and contacts the manager or HR POC. The manager works
with Avue to cover all of the details, such as determining the appropriate KSAs, selective
factors, etc.

c. Avue prepares the vacancy announcement and sends it to the HR specialist who
sends it to USAJobs.

Once the vacancy announcement closes, Avue reviews the applications and notifies the
HR specialist that the referral list is ready to be created.

The HR specialist creates the referral list, responds to questions from the manager,
makes the job offer, sends out the confirmation letter, and assists the manager with
setting up the reporting date.

f. Once selections are complete, HR audits the referral lists, uses the AVue system to send
emails to the non-selected applicants, and closes out the case-file in Avue.

For monitoring purposes, be sure to email the completed checklist to Vonda Bell in the
Washington Office. If you have questions about this process, including the enclosed checklist,
please contact Vonda at vbell@fs.fed.us or call her at (703) 605-0853.

Finally, if you have additional concerns about being able to maintain continuity of operations,
please contact Kathy Burgers to discuss them. We are all undertaking this transformation
together and need to practice especially good communications during this somewhat stressful
period.

/s/ Hank Kashdan
HANK KASHDAN
Deputy Chief for Business Operations

Enclosure

cc: pdl wo OPS HRM employment officers
pdl wo OPS HRM class officers
pdl wo OPS HRM personnel officers
pdl wo ops amc principals

d.

e.
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United Stltes
Dcpartmeat of
Agriculture

Forest
Service

Regional Office, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CL 94592
(707) 562-8737 Voice
(707) 562-9130 Tert (TDD)

File Code: 6130
Route To:

Subjecft Human Resources Program Delivery

To: Forest Supervisors and Directors

Date: \{1y ?4,ZQA6

Over the past several months, significant decisions have been nrade at the Agency level that
affect how we manage Human Resources GIR) in the Pacific Southrvest Region to meet our
mission requirements, while ensuring continual compliance with the Court Order. I want to walk
you through tlre series of events and the decisions of the Regional Forester Team; the basis for
the decisions; and the support needed from you, so that we are all on the same track, headed in
the same direction, with the same goal.

On January 73,2006, the Washington Office approved our request for staffing and
recruiting functions to remain in the Region until the Hispanic Settlement Agreement
(HSA) ends, or when the HR staffat Albuquerque Service Center (ASC) has the capacity
to successfully perforn the work required in meeting the obligations of the HSA.

On February 14, 2006, at the Regional Leadership Team meeting, the HR Director shared
a plan for continuing to deliver tlre HR program in the Region until the work migrates to
the ASC. The plan called for the Regional Office HR office to coordinate and collaborate
with Forest HR staff on a regular basis to shift. work as needed beginning March 5, 2006.

o On February 16,2006, the Washington Office announced that nrigration to the ASC
would be delayed by 90 days.

. On March 30, 2006, the Region received the Court Order's seven specific remedies,
which required immediate implernentation-

r On May 3, 2006, the Washington Office amounced a delay in the migration of nrost of
HR's work to ASC; Region 5 was delayed until September 4,2007.

The cumulative effect of the desisions outlined above is that we have to deliver the HR progmm
for a longer period of time. ln consultation with the Regional Forester Team, I have decided to:

o Realign all Region 5 HR staff into a Regional HR O{Iice;

o Establish a Regional Selection Team to nrake selections for all permanent Region 5
positions (temporary employment selections will remain at the Forest level); and

Pacific
Southrvest
Region

EXHIBIT 24

Caring for the Land and Serving People
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r Establish Human Resource Recruitment Specialists on each forest and in the Regional
Office.

These actions are necessary because we want to accelerate our progress under the HSA, and
because we may lose more HR staff due to the HR BPR implernentation. Realigning Human
Resources into one organization will allow us to efiiciently provide HR services and adjust to
future change.

REALIGN HR FUNCTTONS AND STAFF

To achieve this objective, all HR employees (except HR Recruitment Specialists) will be
realigned into one organization under the HR Director.

Employment Center - Responsible for all permanent and temporary
employment processes for the Region.

Workplace Relations Center - Responsible for all labor relations, employee
relations and perfomranc€ management services for the Region.

\ilorkforce Solutions Center - Responsible for classification, pay, workforce
planning, benefits, worker's compensation, and employee development services
for the Region.

HR staff assigned to one of the three Regional Center Managers will function in a virtual
environrnent and remain at their current duty locations. Where possible, the customer base for
Center enrployees will be their cunent Forests. They will report directly to a Center Manager or
to a subordinate supervisor in the Center. Each Forest/Director rvill be assigned a specific FIR
Specialist as a point of contact for each of the major functional areas. A list of these contacts
lvill be shared with you shortly, published on the web, and maintained to ensure up-to-date
information for our customers.

As with any realignment, there is a hansition period that will involve some overlap of duties.
We ask for your patience and understanding as we move into this revised Region 5 HR program
delivery mode. The realignment will be effective May 28, 2006, with a "Go Live" date of July 3,
2006, to allow for the transition of work.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A REGTONAL SELECTTON TEAM (RST)

All selections to fill permanent positions will be made by an RST, consisting of a Forest
Supervisor as the selecting official, a Civil Rights representative, and an HR representative as
observers and advisors. Each Forest Supervisor will serve on the RST for a period of trvo weeks.
Attachment 1 lists Forest Supervisors and their two-week assignrnent period. If your assignment
period is not workable, please contact Marcia Staten as soon as possible.
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All certificates will be issued from the Region 5 Employment Cent€r to RST members wlro will
have managerialrole access in AVUE (our automated staffing system). The RST will meet
weekly to finalize decisions. Job offers will be made by the Employment Center sraff weekly.

This Regional process will ensure continual adherence to Merit Principles, the Forest Service
Merit Promotion Plan, DEMO requirements, and the Region's Unit Review Team process (HSA
Exhibit C).

ESTABLISHMENT OF IIR RECRUITMENT SPECIALISTS

To continue compliance with the March 2006 Court Order, each unit will gain an HR
Recruitment Specialist, who will report to the Forest Supervisor and receive technical guidance
from the Settlement Agreements Director. The Regional OfFrce Recruitrnent Specialist will
report to the Settlement Agreements staff. These individuals will utilize the Unit's Workforce
Plan projections and coordinate with the Regional Recruitment Coordinator to: (1) conduct
outreach and recruitment activities; and (2) work with others on the unit and the Settlement
Agreements staffto ensure compliance with HSA provisions.

The HR Recruitment Specialist positions will be filled with existing on-unit staff whenever
possible, effective May 28, 2006. A list of employees assigned to the HR Recruitment Specialist
positions on each Forest is provided in Attachment 2. An open, continuous vacancy
announcement has been posted to USAJobs, as a means to ensure that we keep these positions
filled. hr addition, we have arranged for OPM to deliver hvo training courses to the new HR
Recruitment Specialists in June 2006.

The decisions identified above represent a substantial amount of change. However, I am
confident that with your cooperation and support, we can make these processes work effectively,
efficiently, and timely in order for the Region to continue to meet our mission, commitments,
and requirements.

/s/ Vicki A, Jackson (for)
BERNARD WEINGARDT
Regional Forester

Enclosure l: Forest Supervisor Week Rotation Schedule
Enclosure 2: HR REcruitment Specialists as of May 28,2006
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Name

JodyNoiron

Tina Terell

Jeff Bailey

Margaret Boland

Terri Marceron

Laurie Tippen

Gloria Brown

Tom Contreras

Stan Sylva

Jim Pena

Jeanne Wade

Acting

Sharon Heywood

Ed ColE

Tom Quinn

Steve Eubanks

Ramiro Villalvazo

Tyrone Kelley

R5 Selection Team
Forest Supervisor Rotation Schedule

(July 2006-April 2007)

NationalForest

Angeles

Cleveland

Inyo

Klamath

LTBMU

Lassen

Los Padres

Mendocino

Modoc

Plumas

San Bernardino

Sequoia

Shasta-Trinity

Sierra

Stanislaus

Tahoe

El Dorado

Six Rivers

Attachnrent 1

Period of Service

July l0 -21,2A06

July 24 - August4, 2006

August 21 - Sept. 1,2006

Sept. 5 - Sept 15, 2006

Sept- 18 - Sept. 29,2Q06

October 2 - October 13, 2006

October 16 - Oct. 27,2006

October 30 - Nov. 10, 2006

Nov. 13 - Nov. ?4,2006

Nov. 27 - Dec. 8,2006

Dec.  10-Dec.22,2006

Jan. 2 -Jan 12,2007

Jan. 15 -Jwt26,2007

Jan. 29 - Feb. 9,2007

Feb. l2-Feb.23,2007

Feb. 26 - Mar. 9,20Q7

Mar. 12 -Mar 23,2007

Mar. 26 - Apr. 6,2007
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Ur:it

Angeles

Cleveland

Eldorado

Inyo

Klamath

LTBMU

Lassen

Los Padres

Mendocino

Modoc

Plumas

San B.

Sequoia

S-T

Sierra

6-Rivers

Stanislaus

Tahoe

RO

HR RLCSUrIM.ENT_S PEg TALIII rS

I{ame

DelaTone, Theresa

Penn, Lirian

Simms, Pat

Rice, Casey

Cmingham, Bill

Taylor, Jeanne

Wood, Rene

Martinez-Sotelo,R

Leach, Barbara

Ehlert, Michele

McBeen, Nancy

McGlothen, Diann

Beck, Pat

Hatcher, Michelle

Fertig, Jane

Regan, Dan

Howeyn Gayle

Cruz, Michael

Hamilton, Maxie

As of 5/25/2006
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Forest
Service

Pacific
Southwest
Region

This letter is to provide clarification relative_to the Regional Selection Team (RST) and transmitsseveml enclosures including processes @nclosure l) ;d roles and responsibiiities of the RST
@nclosure 2)- rtdP 

"Fn:tth9 
disposition of 'bli" (pre-July 3,20d6) r"f.; [sts/certificatesand "nevl" (on or after July 3,2006) rirer.at listvcertifiLtes.

As previously communicated to yoq the RST Selecting Official will make selections to fill allpermaoent GS-12 and belowposifions in the Region. Ttris includes all continuing appointments,.
such as Student Career Employment Proeram 1S-cEf;, Career Intenr, etc., and non-competitive
reassignments. The only exception is cS-tz oeputybisuct Rangeiposiiions that will continue
to be handled by the Regional Forester Team CnFrl. The selection process for GS-13 and above,and all line officerpositions, have not changed, *d *iu still be accomplishJ u, the ppT.

The RST is under th: dir-ryt-syrrervision and oversight of the Regional Forester/Associate
Regional Forester- 

T: $rlcomposed of a Fore-st supervisoior StaffDirector as selectingofficial; and a civil Riehts (cR) and Human Resources inny r.pt sentative that tunction as

Regional Office, R5
1323 Club Drive
Valfejo, CA 94592
(7071 562-8737 Voice

Fife Code: 1310/6130
Route To:

Subject Regional Selection Team

To: Forest Supervisors and Directors

Date: July 26,2006

*tj:::^}"XT !^1-*S 
representatives areXaihi eLacyStorost and Karen Koroknay,

ill*ll11Y:,3",1:1T{ie,o$ud sery:: on a scheduled nvo-week roration. An updatedrotation schedule is provided @nclosure 3).

Please note that referral lists and/or certificates generated prior to July 3, 2006 will be handled asper the direction in the April 10,2006 memo to 6130, ruU;'"rt "Regiinal Forester Approval ofAll Hiring Selections",typically referred to as the *interirir- process" A copy of this letter isenclosed. 
-- --rJ -'

Some of the selection packages that have been sent in under the interim process have beenIutHlg 
:tit19 documentation. AII URT requirements.,rrt tun, been completed prior tosubmission for final selection approval. Any packages lacking the required data will be retumedwithout action.

Rlfeyl lists andlor certificates generated on or after July 3, 2006 wrllbe issued to the RST for
selectlon.

Caring for the Land and Serving peopte EXHIBIT 25
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The RST is a new method of doing business which is based on best practices, lessons learned,
and is results oriented. Do not expect this new selection process to mirror the previous p.or.rr.
The constructive feedback received from you and your staffs has helped to shape this new
method. This selection process will continue to be refined to meet otganiz.ational needs. your
flexibility is appreciated.

/s/ Vicki A. Jackson (for)
BERNARD WEINGARDT
Regional Forester

Enclosures

cc: Joy R Thomas
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'USIIA united states Forest
: Departmcnt of Service

Agriculture

Pacific
Southwest
Region

RegionalOflice, R5
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CA 94592
OW\5O-W37 Voice
(7fi7) 562-9130 Text (TDD)

File Code: 1760
Route To:

Date:  sEP142006

Subjech Standard Operating Procedures for Regional Recruitment Program

To: Forest Supenrisors and Directors

Enclosed is the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for your use. The SOP refers to progmm

definitions, roles and responsibilities, and the Unit Review Team process. Included with the

SOP are instructions to use the SF-52 Tracker, USAJOBS One-Stop, and the R5 Recruiter's

Teamroom. All documents incorporated with this memo are currently in the Recruiter's

teamroom. If you have any questions, please contact Dennis McKinnon at7A7-562-8759 or

Maxie Hamilton at 7 A7 -562-9t57 .

(n^L
VICKI A. JAC

cc: pdl 15 hr level 2 recruiters
pdl 15 fcros
pdl 15 hr recruitment specialists

Caring for thc Land and Serving People EXHIBIT 26
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II.

REGION 5
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR

REGIONAL RECRTIITMENT PROGRAM

PURPOSE OF TIIE STAI\DARD OPERATING PROCEDTJRE (SOPJ

This SOP outlines the Region 5 process for recnritment. It provides direction for all Human
Resources Recruitment Specialists (HRRS) to insure coordination and consistency.

Definitions

Outreach: The ongoing process of contactin g organizations, educational institutions, and
other entities, to develop and maintain relationships that enhance oppornrnities to attract
skilled and diverse individuals for vacant positions. Outreach applies to activities both
internal and external to Region 5 and is the responsibility of the Regional/Forest Civil
Rights Officers (R/FCRO).

Recruitment: The ongoing process of attracting individuals with specific skills needed for
vacant positions. Recruitment applies to internal and external activities. Recruitment may
occur prior to issuing a vacancy announcement and continue through the announcement
period.

Workforce Planning: Workforce planning is the strategic alignment of an organization's
human capital with its business direction. It is a methodical process of analyzing the current
workforce, determining future workforce needsn identifying the gap between the present
and future, and implementing solutions so the organization can accomplish its mission,
goals, and objectives.

Stafling Plan: A staffing plan is a unit's assessment to identify current and potential
vacancies for the upcoming Fiscal Year. Each unit's Staffing Plan will be consolidated into
a Regional Plan for Recruitment strategies and activities. It will be the HRRS role to
continually monitor this plan and conduct recruitment activities accordingly for their
particular unit.

Unit Review Team (LIRT): A team whose responsibility is to evaluate documentation that
tracks outreach and recruitment efforts during the hiring process. The URT also reviews
selection recommendations to ensure the hiring process is fair and equitable. The URT
consists of the Recommending Official, HRRS, and R/FCRO.
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SOP for Regional Recruitment Plan

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Human Resource Recruitment Specialists (HRRS)

. Coordinate local recruitment activities for program compliance.
' Coordinate recruitment activities with the Regional Recruitment Coordinator.
' Coordinate recruitment activities with the Regional Student Employment Manager.
r work in partnership with Forest lradership Team (FLT), Regional staffs,

RegionallForest Civil Rights Officer, and local networks to focus recruitment efforts
in line with Forest and Regional goals.

' Collaborate with the Forest Civil Rights Officer in outreach efforts and serve as an
outreach and recruitment resource.
Complete Sections IV; V (chart A); VI; VII; and VIII of the Outreach and
Recruitment Documentation Form (Form R5-6 100- 1 58).
Recruiters should provide for a back-up recruiter when unavailable for URT reviews.

B. RegionaVForest Civil Rights Officers Gyf'CRO)

. Serye as an outreach resource for units.
r Initiate outreach and Recruitment Documentation Form for URT packages.
r Post outreach notices on Outreach Database.
' Communicate with Forest Supervisor and Regional Civil Rights Director on

and events that benefit or improve outreach effectiveness.
I Evaluate efforts and results of unit outreach activities in achieving Region's

affirmative employment recruitment goals in partnership with Human Resources
Recruitment Specialists.

. Identify targeted outreach contact resources.
' Develop and maintain a list of contacts and sources for outreach and recruitment and

post those to the Regional websites.
r Complete Sections I; I[ III; VI; and VIII of the Outreach and Recruitment

Documentation Form (Form R5-6 I 00- 1 5S).

C. Unit Review Teams (URT)

The URT is made up of the unit Human Resources Recruitment Specialist (HRRS), the
unit Civil Rights Officer (FCRO), and the Recommending Official. The function of this
team is to confer at "checkpoints" throughout the recruitment process to achieve
consensus on the following:

' Did outreach and recruitment efforts result in a skilled and diverse applicant pool?
' Did individuals contacted during outreach/recruitment apply for the positionior

which they expressed interest? If not, are the reasons documented thoroughly.
' Does the recommended selection help meet recruitment goals and objectives?
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SOP for Regional Recruitment Plan

D. Regional Recruitment Coordinator (RRC)

The Regional Recruitment Coordinator will implement the Regional recruitment program
through coordination of recruitment activities with Human Resource Recruitment
Specialists, Subject Matter Experts, and Level II Recruiters.

Coordinate regional outreach and recnritment processes and activities.
Update Regional Leadership Team regarding outreach, recruitment, and
selection activity.
Be knowledgeable of all Region 5 hiring practices, standards, and procedures.
Participate in the effective dissemination of employment information.

E. Level II Recruiters: (Collateral Duty)

r Assist Region in outreach and recruitment efforts.
' Participate in local, community-based outreach and recruitment activities.
' When applicable (e.g. list from career fair), provide names of potential candidates to

Unit Human Resources Recruitment Specialists for follow-up.

IV. PROCEDURES

A. Develop Recruitment Plan

Develop annual Staffing Plan
. Work with FLT on Workforce Planning
r Use attrition and hiring projections to determine needs.

Develop and evaluate recruitment strategies based on Staffing Plan
. Review current Civilian Labor Force (CLF)
. Identrfy targeted positions by series.
. Identify unit locations for placement.
r Evaluate prior year(s) Recruitment Plan

Develop Outreach & Recruitment sources.
r Schedule and assign Job Fairs, Career events, etc.
' Make new and review existing contacts with schools and organizations.
. USAJOBS (resume mining)

Document Outreach & Recruitment activities.
. R5 6100-158 (Outreach and Recruitment form)
r Update current databases (USAJOBS, Recruiters team room, R5

Recruiters Mailbox, etc.)

I

I

I

t
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SOP for Regional Recruitment Plan

B. URT Process:

SeeEnclosures 1&2.
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